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Prefatory Note .

The material for this Disf^erta tion was collected

chiefly in the libraries of Florence, Italy, ana especially

in the Magliabecchiana , or Biblioteca Nazionale. The book

Versi, et Regole de la Nuova Poesia Toscana ,^ of which only

two copies exist, was sent to me from the Biblioteca Na-

zionale Centrale vittoric Emanuele in Rome. Later it was

found that another copy existed in Florence. 'lazzoleni 's

Rime OnesteS was procured for me by Loescher of Florence,

who obtained it by advertising in the press.

1 Cf. p. 1t. of this Disser t.

2 Of. p. I'.o of this Dissert.
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The Introaucolon
of

Classical Metres into Italian Poetry,
and thPir development

(to the beginning of tne Nineteenth Century).

Introduction.

The great Interest which has been manifested during

the last twenty years in all questions regarding the imita-

tion in Italian of classical metres, was aroused in the

year 1377 by the publication of Triosue Carducci's Le Odi

Barbare.^ In August of that year Adolfo Borgognoni wrote

in the Nuqva Antqlogia^- an article entitled, "Le Odi Bar-

bare di Triosue Carduccl." This article of eleven pages,

though somewhat cursory and superficial, gives a review

of the authors who preceded Carduccl in Italian adaptations

of classical metres, ^ and adds a few pages4 of discussion

as to whether the Italian language is quantitative or not,

and whether it really possesses dactyls, spondees, trochees,

coriambi ano other feet, as such. Although the classical

poems of the authors mentioned by Borgognoni in his article

1 Odi Barbare di Triosue Carduccl (Enotrio Romano) Quinta
eclizione, col ritratto dell' autore, Bologna, Nicola
Zanlchelli, 1887, ln-12o, pp. 208.

2 Cf. Nuo va Antol., Seconda Serie, 1877, Vol. V., fasc. 8,

agosto, "pp. "917-928.

3 Cf. loc . clt.
, pp. 917-924.

4 Cf. loc. clt., pp. 925-926.
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have since been thoroughly studied, they were little known

at the time that Borgc^noni wrote. His paper, tnerefore,

shows considerable r'^search, and served as a guide for fu-

ture studies.

In 1878 Tfiuseppe Chiarini wrotel an article of thirty-

three pages in the Nuo va Antolo gia, entitled "La ITuova

Metrica nella Poesia Italiana." This very able and inter-

esting paper (in which more references to books are given

than is customary in the jTuova Antologia) is divided into

six parts. In the first three parts2 the author discusses

the scientific side of the imitation of classical poems,

and studies quantity and accent in Trreek and Latin poetry.

In the third section3 he treats the various modes of imi-

tating classical verses either by quantity or accent.

The fourth division^ is devoted to an account of early

attempts in France to make imitations of ancient metres,

and section five5 contains an account of similar attempts

in England and in r^ermany. Part six^ discusses the new

features which Garducci has introduced into his classical

imitations by his Odi Barbare, and Chiarini closes the ar-

ticle by treating in turn Garducci 's hexameters, Sapphic

1 Cf, Nuova Antol., Seconda Serle, 1878, Vol. VI[[., fasc.

7 , aprTTe
, Tpp". 463-496.)

^ Jbid. . pp. 463-476.
2 Ibid. , pp. 472-476.
4 Jb^id. , pp. 476-482.
5 rbid'. , pp. 482-488.
'^ Ibid., pp. 488-489.
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and Alcaic odes.

Tn thp sane year (1878) another article appeared in

the Nuova Antologia,! written by Comenico anoli ana enti-

tled, "Vecchie Odi Barbare e traduttori di Orazio."

Tnis paper, of fifteen pages, brings up some new

names of imitators of classical poems curing the seven-

teenth century. After discussing the poems of Clauaio

Tolomel and his school, 2 and the Alcaic odp's of Chiabrera

and Atanagi,^ Trnoli considers some writers of the seven-

teenth century, namely, Bernardo Pilippino, Paolo Abriani,

Prirol^^mo del Buono4 and other poets little known in modern

times until frnoli drew attention to them.

In the following year (1879) Domenico i^noli published

his Odi Tiberlne,5 a small book containing trenty-four

poems, many of v;hich are imitated from classical models.

The book has been highly spoken of in several Journals.

6

1 Cf. "Tuova Anto l. , Seconda Perie, 1878, Vol. XT [ . , fasc.
24, 15 dicenbre, pp. 692-707.

2 Ibid . , pp. 692-595.
2 Ihid.

, pp. 695-6 96.
4 2t>id. , pp. 697-704.
5 Cf. Odi 2i^^^^^^» Roma e Torino, Ermanno Loescher, 1879,

1 vol. in-120, pp. 126, preface, pp. 1-7.
^ Cf. Nuova Antol., Seconda Serie, 1879, Vol. X'H I

.
, fasc.

17, 1 settembre, p. 151.
Cf. also Nuova Antol

. , Seconda Serie, 1885, Vol. XLIX.

,

fasc, 4, 15 febbr, , p. 772. Nuove Odi Tiberi ne, di
D. anoli, Roma, Loescher, 1685, (notice of one page.)





Tn 1B80, Perdinando Pantini wrote in the Nuova Antolq-

gial an article entitled, "Teodoro Mommsen e I'ode saffica

in Italia." In this paper, which is somewhat polemical

against ^tommsen, the author takes exception to the Oerman

scholar's statement that fferman is more suited than Italian

to imitations of classical poems. Santini studies the

metre and accentuation of tho Latin Sapphic line, 2 discuss-

es Pantoni's and Carducci's imitation of this ode,-^ and

concludes by denying Monimsen's assertion that the Italian

language is not rich in the possession of true spondees.

It was in 1881 that Garducci published a collection

of Italian classical poems under the title La Poesia Bar-

bare nei secoli XVO_ _e xvio .4 The part of this work which

deals with the fifteenth century is naturally much the

shorter, and contains the poems of only four writers; name-

ly, Leon Battista Alberti, Leonardo Dati, Ludovico Ariosto

and Bernardo Tasso.

Of these poets the two latter may be said to belong

more to the sixteenth century.'^

3- Cf. Nuova Antol. , Seconda Serie, 1880, Vol. XX., fasc.8,

15 aprile, pp." 6 40-6 49.
2 Ibid. , pp. 642-6.
3 Ibid . , p. 642.
4 Cf. La Poesi^a Barbara nei secoli X^/o e XV I o , a cura di

Criosue Garducci, Bologna, Nicola Zanichelli, 1881, in-

80 grand e, pp. IV., 476.
5 The date of Ludovico Ariosto is 1474-1533.

" " " Bernardo Tasso " 1493-1569.
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Practically, th»reforp, we may s?y that Carducci's

book treats of the sixteenth century, although it contains

the poems of Ganpanella who may be said to belong to the

seventeenth century. 1 Gnoli reviev/ed this book In the

lluova Antologia in 1881,2 and bestowed great praise upon

it, saying that no one could have done the work better

than, or even as well as, Garducci. Trnoli observes*^ that

while considerable attention had been paid in other coun-

tries to classical metres, little heed had been given to

them in Italy, a country which was practically the birth-

place of these poetic forms. It was Carducci v/ho drew

attention to them. Before the publication of the material

collected by him, scholars were either in total ignorance

of the movement to restore Latin metre in Italian poetry,

or could have cited, at most, the names of Alberti and To-

lomei. 'iost people are unaware that from the fifteenth

century to the present day, the history of classical poetry

in Italian can be traced almost without a break.

In making his coi:^.ection, Carducci reproduced in its

entirety the book published in the year 1539, entitled,

1 The date of Tomnaso Gampanella is 15fi0-1539.

2Gf. Nuova Antol. , Seconda Serie, 1381, Vol. XXVIII., fasc.

15, 1 agosto', pp. 377-389.

3 loc. cit. , p. 377.
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Vers i, et Regole d^ la Nuova Poe sla Toscana, -^ the "nuova

poesia" here mentioned being, of course, the imitation of

classical metres. Besides making public property of tnis

rare edition (of which only two copies exist) Carducci, and

the scholars who assisted him, explored many Ita?.ian libra-

ries, putting together a wonderfully complete c. llection of

Italian imitations of classical poems, and one which must

be of incalculable value to any one studying this subject.

In his article on this book, Crnoli discusses^ various

attempts on the part of authors such as Ariosto, Alamanni,

Patrizio and Baldi, (all mentioned in Carducci's book), to

introduce into Italian poetry ne-.y metres founded more or

less on classical models, which attempts will be discussed

later on in the dissertation here presented.

In the same yenr (1881), Ettore Stampini published his

Commento me trice a XIX._ Odi d_i Orazio Flacco.3 This book

was reviewed in the Nuo_ya Antologia.4 By its means Stam-

pini has greatly simplified the study of classical metres,

1 Gf . Versi, et Regole d^ la Nuova Poesia Toscana, Roraae,

ItDXXXIX., in-8C~. ^Por a~f uller title cf. p. Ij of this

Dissert .

2 Cf. Nuova Antol . , loc. _crt. , pp. 580, 381, 386, 386-7.
3 Cf . Commento metrico a 2L^X_. Odi Q_i Orazio Flacco, di

metro r i s p e 1 1 i vamen t e diverse, col testo relative, ecc,
pel Dottor Ettore Stampini, Torino, Loescher, 1861,
1 vol., in-80, pp. XI., 60.

4 Of. Nuova Anto l. , Second? Serie, 1881, Vol. XXVI., fasc.

7, 1 aprile, p. 527.
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which is an important one, and especially so in tne case of

the poet Horace, where a knov/ledge of metres contributes

so greatly to an appreciation of the poet's Odes. Stam-

pini takes up nineteen odes of Horace, each one serving as

the model of a different metre. Each ode is preceded by

a short description of the metre, and all irregularities

are commented upon in notes. This book is especially use-

ful to a beginner, (in that the arses are marked in every

verse of every ode), and is mentioned here merely as being

a most useful and reliable book of reference when treating

of the imitations in Italian of the Odes of Horace.

Another edition,! still called the first edition, was

issued in 1881, was reviewed in the ^^uova Antologia,^ and

in 1890 a second edition was published with the original

title.

S

Tn the same year as the publication of the first

edition of his Commento metrico, (namely, 1881), Stampini

1 Gf. Commento metr ico a XX. Odl diOj^z^l^Flacco di metro

rispettivamente diverse col" te sto relative conforme alle

mi glTori' lid i zi on i , p'e1"Do 1 1 . Ettore Stampini, libero

Toc'ente~~dl~T7eTteratura latina nelle R. Universita di

Torino; Torino, Ermanno Loescher, 1881, 1 vol., in-8C,

pp. XT. , 60.
2 Cf. TTuova Antol. , Seconda Serie, 1881, Vol. XXVTT.,

fasc. 11, 1 giugno, p. 557.
2 G f . C ommento me tr ico a XIX. 1 i rij;he d i Orazio, di metro

rispettivamente' diverse col testo relativo conforme alle

mlgli ori egizioni, per Ettore Stampini, spconda eoizione

Tnteramen"te~Tifatt8 ed ampliata, Torino, Ermanno ^^ces

cr^r, lc:;o, 1 vol., iv-PS' , r; • XI., •
•;•.
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published ar.other bookl on the subject of Cardvcci's Odi

Barbare. Tn this book, wnicn was v/ell spoken of in the

Nuova Antologia,2 stamplni seeks to establish how far an-

cient metres convey to modern readers a metrical sound ca-

pable of reprodvcticn in modern Italian. He rejects the

efficacy of the quantity of syllables in tne modern imita-

tion of such metres, but al!!ov;s in great measure the use-

fulness cf verse-sccent . Ancient metres may be read ac-

cording to their wcrd-acc'='nt or according to their arsis

and thesis; that is, verse-accent. Stampini takes up

systematically th° ancient metres, and shovrs which can be

reproduced to advantage in Italian when reao according to

their v/ord -accent , and which, when read according to arsis

and thesis. The author has a good command cf his subject,

and the book is of great assistance to anyone desiring to

study the reproduction of classical metres in Italian.

Two years later, (1883), Felice Cavallotti wrote nis

hook Anticaglie.3 in the part of this volume entitled,

"Del Verismo e della Nova Metrlca, '"^ Cavallotti discusses

1 Cf. Le Odi Barbare di (T. Carducci e la m.etrica lat ina,

studio com.parativo del Dottor Ettore Stampini, seconda
edizione, Torino, Loescher, 1881, 1 vol., in-8o grande,

pp. XVT., 70.
2 C^. Muova Antol . , Seconda Serie, 1881, Vol. XXVI., fasc.

7, 1 aprile, p. 527.
3 Cf. Anticaglle.di Felice Cavallotti , terza edizione , Roma,

tipog. d«=l Senate, 1879, in-8<^^ grande, pp. 316.
4 Cf. 0^. cit . , pp. 5-120. The pages of this portion of

Anticaglie, interesting to us, are pp. 64-li20.





in a light, oft^n banter-in?, strain trie various nethoas of

imitating classical poetry, tne opinions expressed by aif-

ferent critics concerning them, the odes of Cardvcci and

his irr.itators at the present day.

Cavallotti made also several excellent imitc'tions of

the Sapphic, the Alcaic and the Asclepiadean odes.l

In the same year (1885), Domenico fTnoli publishea his

Stud i Letterari , a volime containing among many other ar-

ticles the t'.vc comprised in the Nuova Antologia which have

already been mentioned.

2

In 1884, Tommaso Gasini published TjO Forme metriche

italiane .5 This short but excellent treatise on Italian

versification d'^votes fifteen pages^ to "La poesia metrica"

and discusses in turn, giving instances of each metre, the

hexameter, the elegiac distich, the Sapphic, Alcaic, Ascle-

piadpan odes, er.a tne Archilocnian metre.

Gasini 's book v/as very favor^ibly commented upon in the

Pficrnale Storico .5

In 1885, appeared Luigi Falconi's rietrica classica o

1 Cf. op. c_it. , pp. 215-225 and pv . 269-283.
2 Gf. pp. 1^?^^ of this Ihtrod.
3 Le Fo_rme metriche italiane, notizia ad use delle scuole

class iche, dl Tomm.aso Gasini, Firenze, G. C. Sansoni,
1884, in-12C, pp. VIII., 112.

4 Cf. _op. _cit., pp. 91-105.
5 Cf. Priorn. Sto?-., 1684, Vol. III., p. 285.
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Metrics Barbara ?_ L'Esametro latino e i 1 ve rs o_ s

i

llabico

italiano.^ This is a treatise of ei.rnty-tv.'c octavo pages,

the first part of it occupying tv/enty-one pages. This

section is the more general of the two into v/hich the book

is divided, and it discusses among other questions the two

following: (a) the different methods of imitating classical

metres in Italian; (b) the confusion arising from the imi-

tation of Latin quantitative verse when it is read accord-

ing to word-accent. Part IT. is more technical, and makes

an exhaustive stuay of the different forms ana caesurae of

the Latin hexam.eter.

In 1885, Rodolfo Renier, while discussing the poems

of Pfaleottc del Carretto in the Triornale Storico,2 entered

into an investigation of the fact as to who was the first

imitator of the Sapphic od» in Italian.

In 1886, Angelo Solerti wrote his !.Ianuale di r,![etrica

class ica ital iena.^ This is a text-book of versification,

and gives fJreek and Latin examples of the various metres

as v/ell as their Italian imitations. Of this book, the

^ Gf. ^Tetrlca classic a o Metric a Barbara? L 'Esametro
latino e il v^rso sillabico italiano. Due Saggi critici
del Dr. Cte Luigi Palconi, Torino-Roma, Ermanno Loes-
cher, 1885, in-Bc grande, pp. VIIT., 62.

2 Cf. Oiorn . Stor . , 1885, Vol. vL, pp. 243-4.
^ Cf. Manuale di Metrica class ica i taliana ad acc^nto rit-

mlco , di Angelo Solerti, Torino, Ermanno Loescher, 1886,
in-8c grande, pp. 104, introduction pp. 7-25.
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part most interpstin,'^ to us is the introduction v;hick deals

with the various nethods of reproaucing clar.sical poetry

in Italian.

In 1867 was published Angelo Solerti's Le Od i di

Pfiovannl Panton i (J^bind_o . ) ,1 a poet of the eighteenth cen-

tury who wrote four books of odes in imitation of Horace.

This book which was favorably mentioned in the (Tiornale

Storico,2 is a modern and improved eoition of Fantoni's

odes which v/ere published in 1823.3 Solerti begins with an

account of the life of Pantoni, 4 and follows this by an

article on the poet's imitations of clasyical poems. C This

is succeeded by a list of the metres adopted by the poet

and by a list of his works. 6 Then follow the four books

of the odes of Pantoni, "^ each book having an appendix of

notes.

In the sane year (1887), Dott. Alberto Aldini pub-

lished La Liric a n_el Chiab rera,^- a small book of fifty-

three ( 16°) pages, of which five pages are given up to an

1 Gf. Giovanni Pantoni . (Labindo ) Le Odi, con prefazione e

note di Angelo Solerti , Torino, C . Triverio, 1887, in-8o

,

pp. XCVIII., 525.
2 Of. rriorn. Stor . , 1887, Vol. X., p. 280.
3 Cf. Poesie di Oiovanni Pa nto ni fra gli Arcadi Labindo

,

Italia, 1823, 3~v'ols., iV-'sc" gra nd e , pp. iv. , 356,318,
328.

4 Gf. Solerti, op. 5i_t . , pp. III.- XL'^I.
5 Ibid . , pp. LI.-LXXV.
6 Ibid., pp. LXXIX.- XGVIII.
7 Ibid. , pp. 100-321.
8 Cf. La Lirica nel Ghiabrera, del aott. Alberto Aldini,
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account of the part which the poet Chiabrera took, in the

seventeenth century, in th« imitation of classical poems.

This work was reviewed in the following year in the Tfiorn -

ale Stor lco.l

In 1887, friuseppe Praccaroli wrote D 'una teoria

razionale di metrica ita liana.S This book is a very

thorough study of Italian versification. In the portion

entitled "Altri tentativi ui versi del genere gianbico,"^

Praccaroli mentions the attempted innovations in metre of

Patrizio and Baldi, which :vere included by Carducci in his

collection of Poesia Barbara .

Concerning the book of Solerti on the odes of Pantoni,

mentioned above, 4 Triosue Carducci wrote a short article in

the iTuova Antolog ia in 1888- entitled, "A proposito di una

recente edizione delle Odi Giovanni Pantoni." The article

is dated 31st December, 1887, and in it Carducci promises

to write more concprning Pantoni. This promise Carducci

kept in the following year (1889), wnen he wrote in tne

(cont'd) Livorno, Francesco Vigo, 1887, in-16o , pp. 53.

1 Cf. aiorn. Stor . , 1888, Vol. X., pp. 432 and 442.

2 Cf. D'una teoria razi onale di metric a italiana, di Gius-

eppe Praccaroli, Torino, Ermanno Loescher, 1887, in-8°

grande, pp. 128, preface pp. 1-8.
3 Cf. Praccaroli, op. pit

. , pp. 119-121.
'I Cf. p.'JM of this Introduction.
5 Cf. Nuoya Antol. , Terza Serie, 1889, Vol. XIX., fasc. 1,

1 genn. pp. 5-20.
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Nuova Antologia''- an article v/ith the title "Un fliacobino in

f ormazione. " Unaer this indefinite title Garuucci refers

to aicvanni Fantoni, ana gives some account of the life and

character of the poet, and makes brief extracts from his

poems

.

In 1890 was published K. Martini's translation of E.

Schiller's I rnetrl lirici di Orazio secondc i r isultati

della nstrica nicdprna,2 a useful and very exact book of

reference for a student of the imitations of Horatian me-

tres.

In 1694, Pruido Mazzoni wrote an article in the Attl

e memorie della R. Accademia di Padova entitled "Per la

Storia della strofe saffica in Italia. "^ This article of

nine pages, is mostly dedicated to an account of the Sap-

phic odes of one Antonio niordani, a hitherto obscure poet

of the seventeenth century, who had not p^'^^viously been

included in the list of imitators of classical poems.

It will readily be seen from the foregoing, that most

1 Cf. 2Li^ova Antol. , Terza Serie, 1869, Vol. XTX., fasc. 1,

1 genn. , pp. 5-20.
2 Cf. I metrl lirici di Orazio sec ondo i ^'is^jltHti tjella

metrTca moder'na, etc., di E. Schiller, traduzlone auto-

rTzzata daria"2a edizione tedesca di E. Martini, seccnda

edizlone, Torino, Carlo Clausen, 1896, in-120 , pp. 46.

3 Cf. Atti e Memorie della R. Accaaemia ^i Scienze lettere

ad ar t i "in p'a'd ova ,"Anno~G CX 0"^' ,"l 893 - 9 4

,'

"Nuo va Serie,

^''ol. 'xT, Disp'ensa I^. , Padova, tip. Dior. Battista Ran-

di, 1894, in-80 grande, pp. 279-289.
Cf. also giorn. Stor . , 1895, ^'"ol. XX^^ , p. 176, bottom,

where there Ts a ref. to Atti e Memorie, etc.





-jrriters up to to-day in this field havf? taken up separate

portions of the subject which forms the title of the pres-

ent monograph. Pew writers have occupied themselves v;ith

a review of the material itself, with the exception of

Carducci in his P^oesia Barbara ne i_ secoli X'{o e XVP ,1 and

even Carducci has only collected the classical imitations

of two centuries. Thus, Cavallotti in his Ant icaglie^

discusses principally the imitytions of Carducci and of the

present school of poets, treats of the Sapphic and Alcaic

odes, and imitates them in Italian. Palconi limits him-

self3 to a study of the hexameter, ana Solerti writes first

a manual of classical metres ana then publishes the poems

of a single author, Pantoni. Similarly, Alaini writes

about Ghiabrera,^ and ""^azzoni makes a study of the history

of the Sapphic strophe.

5

In the following dissertation it is my purpose to take

a general survey of the development of the imitation of

classical metres in Italian poetry from its origin in the

fifteenth century, as far as the beginning of the nineteenth

century. I shall trace, as far as possible, tne first

1 Gf. p. X of this Introduction,
2 J^bi d . , p . Sa
3 Ibid . , p.31
4 Ibid.

,
p.^ViT

5 Ibid. , p. ]<.x
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occurrence of new metres, anci reproduce a part, or the

whole, of such imitations as ars the first of tneir kina,

and any others which may afford points of interest.

I shall endeavor to show the successive spread and

restriction of the movement, ana shall ada any biograpnical

or historical data pertinent to tne author or to the period

treated . A short summary will follow each century, and

at the end will be added a chapter discussing the various

methods adopted by poets who have tried to restore classi-

cal metres in Italian poetry.





The Introduction into Italian poetry
of classical .Tie t res,

and their development, up to the middle
of the nineteenth century.

The Fifteenth Century.

The revival of general interest in the study of clas-

sical metres in Italian poetry occurred in the year 1877

when Garducci published the Odi Barbare.

In August of that yevr Adolfo Borgognoni wrote in the

Nuova Antclogia the first article which had till that time

appeared, in that Journal, on the subject of classical me-

tres in Italian poetry, ^ Both he and subsequent writers

unite in saying that the first writer who attempted to in-

troduce classical metres into Italian poetry was that sin-

gular genius, Leon Battista Albertl (1407-1472),^ whose ef-

" Of. Huova Antol. , Seconda Serie, 1877, Vol.V., fasc.8,

pp. 917-928".'

^ For the date of Albert! , cf. S^toria della Letteratura
Italiana, di Adolfo Traspary, etc., 2 vols., Torino,
Loescher, 1891, p. 175,

cf. also ffiornale Storico, etc., 1883, I., p. 160, where
there is a reference to ffio rnale ligust ico di archeolo-
gia, storia b letteratura. Anno IX., fasc. 5°. A.Neri,

"La nascita di Leon Battista Alberti." The author sup-

poses that Alberti was born in Oenoa at the end of 1407

or at the beginning of 1408, "da legame illegittimo,
sanato poi con le nozze,"

cf. ibid. , 1383, II., p. 153. The date of L. B. Alberti 's

birth is given here by Tr. Scipione Scipioni as 1416,
cf. ibid. , 1887, X., p. 255, Notice by 0. Scipione Scipioni
of (firolamo Mancini's Tluovi documenti e notizie sulla

vita e sugli scritti di Leon Battlsta^Alberti

.
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forts, however, found neither pralsers nor imitators.

Since Borgognoni other scholars have spoken of Albert!

as an imitator of classical metres.

Domenico Onoli in 1881 said that at the head of this

new poetical venture was one of the most famous men of the

Renaissance, Leon Battista Alberti, who produced some hex-

ameters, and an elegiac distich which from a poetical point

of view leave much to be desired.

Gasini in his book, Le forme rnetriche italiane, men-

tions Alberti and Leonardo Dati as the inventors of this

new style of Italian poetry. -'-

pOaspary states that Alberti 's verses were written

on the occasion of a competition for a poetical prize. The

competition took place in Florence on the 22d. of October

1441, in the cathedral, in the presence of the Signoria,

the archbishop, the Venetian ambassador, many prelates and

(cont'd) (Estratto dall' Arch, storico ital., serie IV.,

t. XIX.)
Pirenze, Cellini, 1887, (8° ,pp . 70.

)

cf. ibid . , 1891, XVIII., p. Scipione Scinioni, "L'anno
della nascita dl Leon Battista Alberti." Scipioni sup-
poses that Alberti was born in 1406 or 1407.

-^ Of. Le forme metriche italiane, notizia ad uso delle
Ecu-ole classiche, dl Tomjnaso Jasini, 2^ edizlone, rifat-
ta e migliorata, Firenze, Ct . G. Sansoni, editore, 1890,
(120, pp. VIII. -112) on p. 91.

cf. notice (2pp.) in Tfiorn . Stor. ,1884, II I . ,p. 285, Tomma-
so Gasini, Motizia sull e forme metriche italiane,Firen-
ze, Pr.G. Sansoni, 1B84, (12^,~'pp.VIII

.
, 112.)

p
cf. aaspary, Storia, Ii., p, 174.
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a large gath<^ring of people. On the same page f^aspary

says that another competitor; namely, Leonardo di Pietro

Dati, "the writer who annotated Palmieri's Cit ta d i vita

,

was seized with the idea of adapting ancient metres to the

Italian tongue. This attempt can easily be understood

when the enthusiasm which was then dominant for all classi-
>

cal subjects is taken into consideration. Dati wrote a

part of his poem in hexameters, and another part in the

Sapphic metre.!

Alberti himself submitted for competition his dialogue

"Dell' Amicizia," that is, the fourth book of nis Famiglia,

and also a poem consisting of sixteen Italian hexameters,

^^ile these were certainly the first attempts to apply

classical metres to Italian poetry, they were also the

least successful, and naturally so, since they adhered too

II

closely to their models." Dati and Alberti, continues

Pfaspary, "did practically nothing else but apply the quan-

tity of Latin words to corresponding Italian words, without

taking into account the change of sounds.

Thus they produced verses of which the measure must be

sought in another tongue.

Pornaciari in his Disegno Storic_o della lettera rura

^cf. T. Casini, o£. cit . , p . 97 . Casini also declares that
L. Dati was the first to make use of the Sapphic metre
in Italian.
On this subject cf. pp./j-g-f)'! of this Dissert.
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italiana, -'mentions this literary conpetition, and adds that

it was arranged by the officers of the "studio fiorentino"

at the instigation of A.lberti, that the prize was a crown

of silver, and that the subject was to be "True Friendship"

(la vera anicizia.)

Ludovico Ariosto (1474-1533)^ should be mentioned here

before passing on to discuss the spread of classical metres

in Italian during the sixteenth century, under Clauuio To-

lomei.

Ariosto 's poems which form the prologues of nis two

comedies, n. Negromante and La ^assaria are, as Gnoli

states, "^^ merely Italian hendecasyllabic lines, unrhymed,

^ Gf . Dis egno stori^co del la letteratura italiana da 11 '

_orJ^gine f ino af no_stri tempi, del Prof. Raffaello Porna-
ciari, in Pirenze, (T. C. Sansoni, editors, 1894,- in 8°,

pp. VI. , 390, on p. 87.

^ The poems mentioned of Alberti and Dati will be found in
the Appendix to this Dissert., !Ios. I., p. 161 and It.,

p. lit. . They are takerTTrom La Poesia Barbara nei

secoli XV. ° e_y^I ^^ a cura di Triosue Carducci, Bologna,
Nicola Zanichelli, 1881, (8° pp.I'^, 476), on pp. 3,4,
17.

Gf. also T. Casini, £P- cit., pp. 92-93.

^ Gf. Carducci, Poesia Barb. , date (1474-15331 on p. 23.

Gf. also <7aspary, _£toria, etc., TT. (part 2), birth
(1474), p. 5 8; death Tl533), p. 82.

^ Cf. TTuova Antol., Seconda Serie, 1B81, XX^/III., p. 380.

Gf. also Casini, Forme met,, p. 78,^5,
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anu v/ith a proparoxyton at the close of each line. Onjli,

however, praivses Carducci for introducing tnese poems into

his collection, adding that Carducci shows thereby his in-

tention of including in the collection every deviation

which was made in Italian metre with the object of bringing

such metre closer to the classical model.

Praspary-^ is of the same opinion as Qnoli on this point,

and adds that th*^ unrhymed hendecasyllabic line ending in a

proparoxyton, ? verse, therefore, of twelve syllables,

seemed to be the most exact form of reproducing the Iambic

trimetre of the ancient models.

In this imitation Ariosto was followed by some writ-

ers, but opposed by others, and the metre was later aban-

doned .

Like Ariosto, Bernardo Tasso (1493-1569)2 also at-

tempted to introduce some novelty into the hendecasyllabic

line,^ He sought to invent a form of verse which should

possess the advantages of the Latin hexameter, for rhymes

recurring reg^olarly compel the thoup-ht also to act in regu-

lar and therefore monotonous periods. Tasso did not dare

to orait the rhyme altogether, so he formed a complicated

^ Cf. aaspary, op. cjljt
.

, Vol. II.', part 2, pp. 75-4.

2 Cf. rtaspary, Storia, II., part 2, birth (1493), r.l'J2,

death (4 Sept. 1509), p. 198.

Cf. Oaspary, op. cit. II., part 2, p. 135.
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system of hendecasyllablc lines which were connected by

rhyme only in every fifth line. (A B C B A D E G F E D

H P . . . ) .

In this metre he v;rote only the "Epitalarnio per il auca

Federigo di TIantova", and the first of his Eclogues, and

later the scheme of the metre was modified, so that the

rhyme occurred in every three verses.

Prom the selection of this poem, given in the Appen-

dix,-^ it will be seen that the rhymes occur at intervals

of from two to five lines. Thus, the word "christ&lli"

is rhymed v/ith the fifth line beneath it, the word "velo"

with the second line below it, "Himeneo" v«rith the fifth,

"giorno" with the fifth, and "sereno" with the third line

beneath it.

Bernardo Tasso also wrote some fifty odes with lines

shorter than those of the canzone, ana with imitations from

Horace. 2 "L'ode oraziana," says Traspary,^ "Bernardo Tasso

la rende semplicemente per mezzo di strofe brevi e non di-

vise, ria rimate; segi-ie pero in altri il s)io modello roraa-

1 Gf. Appendix No. III., p. '

"

2
Gf. Pornaciari, op. cit. , p. 105.

^ Cf. naspary, op. cit., IT., part 2, p. 135.





SuTimary of the Poens
^Jio-itten In imitytion of classical metres

during the fifteenth century.

The introduction of classical metres into Italian

poetry took place in the year 1441. Leon Battista Alberti

was the first to reproduce the hexameter and the elegiac

distich. Leonardo Dati Introduced an imitation of the

Sapphic ode in the same year. Luiovico Ariosto invented

the unrhymed hendecasyllabic with a final proparoxyton,

while Bernardo Tasso attempted to introduce a new system

of hendecasyllabics in which the rhyme occurred as far

apart as every fifth verse.

Table of poems of the fifteenth century.

Instances of Elegiac metre 1

Hexameters 3

Hendecasyllabic verse eno-
ina with a proparoxyton 2

Sapphic ode 1

Other metres 1





The Sixteenth Century.

In thp sixteenth century a second ana more extensive

attempt was made to introduce classical metres into Italian

verse. This movement was at once the most radical and the

most collective attempt ever made in Italy to introduce a

change in literature, and the movement extended to all the

literary men of this country. -'

The cause of the origin of this innovation v/as a

feeling of opposition, or rivalry, to the school of Bembo.

Bembo's style vms essentially one of imitation. Cicero

was his model in writing Latin prose, Boccaccio in Italian

prose, and Petrarca in Italian verse. Bembo's art was ex-

clusively formal, and little or no attention was paid by

him to matter or content.

Bembo's influence v;as very great, ana he was consider-

ed the centre of the literary stage of his time.'^ In op-

position to Bembo's school arose Niccolo Franco, beneven-

tano, (1505-1569)"^ and Claudia Tolomei with his Imitations

from classical metres.

^ Gf. anoli,in ^liiam Antol.. , Seconda serie, 1881, XXViu.,
p. 382, top.

^ Cf. ^-aspary, oj). cit . , II., part 2, pp.65, 67.

^ Cf. aaspary, op cit. , II., part 2, p. 162.

Also Pornaciari, op. cit . p. 158. Niccolo Franco was

one cf the poets who, following in the footsteps of

Pietro Aretino, ridiculed the School of Bembo for imi-

tating Petrarca.
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ThP approximate date of Claudia Tolomei is well estab-

lished, Corducci gives it as 1492-1554. Fornaciari

differs slightly from Carducci, giving the years 1492-

1555.^ Claudio Tolomei was prominent in literary circles,

N.

and had already instituted the Accademia della Virtu. In

1536 he founded in Rome the Accademia della Nuova Poesia,

a society before which only poems imitated from classical

2,

metres v/ere allowed to be read.
— — — — — — —— — — — — — —~ — — — — ——— — —— — — — — — — — — — ~—^ — — — — — — — — ____«.__

^ Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb
. , p. 53.

^ Cf. Fornaciari, o^p. c i t . , p. 105.
Cf. also Ad. Borgognoni, Tluova Antol . , Seconda serie,1877,
v., fasc. 8, agostc, p. 917.

^ Cf. anoll, in Nuova Antol. , Seconda Serie, 1876, XII., p.

693.
Also flnoli, ibid , 1881, XXVIII., p. 379.

The question has been raised whether Claudio Tolomei and
Angelo Claudio Tolomei, the author of Laudi delle donne

bolognesi,are one and the sane person. Brunet (V.877)

is of the opinion that they are one and the same, but
it is scarcely possible that this shoula be the case
for the following reasons;
First, with the exception of Brunet and Oraesse, no

other biographer records, among the works of Claudio
Tolomei, the poem in praise of the women of Bologna,
published in 1514.
Secondly, Claudio Tolom.ei in the year 1514 was only
twenty-tv,'c years of age, and we have no other testimony
that he spent a part of his youth in Bologna. It

seems, therefore, that Claudio Tolomei and Angelo
Claudio Tolomei were two different persons, and that
the latter purposely denominated himself Angelo Claudio
in order to be distinguished from his namesake.

On the points mentioned here cf. r^iorn. S tor . , 1891,

X^ni. , p. 476.
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Tolomel and his followftrs approached the subject of

the imitytion of classical metres with greater insight than

Leonarcii Dati and Leon Battista Alberti had done before

them.

The lines of their poems, says Cfaspary,-'- were to be

scanned accoixilng to quantity, yet not Latin but Italian

quantity. The latter is not alv/ays imaginary, although

indeed it does not always present such marked differences

that a well-defined metre can be formed with it as a basis.

Borgognoni thus enumerates the chief members of the

school of Tolomei.^ "I principali seguaci del Tolomei

furcno, nel suo secolo, Luigi Oroto, Oirolamo ^racastoro,

Dionigi Atanasi, Antonio Ranieri, aiulio Fieri, flicvanni

Zaccarelli, Alessandro Pittolini, Fabio Benvoglienti , Pier

Paolo Trualtierl, e quel Trifone Benzi . . . ."

This list is, hov/ever, very incomplete, and I here ap-

pend the names of all the authors whose poems are found in

1 Gf. Oaspary, ojp. _c_i t . , TI., part 2, p.lS6.

2 Cf. Huova Antol . , Seconda Serle, 1877, v., p. 918.

I have noted several inaccuracies on the part of the

author, or typographical errors: On p. 918 of this ar-

ticle, Atanasi for Atanagi, Ranieri for Renieri, Oiulio

Fieri for Vieri, Zaccarelli instead of Zuccarelli, Pit-

tolini, instead of Gittolini.
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Versi, et Regole de la Nuova Poesia Toscana,^ published in

2Rome in 1539, and printed by Antonio Blade d'Asola.

Gf. '^ersi, et regole de la nuova poesia toscana, Romae
'^.D. XXXIX" OiTThe" recTc~of" l;h"e~ last "shereTTs v/ritten;

In Roma, per Antonio Blado d'Asola, nel 'I.D. XXXTX del
mese d'Ottobre, in-80.
The book is dedicated A TTonsignor Criovanfrancesco Val-
erio. This edition of 1539 is very rare. Besides the
copy in the Biblioteca TTazionale in Florence, consulted
by me, there is one in the Biblioteca TTazionale Centrale
"^''ittorlo Emanuele at Rome.

For information concerning the work of Antonio Blado in

Foligno and in Rome, cf. ^iorn. S_tor., 1884, Vol. III.,

p. 307 under 11 Bibliofilo (Bologna)', Anno V., 1884,
No. 1, '!. Faloci-Pulignani , "11 tipografo Antonio Blado
in Foligno .

"

Ibid. ,1694, Vol. XXIII., p. 328, Tr . Pumagalli, Antonic
Blado, ^JpograTo roma no d_^fil sec.rXVI., "[emoria storico-
bibl iogFafica',~~Iilano~,~^Hoep117^1893 , di pp. 122.

Cf. also TTuova Antol. , Terza Serie, 1893, XLVIII, fasc.

22, p. 355 - same title as above, (Pumagalli, Antonic
Blado , etc., ) but published by a different editor,

-

Bergamo, tip. fratelli Cattaneo, 1893.
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List of names of authors who contributed to

Versi, et Regole de la nuova Poes ia T'uscana.

Antonio Renieri da Colle page A to E iii

P, Pavolc TfUalterio Aretino E iv - P v

Triovanni Zuccarelli da Ganapina P vi - H iv

aiulio Vieri Senese H v - I il

Alessandro Gittolini da Serravalle I ii - I vi

Bartolomeo Paganucci k i

rjabriello Zerbo k ii

fjiovan Battista Alamanni k iii

S. Don Diego Sansoval di Castro k iii

Ascanio Bertini k vi

Adriano Viventio k vii

Lionardo Colombini L

Christofano Romei L i

Ottavio Brigidi L ii

Carlo de' 7!archesi L iii

Alessandro Bovio T, iii

riario Zephiro L iv

Tornmaso Splca Romano N - N vii

1 The letters and numbers to the right of this sheet are

the page indications of versi , et Regole , etc. There
are seven pages to each letter, and the letters used are

AB C DEP. PrH I kLMNOP QRS TV (to Vvii.)
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Annibale Caro page - i

Bei'nardlno Boccarino d'Arezzo ii - v

Triphone Bentio d'Ascisi v - P i

Pavolo del Rosso Piorentino P ii - Q

Dionifti Athanagi da Cagli Q i - S vii

Claud io Tolomei T - V-v

It will easily be seen that the principal contributors

to this collection were Antonio Renieri, Pavolo Gualterio,

Priovanni Zuccarelli, niulio Vieri, Alessandro Cittolini,

Pavolo del Rosso, Dionigi Athanagi, and Glaudio Tolomei

himself.

Since there appears to be some doubt as to who was the

compiler of Versi , ej; Regole d£ la Nuova Poesia Toscana,

it will not be amiss to discuss this question here.

Claudio Tolomei is usually cited as the compiler of

this work. Pornaciari-^ and Casini woula seem to imply

this fact, and aaspary distinctly states it,"^ asserting

that the idea of imitating classical metres originated with

Tolomei, and that he published the collection under dis-

cussion in the year 1539.

Cf. Pornaclarl, cp. cit., p. 138.

^' Cf. Casini, ov. c_i_t.
, p. 91.

^ Cf. (Taspary, op. cit., II., part 2, p. 136.
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The fact also that in the collection of poems in ques-

tion Tolomei's verses occijpy the last position in the book,

woulQ tend to show that Tolomei's feelings of moaesty had

been considered, and •woula point to him as the compiler of

the book. The preface, hov/ever, was written by Ser Cosmo

Pallavicino

.

In it Tolomei is mentioned in very laudatory terais,

notably where Pallavicino refers to the new poetry which

"il felice ingegno del nostro '!. Claudio Tolomei quest' an-

no a molti suoi amici ha mostrato in Roma," and this again

would lead us to accept Ser Cosmo Pallavicino as the com-

piler.

Borgognoni^ mentions Cosimo Pallavicino as the col-

lector, "Cosimo Pallavicino, il quale raccolse assai de

'

nuovi versi che fece poi stampare al Blado d'Asola in un

volume, nel 1534 ....
Lastly, Chiarini"^ declares that Cosimo Pallavicino

was the publisher. Tt is therefore a safe conclusion that

^ Cf. Versi , et P.egole, etc., title-page; also Brunet, '^

877.

^ Cf- ^^udva Antol. , Seconda Serie, 1877, v., p. 918.

^ The date here shoula be 1539.

^ Of. Nuova Antol., Seconda Serie, 1878, VI IT., p. 473.
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although Clauuio Tolomei was thP prime mover in the organi-

sation of the school of classical poetry, the publication

of the poems of this school was for some reason unuci-takfn

b^ Scr Cosimo Pallavicino, and was perhaps supervised by

Tolomei himself, who placed his own poems at tne enu of the

collection.

The following table shows the poems contained in the

collection of ''ersi , et Regol e de^ la Nuova Poes ia Toscana,

together with the names of the authors of the poems, and

the proportion in which the various classical metres were

used.

Versl et Regole d_e l£ Nuova Poesia Tosca na

.

Instances of Elegiac distichs.

Autho r.

Antonio Renieri da Colle.

P. Pavolo Trualteric Aretino.

Oiovanni Zuccarelli di Oanapina

Oiulio Vieri Senese.

Alessandro Gittolini da Serra-
valle .

'^''arious authors.

Bartolomeo Paganucci.

Oabriello Zerbo

.

Anonymous

.

Page.
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k vi

k vii

k vii

L - L i

L ii

L ii

L iii

L vii

U - M i

M i
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Instances of Hexameters.

D V Antonio Renieri da Colle.

E II rt

H ii Giovanni Zuccarelli di Canapina.

H V. Oiulio Vieri, Senese.

Total niiraber of instances of poems v/ritten in hexameters = 4

Instances of Hendecasyllabics

.

F V. P. Pavolo (Tualterio, Aretino.

L vi Anonymous.

'! vi translated from Sannazzaro.

iv Bernardino Boccarino d'Arezzo.

Q i Dionigi Athanagi da Cagli.

P II II

S vii " "

Total nvimber of instances of poems written in hendecasyl-

labic verses - 7.

Instances of -Grder,^.

Page. " No

.

Author.

C vi - D iv 6 Antonio Renieri da Colle.

P iv P. Pavolo Oualterio Aretino.
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Page 'To. Author.

L iii Alessnndro Bovio.

L iv Mario Zephiro.

T. V Anonymous

,

Q V Dionigi Athanagi da Gagli.

R vi Dionigi Athanagi da Cagli.

Summary of the contents of
Versi, et Regole de la Nuova Poesia Toscana,

Total number of odes = 12

Total number of poems in elegiac distichs = 154

hexameters - 4

hendecasyllabics = V

Total number of poems in the collection 177

It will be seen from the foregoing table that the ele-

giac distich was the metre most generally used, no less

than one hundred and fifty-four poems out of a total of one

hundred and seventy-seven being written in that metre.

Next in order of frequency is the hendecasyllabic

,

then th** hexameter of which only four examples occur.

Lastly, there are four odes written in the Sapphic metre,

' Cf. Casini, op. cit. p. 94, .'3.
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and eight poems in various metres; these poems will be

taken up later.

In the following pages'' I propose to examine the con-

tributions of each separate author to Italian classical

poetry of the Sixteenth Century, marking the introduction

of new imitations, as they occur, and reproducing a part,

or the v/hole, of such poems as represent the first appear-

ance of a new metre.

^ Prom this point in the present '-monograph my references to

these poems will be made from Carducci 's Poes ia Barbara
nei secoli X'/^ e X'''!^ , in which collection the poems

^~Ve"rsT^ e^t 'Reggie de la TTuova Poesia Toscana are in-

corporated entire,

^ Gf.pp.iO-5J of this Dissert.
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Glaud io TolomPi.-'-

1492-1554.

Tolomei wrote fourteen elegiac poems, and one in the

hendecasyllabic metre.

Many scholars prefer not to include unrhyraed hendeca-

s^'^llabics among the Italian imitations of classical metres,

but I shall do so because I consider that during the six-

teenth century, v/hen classical poems -.vere so generally

copied, it is more than probable that unrhymed hendecasyl-

labics were written with the definite intention of bringing

Italian poetry closer to its Latin model.

Casini,^ after mentioning the "endecasillabo sciolto,"

says that the first instance of it occurs as far back as

the thirteenth century; but that it found no imitators, and

that the writers of the sixteenth century, when using this

metre, thought they were doing something which had never

before been attempted.

The poem by Claudio Tolomei, entitled^ "Traduzione

d i un Epigramma di A. ITavagero," beginning, "Ecco'l cniarc
_

Gf.Carducci, Poesia Barb., etc., pp. 35-48.

2 Gf. Gas in i, Forme TIet . p. 69, note.
The poem mentioned here is the Mare amoroso (discovered
by Prof. C. Trrion, and attributed to Brunette Latini), a

lyric poem composed of three hundred unrhymed hendecas-
yllabics.

^ It is my intention, in this Diss'^rtation, to give reference
to books in which T find instances of classical poems,
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rio, pif-n' eccolo d'acque soavl,"^ is preceded by the fol-

lowing explanation:

"Mandovi un ' Epigrarnnia ael Navagero tradotto nella

nostra nuova poesia, accioche ella non dorma affatto, la

qual sarebbe molto ben risvegliare; perche vi giuro, ch'

ella non mi piacque mai tanto, ne mai mi parve tanto bella,

quanto fa hora, " etc.

The poem by Claudio Tolomei beginning:

"Te sola amo, et sempre sola amarti Lisetta desio:"^

I find in a book of poems'^ collected by Dionigi Atanagi.

(cont'd) even if I do not have occasion to reproduce the

poems themselves.

^ Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb., p. 4fi.

^ I find this poem in Delle T.ettere di ^ Cla udio

Tolomei , Libri 71 [^ co^n nuova aggiunta ristampati,
et con somma diligenza da molti errori corretti.

In Vinegia , Presso Altobello Salicato, 1572, ^in 12°,

Libro settimo, p. 273, Lettera a 'I. Alessandro Ci,tolini.

The edition originally consulted by me in Florence was

published by aabriel aiolito oe' Ferrari, in 1554.

^ Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb , p. 48.

^ Cf. De le Rime dj. diversi nobili poet i toscani, Rac-

colTe da TTIPionl fe-i A'tanagi, ' In Venetia, Appresso Lo-

dovico Avanzo, 1565, libro secondo, p. 30. v.
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Annlbal e Caro.

1507-1566 .-^

This author v/rote tv/o poems in the elegiac metre, but

did not attempt any new imitations. Carols poems are en-

titled "Alii Academici della Muova Poesia" and "All' Amore."2

Antonio Renieri da Colle

wrote before 1559."^

Antonio Renieri wrote tv/enty=five poems in the elegiac

metre, one of hendecasyllabic lines, two in hexameters, and

five odes.

Prom these poems it wil] be seen that this author was

one of the most original and versatile v/riters of Tolomei's

school

.

Of this author's odes I shall mention only those which

he v/os the first to introduce, and shall therefore not re-

produce the Sapphic ode,'^ having shown that Leonardo Dati

had already written one in 1441.^

^ Gf. Carducci, Foe s ia Barb
. , pp. 49-52.

2 These poems contain 22 and 24 lines respectively.

^ Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb., pp. 53-83.

4 ibid . , p. 76. This ode is reproduced by Borgognoni, in

Nuova Antol. , 1877, V., p. 923, and wrongly attributed by him

to Consignor Tolonei.

^ Gf. p. 3 of this Dissert.
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I shall first take up the ooe which commences:

"Temon le navi in mezzo I'onde tcrbide."

Carducci^ adds to this ode the following note: "In

Versi, et Regole , etc., a. c. C.iiij r, in fronte dell' ode

Qi Antonio Renieri da Colle intitolata a Mess. Paolo Oual-

teric e questo schema:

Ode d'un raembro. T versi son iambici di sei piedi

iambi, se bene alle volte ne'luoghi impari hanno lo spondeo ;

e scandonsi cosi:

Temon le na vi'n mez zo I'on de tor bide

bl^bl 11 bl bl bb"

This is clearly an imitation of the Iambic trimetre,

called by the Romans versus senarius , the most common of

Iambic metres.'^ Antonio Renieri was the first to attempt

it.

1 Cf. Appendix to this Dissert ; No. IV., p. Ib^ .

^ Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb . , p. 436.

^ The letters b and 1 stand for the v;ords "breve", "lunga",

indicating the quantity of the syllable.

"^ Cf . F. Zambaldi, Elementi dj. prosodia e^ d_i Metrica Latina,

quinta edizione, Torino, Ermanno Loescher, 1890, in-8^,pp.71,

p. 45, ^7.
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Antonio Renieri first imitated thP Asclepiadean oae

.

In connection with Renieri 's oae -.vhich begins:

"Passa ogn' altra vaga donna di grazia,"^ Carrtucci re-

produces the note*^ which in Versi , et Regole precedes this

poem:

"Ode di tre membri, e al quarto si muta: e i primi

due vei'si sono asclepiadei, che si fannc d 'uno spondeo, un

dattilo, una cesura e due dattili; i terzi sono eroici

ferecrazii, e hanno uno spondeo, un dattilo et un altro

spondeo; i quarti son gliconici, composti d'uno spondeo e

due dattili: e si scandon cosi:

Pass' ogn' altra va ga donna di grazia

E bel tade ra ra questo nio bel sole

Che pos to'l nido a mere

S'ha nel mezzo de' suoi lumi

11 Ibb 1 Ibb Ibb

11 Ibb 1 Ibb Ibb

11 Ibb 11

11 Ibb Ibb"

Cf. Appendix to this Dissert . , Mo. V., p. |fc'- .

^ Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb., p. 436.
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This poem is the first instance of the imi tuition of

the Fourth Asclepiaoean, and it is eviaently intended to

follow closely its Latin models.

p
The ode is mentioned by Chiarlni, who clearly shows

by it how defective were the riiles of prosody which guided

Tolomei's schoo] , In oruei- to follow out the metrical

scheme of the ode, the words "vaga", "rara", and "bel sole"

would have to be pronounced vaga, rara, and belsole.

An examination of the poem will immediately disclose

the fact that the quantity of the metre cannot be observed

unless the following words be wrongly accented: "vaga",

"rara", "liimi", "altra", "noi", "viva", "sui", "mai", would

have to be accented on the second syllable instead of on

the first, the v/ord "nido", would be deprived of any ac-

cent, and the words "assiduo" and "anima" would have to

receive an accent upon the last syllable.

To Renieri's ooe 'Del]e Sue Piamme ,
' the first line

of which reads:

•^ Cf. Horace, Carmi na, I., 5,

Cf. Zambaldi, o_p. cit . , p. 63,^4. Zambaldi calls this
metre the third Asclepiadean.

^

Cf, also: l_ Metri Liric i di Orazi o secondo \ risultati
dell a metrica mod erna , etc., di E. Schiller, traduzione
autorizzata dalla 2" edizione tedesca di E. Martini,
Seconda Edizione, Torino, Carlo Clausen, 1896, in-12^,

pp. 46, on p . 32, S X'^. Schiller here calls this metre
the Fourth Asclepiadean.

2 Cf. TTuova Antol., 1878, '^ol. 'nil., pp. 474-5.
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"To spessc del mio foco in mezzo sento nascere,"-'-

Carciucci acids^ the following note taken from Versi , et

Regole ;

"Ode di due membri, et al secondo si muta. I primi

versi son iambici, corne quell i Temcn le navi in mezzo

I'onde torbide;*" i second! pur iambici, e vanno sulla

misura medesima, ma hanno solamente quattro piedi, e si

scandon cosi.

Spesso un dilet to si vago

.

11 bl bl bl"

This poem is written in imitation of the Iambic metre,

and is composed of an Iambic trim.etre, and an Iambic di-

metre.^'^ Although Renieri states that the second line must

be scanned like the first part of the line: Temon le navi
,

etc., yet he here makes the third foot an Iambic, as op-

posed to the spondee in the third foot of the line Temon

le navi, etc. In Latin poetry the third foot of the Iam-

bic dimetre is usually spondaic, and in fact Renieri hira-

Cf. Appendix to this Dissert : ITo . VI., p.ibT.

^ Cf. Garducci, Poesia Barb., p. 437.

^ Cf. p. 33 of this Dissert.

^ Cf. Zambaldi, op. cit . , P- 60, XXiri.^3.^
Cf. also, Schiller, op. c_it . , p. 20. ^iv.

^ Cf. Zambaldi, op. cit., p. 49, X-atl.,^ 15.
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self in four of his Iambic dimetre lines makes the tnird

foot a spondee. For instance, in accordance with the

rules of T,atin prosody which the school of Tolomei closely

followed, the syllable £e-o in the sixth line is long by

elision; in lines ten and sixteen, tne syllables ris- and

vend- are long by position, and in line fourteen the word

puol is long by contraction: each of these represents the

first syllable of the third foot, making this foot a spon-

dee in spite of Renieri's indication b 1 . f u —

)

To Renieri's ode Alia sua Donna, the first line of

which is:

"Se li pianti che sovente,"

Garducci^ adds the following note, taken from Versi , et

Regole, etc . :

"Ode d'un membro . T versi iambici anapestici, di tre

piedi et una sillaba; e i primi sono anapesti, li altri

due iambi; e scandonsi cosi:

Se li pian ti che soven te

bbl bl bl 1"

^ Of. Carducci, Poesia Barb., p. 438.





This is clearly an imitation of the Anacreontic Ionic

metre, found in Petronius and in the later Latin poets,

and is to be scanned in this manner:

\u u — t; — t^ -^

The following list shows the contributions of the

authors named, to the collection of Vers! , et Regole, etc.

All these autnors wrote previous to the year 1539 (the date

of the publication of Versi, et Regole.)

Author. Elegiac Hexame- Hendeca- Sapphic Alcaic
verses. ters. syllables. Odes. Odes

P.Pavolo lualterio 16 - 1 1 _

ffiovanni Zuccarelli,
da Canapina 7 1

Pfiullo Vieri,3enese 2 1

Alessandro Cittolini
da Serravalle 3

Tommaso Spica,
Romano 4

Bernadino Boccarinc,
d'Arezzo 4 1

Trifone Benzio,
d'Ascisi 7

Pavolo del Rosso,
Piorentino 5

Gf. Zambaldi, op. £U
. , p. 58, XXir.,^2.
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Author. Elegiac Hexane- Hendeca- Sapphic Alcaic
verses. ters. syllabics. Odes. Odes.

Dionigi Atanagi,
da Cagli 20 3 11

Bartolomeo Pagan-
ucci 1

rrahriello Zerbo 1

Pfiovan Battista
Mamanni 1

Don Diego Sansoval di
Castro 1

Padre Pallavicino 1

Ascanio Bertini 1

Adriano ''''ivenzio 1

Lionardo Colombini 1

Cristofano Rornei 1

Ottaviano Brigidi 1

Carlo de' Marches

i

1

Alessandro Bovio 1

Mario Zefiro 1

Scipione Orslno 2

Anonymous 59 3

The elegiac poem of six lines of P. Pavolo Crualterio,

beginning:
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"Tutte 1 •humane cure troncansi al colpo di norte,
Spengonni in morte tutti I'unani lu'nl,"-'-

T find in the edition already mentioned of Clauuio Tolo-

mei 's Letters

.

The lines occur in the middle of the letter which is

addressed to "'
. Pabio Renvoglienti , and are preceded by

some interesting remarks on the prosody of the sixteenth

century: ". . . furono alcuni, che creuerono, e dissero,

Che tutta questa arte si aoveva risolvere in queste poche

regolette, che voi udirete. Tutte le sillabe, doue e

I'accento acuto, son longhe . Tutte le sillabe, che son

dinanzi all' accento acuto, son brevi, se gia non v'e I'ad-

doppiamento. Tutte le sillabe che son dopo I'accento

acuto son brevi, ancora che vi sia 1 'addoppiamento , e cosi

yolevano, che "tessonsi", "rompeme", "volgerlo", havesseno

la sillaba di mezzo breve; contra ae li quali a bella posta

11 vostro gentile e ingegnoso dualtiero compose quel bello

Epigramma, usandovi cotale sillabe longhe a lor dispetto."

The elegiac poem, of one hunarea and ninety-six lines,

of Dionigi Atanagi, beginning:

-'• Carducci has corrected the tv/o lines quoted above. In

the original they read, 'al capo di morte," and 'spez-
zansi in morte.' These are evidently misprints.

Cf. Oarducci, Poesia Barb., p. 33.

^ Of. p. 5,1 of this Dissert . The poem occurs in Book VII.,

p. 26 of Delle Let^tere , etc.
^ Oualterio is mentioned by Casini,in Forme _Met.p.98 as the

author of a Sapphic ode.
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"0 saggio, et riusto signer, c' hor altra fiata,"

I find in the edition already mentioned of Dionigi Atanagi's

Rime.

2

Dionigi Atanagi in his poem:

"Pastor famoso e coItio di gloria, ""^

was the first v/riter to attempt the imitation of an Alcaic

ode. The ode, as far as the prosody of Tclomei 's school

permitted, keeps closely to the Latin metre. '^ The caesura

after the fifth syllable in the first three lines is care-

fully observed, with the single exception of the third line

of the last verse. Prom the standpoint of the imitation of

classical metres on the basis of accent in modern Italian,

it would be hard to accept "con Roma,"^ or "crini sa ,
"^

as a dactyl, but it must be remembered that Atanagi was

carefully applying the laws of Latin prosody when deter-

mining the qiiantity of Italian words.

The six anonymous elegiac lines beginning:

"Al lido ai Baja, sotto un bel platano, Amore,""^

^ Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb . , pp.l7B-18S.
^ Gf. p. V, of this Dissert. The poem occurs in Book T.,

p. 209.
^ Cf. Appendix to this Dissert . ,>To . IX. , p . lyj . This ode

is reproduced by D. Dnoli 'in his article "Vecchie Odi

Barbare e traduttori d'Orazio," in Nuova Aritol . ,1H78,

Vol. XII. , p. 695.
'^ Gf. Schiller, op. cj^t. , p. 39, XIX.

Also, Zambaloi, jop. cit . , p. 64, j 7.

^ Gf. Appendix to this Dissert . ,No. IX. ,p 171 , verse 1 line 4,

^ Cf. ibid., verse 5, line 4.
"^ Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb., p. 260.
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T find in the v/ork mentioned by Carducci, of which a fuller

rpference is given below-'- than that supplied by him. These

six lines are preceded by the following statement: "Para-

phrase from the poem 'De Amore et Bajis', di Ticcolo Gonte

d'Arco, qui nel Libro TIT. delle sue poesie segnato del

N. XXX-'TT., fatta da ". 8tazio Romano, ed esistente a carte

'!. iiij del libro intitolato: Y.?Z^J:' — ^L^sole della Nuova

Poeoia Toscana, stampato in Roma per Antonio Blado d'Asola,

1539, in-40."

This woula seem to show that in the year 1759 TTiccolo

Conte d'Arco v/as regarded as the author of the paraphrase

from Stazio Romano: "Al lido di Baja," etc. The evioence

adduced here is by no means final, and Carducci who proba-

bly derived this poem directly from Versi , et _Regol_e , etc.,

prefers to attribute it, not to Tiiccolo Conte d'Arco, but

to an anonymous author.

The four elegiac lines by Triphon Trabriele, beginning:

"Contento io vissi del poco una picciola vita,"^ occur in

the Lettere Pacete of Dionigi Atanagi."^

i Cf. Hieronymi "Pracastorii veronensis, Adami Punani cancn-
ici '''eronensis, et '^icolai Archii Comitis Carminum edi-
tio II., 2 vol., Patavii, 1739, (written CIOIDCC-

-XXXIX.), Excudebat Josephus Gominus, in-4, t.I., p. 204.
^ Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb., p. 279.
^ Cf. Lettere facete, et piacevoli, di aiversi grand_i

huominl, et grandi ingegni, scritte sopra diverse
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The eight elegiac lines by rrirolatno Pracastoro, be-

ginning: "Se tra i pastori che fanno e Tevere, ed Arno,"-'-

I find in the edition of the Lettere facete, etc., already

mentioned,^ and also in the work of Fracastoro cited by

Carducci, of which I have given the fiAll title. -^

The poem by Apollonio Filareto, beginning:

"S'unquB di planto vaga,""* etc., T also find in

Atanagi's collection De le Rime,'^ mentioned by Carducci.

(cont'd) materie, Paccolte per M. Dionip/i Atanagi,
Col Privilegio Tn Venetia. Appresso Pabio &
Agostino Zopini, frat^lli, 1582, on p. 330.

^ Cf. Cardvcci, PoeaJ.a Barb., p. 283.

2 Cf. p. iX of this Dissert. The lines in question occur
on p. 330 of the Let_tere facete.

^ Cf. p. 3^ of this Disserjt.

^ Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb., p. 287.

^ Cf, p. 1\ of this D is^ftj^t . The poem here referred to

occurs on p. 47, v. of" D. Atanagi's De le Rime.
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Luigi Alamanni

,

1495-1556 .-•-

Carducci, in keeping with his intention, v/hich I have

already mentioned,^- of introducing into his collection of

classical poems all instances of attempts to change the or-

dinary Italian metres, reproduces tvro poems taken from

Luigi Alamanni 's comedy, T£ Flora. The first of these

poems is the prologue of the play.

It woulo be difficult to state v/ith assurance what

classical metre these lines are intended to represent.

With reference to this poem 'Inoli'^ states th?t in the imi-

tation of classical poems there were tv;o schools of writ-

ers, the conservative and the radical. "The latter en-

tirely neglected Italian metrical forms, while the former

sought to approximate Italian metres, as far as possible,

to those of Latin, without, however, intei-fering with such

fundamental laws of Italian versification as the number of

syllables, and the accentuation of certain fixed syllables,

1 Cf. Carducci, PoesjLa Barb., p. 301.

^ Cf. p. 5" of this Dissert.

^ Cf. Appendix to this Dissert., ^lo . X., p.l72 •

Cf. also, Carducci, ^oe"si^a' Barb^. , pp. 302-319.

^ Cf. Nuova Ant_ol., 1881, XX^rilT., p. 380. anoli re-
produces lines 56-65 of this poem.
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The solP. aim of the radical school was to imitate

Latin metres at any cost. Thus, by the side of Ariosto,

who v/hile seeking to imitate Latin metrical fonns, remained

faithfiil to Italian versification, we find Alamanni, who

in his cornedy La Flora fashions the Italian language like

wax, in seekii.g to imitate the sounds of Plautus ana of

Terence .
"

The exact scansion, the accents and the number of syl-

lables of the lines of the Prologue are all equally diffi-

cult to determine. The lines consist indifferently of

thirteen or fourteen syllables, and are all terminated by a

proparoxyton.^

In the third act Luigi Alamanni attempts a still more

remarkable and equally unpractical metre, and I reproduce

nine of the lines there written. -^ These lines vary in

length from fifteen to eighteen syllables, and, as in the

Prologue, they are terminated by a proparoxyton. Onoli,

who reproduces the first fifteen lines of the poem,'* has

1 Cf. pp.^- jb", of this Disse.rjt.

^ The fifth scene of Act. III., is v/ritten in this same
metre. Cf. Gardu'cci, Poes ia Barb

. , p. 318.

^ Cf. Appendix to this Dissert. , No. XT., p. 173 ,

4 Cf. "uova Antol. , 1881, 7XVITT., p. 381.
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said of this metre that although it is very original in

character, yet scholars have not hitherto been able to see

in it anything beyond mere prose or the "antipatico mar-

telliano.

"

Benedetto X?££'^*

1502-1566 .1

Benedetto ''''archi made a translation^ from Horace,

Garm . , Book ITT., Ode 15. The ode written by Horace is

a fourth Asclepiaoean.*^ Benedetto Varchi appears not to

have attempted to follo".7 closely his Latin model in the

matter of scansion, imitating the metre merely by writing

three unrhymed hendecasyllabics and a 'settenario' as the

fourth line."*

Francesco Patrizio

.

1529-1597. 5

Francesco Patrizio made a fresh attempt to introduce

a new metre in his poem "'^,'Eridano. "

1 Cf. Carducci, PoesiaBarb., pp. 321-323.

2
Cf. Appendix to this Dissert. , TTo . XIT., p.!74-.

^ Cf. Schiller, o£. cj^. , p. 32,jvV.

"^ Cf. naspary, in Literaturblatt fur (Termanische und Roman-

ische PhilologieT^'Heirbfo"nn7 lB82~5fftter jahrgang,
pT2T7 "

" Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb. , pp. 325-345.
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In the title to the piece, Patrizio calls this metre a

"nuovo verso heroico." "^,'Kridano" was published in Fer-

rara in 1558. A glance at the construction of the lines-*-

will show that they consist of thirteen syllables, and are

accented on the fourth, eighth and twelfth syllables. The

verse is Iambic In character, and should be scanned thus:

W i^ W J. xj — KJ — \J — O ^ U-'

Of this metre flnoli^ thinks that it partakes of the

nature of the hendecasyllabic line, with the addition of

two syllables, which can be added at will, either at the

beginning or at the end of the verse. Thus, line ten may

be divided:

aii eterni onor degli immortali estensi eroi.

The same can be said of lines four or five, and indeed

of any line where the first two and the last two syllables

can be separated from the rest of the line; that is, when

they consist either of two monosyllables, or of one word

of two syllables.^ Onoli dwells on this point, and holds

Of. Appendix to this Dissert., ''To. XT IT . , p. SI 6 .

2 Cf. anoli, in T^uova Antol. , 1381, XXVirr., p. 386.

The lines- cited are lines 10, and 145-152.

^ The following lines will serve as an instance of this:

Line 4,

II Po
I

gl'illustri suoi nipoti infra le
j

stelle

Line 5,

Por da
I

te vide, o Apollo; priego, fa' che
^

strano

Line 11
I

Pien di tuc spirto senta ogn'or il petto e
|

I'alma
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thPt since thPSP two syllables cannot always be detached

from the beginning or from the end of the line, the con-

sciousness of the hendecasyllabic is lost in a new verse,

complete in itself, but slow, encumbered and heavy.

Criuseppe Praccaroli mentions this attempt of Patrizio

and says-'- "that this author did not take quantity, but 'har-

mony' as the basis or measure of the verse, ana hence it

is that in his description of the line he discusses diapa-

son, diatessaron and diapente, and talks of 'voci alte,

basse, e mezzane.' Although such terms as these may be

applied to music it would be difficult to discover their

connection with poetry." Fraccaroli agrees with Onoli in

stating that "the line, as imagined by Patrizio, is an hen-

decasyllabic, with a prevalence of pure Iambic feet, and

v/ith the addition of a bisyllabic foot at the beginning of

the line. The difficulty is removed if a caesura or pause

be made after the sixth syllable:

sacro Apollo, tu ' che prima in me spirasti

Questo mio nuovo alte- I -ro canto, e vci ch'intorno,

etc

.

"By so doing doing the verse becomes a pure French

Alexandrine with a somewhat neglectea caesura. This was

probably not Patrizio 's intention as regards the line, but

it is the sole theory by which the verse can be made to re-

Gf . D'una teoria razionale oi metrica italiana , ol Giuseppe
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tain any of its harmony. Slncp, however, this line is a

degradation both of the French and the Alexandrine v^rse,

we are forced to relegate this attempt at the formation of

a line of thirteen syllables to a group of similar inuivid-

ual fancies which have not met v/ith success." Praccaroli,

with reference to the caesura mentioned above, v/ould com-

pare the line to that used by Raim.on of Avignon in his

translation of Roger de Parme's Practica Chirurgiae .-^

Raimon's verse v/hich is written in Provencal consists of

twelve syllables, and A. Thomas comes to the following con-

clusion with regard to the division of the line.^ "The

verse is always divided into two unequal parts consisting

of four and eirht syllables by a caesura upon the oxyton

syllable. The position of this caesura is ad libitum , al-

though the arrangement 8+4 is more frequent than the in-

verse disposition." Since, however, the verses of the

(cont'd) Praccaroli, Torino, Erraanno '".oescher, 1867,

(in 6°, pp. 128), on pp. 119-120.

^ Cf. Praccaroli, 0£. cit . p. 120, note 1, where he says

briefly: "in this way the verse (that is Patrizio's)
resembles that of the Ghirurgi a Provenzale di Raimondo

di Avignon, and like it, might be divided by other

caesurae." Praccaroli then refers to A. Thomas,

Roman ia, X., pp. 68-70; XI., pp. 203-12. A complete
reference to these two articles is as follov^s: Antoine

Thomas, "La Ghirurgie de Roger de Parme en vers proven-

cnux," Romania , X., pp. 63-74; and p. 456, for the real

name of the translator; and "La versification de la

Ghirurgie provencale de Raimon d 'Avignon, " Romania , XI.

,

pp. 202-12.
^ Cf. Romania, XI., p. 210.
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Provencal poPt are invariably dcdecasyl]abic (\7ith the ex-

ception of .some lines of ten syllables which v/ere interpo-

lated intentionally), no very close comparison can be made

between them and the line of Francesco Patrizio, which con-

sists of thirteen syllables. The la:^t syllable of Rai-

mon's line is oxyton, whereas Patrizio terminates his verse

with a paroxyton.

Luigi Cfroto , ( Cieco d 'Adria .

)

1641-1585.1

Luigi aroto wrote one poem in the elegiac metre. This

poem of eight lines beginning,

'Sto fra spine dure cercando una tenera rosa,'

1 find in an edition of the work mentioned by Cardvcci.^

This work contains one hundred and seventy pages of poems,

mostly in Italian metres. In the lines in question there

^Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb. , pp. 347-349.

2 The title of the work consulted by r.e at the Bib. Naz.

Pir. is as follows:

Delle Rime I di Luigi | rrroto |
Cieco d'Adrla

|

Nuovamente iristampate
| £ ricorrette

j

dal
medesimo autore,| In 7e"netla, Appresso Tfiacomo Zop-

pini"& frat. , 16 01, on p. 16 2.
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are slight alterations^ in the text as published in the

edition of Carducci. These e irht elegiac verses are of

interest not merely as showing the spread of the imitation

of classical metres outside the school of Tolomei; some of

the lines are remarkably well written, and in two cases

especially,^ (both of them hexameters) the word-accent

agrees so exactly with the theses of the Latin line, that

they might stand as verses written by the present school

of the imitation of classical metres by means of word-ac-

cent:

"Sto tra spine dure cercando una tenera rosa."

"Degna felice mano , che fior si tenero corre."

Leonardo Orlandino dal Dreco .

1552-1618.^

Leonardo Orlandini was a fairly prolific writer of

classical poems. His contribution to Carducci 's volume

1 Cf. line 5, Ed. of 1601: "Rosa, cui Magio mai non spese,

ne d 'arse Decenbre, Carducci has corrected:
"Posa, cui maggic mai non spense, ne arse decembre",

2 Cf. Luigi aroto, 0£. cit. , p. 162, lines 1, 7.

For infonnation concerning the life and. writings of this

author,
Cf. also niorn . Stor ., Vol. VII., 1856, p. 275, notice

of Vittorio Turr-l's Luigi Oroto ( II Cieco d'Adria )

,

Lanciano, tip. R. Carabba, 1885, (8°, pp. 31.)

S Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb., pp. 351-559.
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of POGsia Barbara consists of sixteen poems. Of these

eight are in the elegiac metre, one is a hendecasyllabic,

and four are Sapphic odes.

Of the remaining poems, the lines to 'Signer .

De la Quadra'-'- are the first instance of the imitation in

Italian of the First Archilochian metre as used by Horace^

,

Orlandini has written two poems in this metre.

The poem of six lines, 'Al Candioo', beginning, "Ecco

in quest' altare,""^ is the first instance of the imitation

in Italian of tne First Pythiambic strophe as used by

Horace

.

Ludovico Pate mo .

1560-1570.^

Ludovico Paterno did not attempt the imitation of any

new metres. He wrote one Sapphic ode, one poem of hende-

casyllabic lines, and eight poems in hendecasyllabics with

a final proparoxyton.

^ Cf. Appendix to this Dissert . , No. XIV. (a), P-l/^".

2 Gf. Zambaldi, op. cit . , p. 65, A 10.

Also Horace, Garm . , I'^''. , 7.

^ Gf. Appendix to this Dissert . , No. XIV., (b), P-l/J.

^ Cf. Zambaldi, 0£. cjU . , p. 6 0, 6 4.

Also Horace, Rpod . , 14, 15.

^ Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb., pp. 361-569.
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Like Orlancilno, he was a Sicilian, and belonged to the

Academy of the "Accesi."

'^ith reference to Patemo's hendecasyllabic lines end-

ing with a proparoxyton, a form of poetry which I have al-

ready discussed,-^ Gnoli remarks,'^ "As for the Sicilians,

leaving epic and elegiac verses aside, they applied them-

selves to the imitation of the poetry of Catullus; Paterno

is especially successful in his 'titoli funebri • which re-

semble translations from the antique." dnoli then quotes

two poems^ of Ludovico Paterno

Bernardino Bald_i .

1553-1617.4

Bernardino Baldi wrote a long poem of nine hundred and

fifteen lines, preceded by a prologue or "Argomento" of

eighteen lines. The poem is entitled ^ Diluvl o Univer-

sale and the metre in v/hich it is v/ritten represents anoth-

er of those attempts (similar to that of Francesco

1 Cf. p. 5 of this Dissert .

2 Cf. Onoli, in Nuova Antol . , 1881, XXVIII., p. 384.

3 The poems cited in the Nuova Antol.

,

loc . cit . , are from

Carducci, Poesia Barb. , pp. 366 and 369, and are en-

titled "Al Tximulo di Quintia," and "Tumulo di Boschino."

"^ Cf. Carducci, Poes ia Barb., pp. 371-399.

Cf. also gjcrn . S tor .",' 1883, Vol. I., p. 504, notice of

an edition of Bernardino Balai's Versi e^ prose , publish-

ed in Florence in 1859.
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Patrizlo-'- ) to introduce a new heroic metre into Italian.

2

Of this remarkable line of eighteen syllables, Trnoli,"^

after pointing out that it met with the same fate as the

metre of Francesco Patrizio, that is, was a failure,

adds correctly that the line is formed by uniting "a sette-

nario" and an "endecasillaho .
" Each of these two verses

is complete in itself, so that when the "settenario" ends

in a v/ord accented on the proparoxyton the line actually

attains the number of nineteen syllables.'^

It will be noticed that in the "Argomento" the lines

of eighteen syllables are alternated v/ith 'settenari', that

is, with the first component part of the longer line.

Giuseppe Praccaroli in speaking of this metre (which he

says was better than Patrizio 's line of thirteen syllables)

quotes Balai's own words^ to the effect that the 'settena-

rio' and the 'endecasillabo ' are so arranged in Balai's

line "di maniera che attr-i leggendo, non possa nel primo

luogo accozzare 1 'undicisillaho , ma sia forza di fermarsi

al fine della cesura", and this end was attained "comin-

ciando sempre 1 'undicisillabo da consonante e non gia mai

"Of. pp. i(c-^0 of this Dissert.

2 Cf. Appendix to this Dis sert. , No. XV., a and b . pfj.l/^"'/^^

^ Cf. Nuova Antol. , 1881, xr^ It
. , p . S86 . Dnoli cites

lines 453-456,
4 Cf. "Argomento" lines 9 and 1?. £iluvio lines 16 ,18,28, etc

.

Cf, Praccaroli, op . cit

.

,p,120. Also Carducci ,Poesia Barb.,
p. 461 bottom, and 462.

"~ ""
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da vocale." From an examination of the poem it will be

seen that Baldi carefully adheres to this rule of beginning

the hendecasyllabic line v/ith a consonant in order to avoid

elision and to maintain the caesura. Thus, the eighth

syllable in each of the lines one to eight of the Dil uvio^

begins with a consonant.

Fraccaroli dravifs attention to the fact that Baldi

foresaw the objection which might be made to his line on

the score of its being really two verses put together.

Baldi defends himself^ by adducing the example of the Alex-

andrine line which, he says, is composed of two distinct

parts, and states that the caesura which he places at the

end of the 'settenario* corresponds to the 'pentemimera

'

caesura of the heroic line."^ This scarcely holds good,

says Praccaroli, "when we consider that the pause at the

end of the 'settenario' is quite as marked as that at the

end of the line, and that no amalgamation takes place be-

tween the two component parts. This metre should be re-

garded not as a new creation, but rather as a peculiar

grouping together of two separate lines each complete in

itself.

"

TTamely the words del ,posson, den tro, ccnforti , sea Ida ,non,
chie ggio, fine, in Appendix to this Dis sert

.
, No. XV., b.

2 Cf. Carducci, Poes ia Barb . , pp. 456-8.

3 Ibid. , p. 460.
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Tommaso Campanella ,

1560-1639.1

Tomnaso Campanella wrote three poems in the elegiac

metre. Gnoli^ would place these three poems on a higher

poetical plane than those of the poets of Tolomei's school

who had preceded him. The poems of the latter were,

after all, nothing but metrical experiments, while the

poems of Tommaso Campanella, if less praiseworthy than

others from the point of view of metre, are however £in

expression of thought and deep feeling. . . . Campa-

nella is the only author whose personality is well defined,

perhaps the only one who really wrote 'poesia barbara'

before Carducci. Gnoli makes a few citations from

Campanella* s poems to illustrate this point.

^

Antonio Lalata .

wrote before 1565.

The elegiac poem of fifty-six lines by Antonio Lalata,

beginning "0 del tutto vani de gli huomini folli desiri,"

I find in Dionigi Atanagi's De Ije rime etc. "^ This poem

occurs in Carducci 's Poesia Barbara among the poems

1 Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb. , pp. 401-407.
For date, cf. also Fornaciarl, Pis , stor . , p. 159.

2 Cf. Nuova Axitol. 1881, XXVIII., pp. 385-4.
^ Gnoli cites Carducci, Poesia Barb., p, 403, lines 1,2,11,

12,15,16. p. 405, lines 5-12,15-20,23-24,27-30,53-56.
^ Cf. p.ai of this Dissert . for the full title of this work.

This poem is ir libro primo, p. 230.
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of Dionlgi Atanigi da Gagli. Antonio Lalata v/as perhaps

Atanagl 's "nom de guerre" in the "Accademia della TTuova

Poesia Toscana.

"

fricvan Bat ista di Costanzo (Hapole tano ) .

flourished about 1585.

The Sapphic ode by Triovan Batista di Costanzo^ I find

in Crescimbeni 's L'

I

storia del la Volgar Poesia, 2 where that

author states that he is reproducing an instance of an ode

in the Sapphic metre written by Oiovan Batista di Costanzo,

a Neapolitan, who flourished about 1535, and who was a

'2.

nephev; of the more fanous Angelo di Costanzo.

This ode is noteworthy for the reason that it is one

of the earliest instances of a Sapphic ode in rhyme. It

v/ill be noticed that there is an internal rhyme, that is,

1 Gf. Appendix to this Dissert., No. X^a., p .
- .

2 Cf . T, ' Istoria della V^olgar Po^esia scritta d^a CTio . _Mario

^^^.^.i.'B^l^' canonico cii Santa ?!aria in Gosmedin, e cus-

Tode d'Arcadia. Jli venezia, 1731, presso Lorenzo
Basegjo, , con licenza de ' Superior!, e privilegio. Vol.

I., p. 71. The date of Angelo di Costanzo here given
is 1507-1591.

^ For date of Angelo di Costanzo, cf. also Fornaciari, Di_s,

Stor
. , p. 105.

Cf. also aaspary, Sto ria, II., (It), p. 143, where he says:

"Angelo di Costanzo v;as born at Maples about the year

1507, and died not before the end of 1591."
Cf. also Ruaolfo Renier, in Diorn . Stor. , Vol. 'a., 1885,

II., p. 243.

Cf. also Lirici del secolo XVI [I. a cura oi Cr. Carducci.
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that the fifth syllable of the third line rhymes also with

the first two lines. The rhyme is arranged thus, AA a-B b.

With regard to the question of rhyme in the Sapphic

metre, CasiniT-, after mentioning the odes of Dati, Renieri,

aualterio, Atanagi, Bovio, and Orlanaini,^ states that

early in the sixteenth century Sapphic odes in rhyme

began to be written. Among the writers of this century

who produced such odes, was Angelo di Gostanzo who wrote

them as follows

:

Tante bellezze il cielo ha in te cosparte
Che non e al mondo mente si maligna
Che non conosca che tu dei chiamarte

Nova Ciprigna."^

(cont'd) (Savioli, A. Paradisi, Cerretti, Rezzonico, Casso-
li, Mazza, Fantoni, Lamberti, Ci. Paradisi.) Firenze,
^r. Barbara, 1871, in 16°, pp. GXXXIX. 560, preface, p.

cxiri.

1 Cf. Casini, PonTie j^. > P- 98.

Cf. also Garducci, Liric i, etc., preface, p. CXT7.

,

where, in speaking of the Sapphic ode, he says: "it had

been attempted, . . . later, by another Gostanzo,
alovan Battista, with an increase of difficulty owing to

the introduction of an internal rhyme, but without any
additional charm." Garducci then quotes the second
verse of the poem reproduced in the Appendix to this

_Di^ssert., No. X'/I., "Ridono i colli, etc."

^ Cf. VP'-^j^^J^A9,-^Z of this Dissert.

^ Cf. Appendix to this Dissert., No. X'/It., p.i'3 .
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The rhymes in this ode, it will be noticed, are ar-

ranged A aB A b. If Casini and Renierl are correct in

attributing to hi.m this instnace of a Sapphic ode in rhyme,

then Angelo antedated his nephev/ rjiovan Batista di Costanzo

in its introduction into Italian.

^

There are, however, two rivals who would dispute this

precedence with Angelo and Triovan Batista di Costsnzo.

Rodolfo Renier- finds fault with Casini for stating (on

Carducci's authority) that the first instance of a Sapphic

ode in rhyme, is found in Angelo Costanzo.'^ Renier then

goes on to say that "Torraca has already shown that B. Cas-

anova's ode in a collection of Neapolitan poems at the end

of the fifteenth century certainly antedated Costanzo."^

1 Podolfo Renier, in riicrn. gto r. , vol. vi., 1865, II., p.

243, (note) mentions tMs ode. "The Sapphic ode of

Costanzo which begins "Tante bellozze il cielo ha in te

cosparte," is found in the Rime d_i A^ di G_^ (vol. XXX.

del Parnaso dello Zatta.) on p. 119.

2 There are certainly no Sapphic odes in rhyme in Carduc-

ci's collection of Poes ia Barbara.

^ Cf. rrlorn. S_t_or. , VqI. vt., 1885, II., pp. 231-252,

"Saggio di rime inedite di Oaleotto del Carretto," by

Rodolfo Renier, on p. 243.

^ Cf. Casini, Forme. Met . p. 96; in the second edition

(18'j(U) of his v;ork, however, Casini makes no such state-

ment .

5 Penier, in niorn. Stor. , loc. c i

t

. , p. 243, foot-note,
gives this~Fe fere nee, cf. Torraca, Rimatori napoletani

del quattrocento, in Annuario del R. Istit. tecnicc oi

Roma , lnwo''fy7r 1 864 , pp. 92-4.
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Renipr is of the opinion that owing to th<= slight in-

formation concerning Casanova which has come down to us, it

cannot be definitely determined whether this author's Sap-

phic odes followed or antedated tnose of the marchese

(7aleotto del Carretto, who lived toward the midole of the

sixteenth century^.,- o period when the literary germs

which, during the succeeding century produced such splendid

results, v/ere already in existence. Renier holos that

there is no doubt that Leonardo Dati's unrhymed ode written

in 1441'- preceded all these Sapphic odes by several dec-

ades, but he would relegate this first instance of the

Sapphic to a place apart, as belonging to the category of

individual and unsuccessful attempts to resuscitate Latin

metres in Italian. The odes of Carretto, on the other

hand, are all in rhyme, and are arranged thus: A A B b.,^

a form of poetry which continued to exist in the language

till modern times. The question as to whether this form

Icf. Renier, loc . cit . , p. 231; rJaleotto del Carretto
died in 1527 or 1531.

2 Cf .pp.3;f6x of this Dissert .

^ Renier, aiorn. Stor . ,loc. ci_t . , p. 243 here makes this
foot-note: "There are two Sapphic odes by Craleotto in
the Tempio d'Amore, one in the dialogue between Pazien-
za and Fileno ('^ivi giocondo, o_ Pl_5£ido Fileno ) ; the
other in the dialogue bel;v;een Fileno and Virt^. ( Donne
Che d_ite? che novelle have te? ) Three are found in the

!"'02ze di Psiche e Cupidine, the first two sung by the
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of Sapphic ode,-thr;t is, with the rhyme in consecutive

verses , -is, by reason of this arrangement, to be consiacrect

oloer than the form rhyming in alternate lines, cannot be

established with certainty.

Finally, with regard to the question whether the Sap-

phic ode in rhyme arose through the influence of Tolomei's

school, or whether the ola 'serventese' vras not in itself

a kind of Sapphic, Renier cites Borgognoni who once hazard-

ed the opinionl that such a connection may possibly exist

between these two forms of poetry.

(cont'd) sisters of Psiche (Patre almo caro, £ tu pia
geni trice), another ( Triste meschine oim^ d£ noi che

f ia ) , and the third in the chorus after the fourth act,

( fTiove che intende quel ch£ val aniore . )

"

1 Cf. Oiorn. Stor. , Vol. II., 1883, fasc. 6., p. 456, for

a reference to Borgognoni 's article, which is to be

found in the Journal Preludio , of Ancona, Anno VII.,

1883, TIos. 19-20, Adolf Borgognoni. The article is

entitled, "P.aspollature metriche."
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Suranary of the Poens
Written in Tmitation of Classical !!etres

during the Sixteenth Oentury.

The efforts of Leon Battista Alberti anu Leonardo Dati

during the fifteenth century to imitate classical metres in

Italian were followed nearly one century later by a wider

and more collective attempt under the leadership of Claudio

Tolomei, who formed an "Accaoemia della nuova poesia tos-

cana." The methods pursued in these two attempts were not

the same. It has been shown that Alberti and Dati formed

their imitations of T,atin metres by attributing to Italian

words the quantity which the corresponding words in Latin

formerly possessed. This system was carried to an absurd

length, and Latin quantity was slavishly followed without

due regard to the alteration of sounds. OasparyS points

out that Dati marks the quantity of the following words in

this manner: cose, molte, ninfe, varie Giove, novo ana

nuovo. The first syllable of the word suole is made short

in imitation of the Latin solet; piedi is short like pedes;

di is marked long to follow the Latin de.

Dati even goes so far as to attribute a different

quantity to the final syllable of Italian v;ords according

^Gf. p. 3 of this Dissert.

^Cf. ^'aspary in T,iteraturbla tt , 1882, III., p. 19.

The full title of this work was given on p. "\. of this

Dissert.
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as the corresponding Latin words (either of the first or

second declension) v/ould stand in the nominative or in the

u —
ablative case. Thus he writes la rosa, but della rosa

,

oro but d'oro.-'- In following tnis principle, says fras-

pary, one would alvrays have to keep in mind the Latin

equivalent of Italian v;ords, and this is v.'hat Dati must

have done when he scanned the hexameter line;

Ne pensa degno ch'ella immortale venisse,

where clearly the a of pensa which surely should be marked

short in Italian, is made long through position owing to

the t which exists in the Latin equivalent pensat

.

Similarly o e gno is treated as though it were dignum

of the Latin, and the consonants m, ch, constitute 'posi-

tion', ana make the syllable gno , of d_egno , long.

Tolomei and his followers approached the matter with

deeper insight, and with i.omev/hat greater success. They

still aimed at imitating classical metres by using the

quantity of words, but this time they took as a basis Ital-

ian end not Latin quantity. There ar«> three noteworthy

points about Tolomei 's school r^ First, it attempted to ap-

ply to Italian poetry a quantitative system, and, by estab-

lishing rules of quantity very often of an arbitrary nature,

1 Cf. Carducci, Poesia Barb . , p.

^ Cf. D. r-noli, in !Tuova Anto l . , Seconda Serie, 1878, '^ol

.

XII., p. 694.
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tried to scan feet in th^ rfreek and Tatln manner.

Secondly, not content with inventing a new method of

writing poetry, this school tried to make this method gen-

eral throughout Italy, and to supplant all other systems.

The third noteworthy point is that this was a collec-

tive movement. The same attempt was indeed made during

the three following centuries, but it was made by

individuals, ano their efforts received but little atten-

tion.

The quantity of Italian words is far from being as

well established as that of Latin words, yet it is not al-

ways im.aginary.

Oasparyl quotes some of the rules of Italian prosody

written by Glaudio Tolom.ei, which Oaspary takes from tne

end of the book, ''''ersi, et Regole.

"In the accented first syllable of a word of two or

three syllables, £, ci are long, and e^, _o are short, (en-

tirely independent of their etymology) while a, _i, u can

be either long or short. If, hov/ever, the word begins

with a vowel, the long syllable becomes common, and the

common syllable becomes short. Unaccented final syllables

are usually short."

For these reasons Leonardo Dati's verses were consid-

^ Of. Literaturblatt, loc. cit., p. 20.
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pTPd inaccurate by Tolomel.

"Prom thp rules here stated," .?ays rjaspary, "many ar-

bitrary rules necessarily follow,

"The accented second syllable of words of three sylla-

bles must always be long; two vocalic syllables, the first

of v;hich is accented, constitute a short, for quantitative

purposes, when they are regarded as one syllable; such as,

mia, cui .

"

The l?rge ntimber of doubtful syllables in Italian

makes the success of such a form of versification very du-

bious .

One reason, perhaps, why the poems of Tolomei and his

school met with some degree of success, or rather, did not

immediately meet with failure, v;as that they still retained

some features which allied them in character to the true

for-m of Italian versification. Thus, the imitation of the

Iambic verse was in reality an I talian'verso sciolto'

either 'piano' or 'sdrucciolo ' .

The Sapphic strophe consisted of three more or less

complete 'versi sciclti' and one 'quinario', or line of

five syllables.

Finally, as to the hexameter, fraspary points out that

in consiaering t hp Italian im.itaticn of this form of poe-

try it must be held in mind that Italians read Latin hexam-
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eters solfily according to tne accf^ntuation of the v/ords.

In the last two fpet of the line the word-accent and

the verse-sccent agree, and this is the reason that, in the

Italian imitation of the hexameter, the latter part of the

line has a more correct soimd than the rest. Occasionally

lines are met with where the accentuation of the verse

agrees with that of the words which compose it:-'-

Trlovami quella bevendc, mirandola, giovaml questa.

Tn such cases the effect produced is more pleasing to

the ear, and the line thus resembles the modern method,

(both in Italy and in i^rermany,) of writing the hexameter;

that is, the metr^cd of reproducing the quantity of the

Ijatin line by the accentuation of words. Such lines as

the one quoted, however, are rare in the poems of the six-

teenth century, and are apparently due to chance. It was

for the reasons stated above^ that the pemtaraeter,- which,

owing to its scansion, could derive less assistance from

the accentuation of words,- was less successful in its

reproduction in Italian.

Turning nov^ to tne introduction of new imitations dur-

ing the sixteenth century, Antonio Renieri da Colle, in

1539, first reproduced the Iambic trimetre, or Versus Sena-

^ Cf. also some lines of the poem by Luigi frroto, p. A-l

of this Dissert.

^ Cf. p. 5-5' of tnis Dissert.
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rius, thP Fourth Asclepiadean ode, a distich conposed of an

Iambic trimetre and an lanbic dinetre, and the Anacreontic

tetrasticn cc-nposed of four acatalectic dimetres.

In 1539 Dionigi Atanagi wrote the first i'^iitation of

the Alcaic ode.

About the yp?r 1540, Luigi Alamanni attempted a new

heroic verse, varying in length between thirteen and four-

teen syllables, with a proparoxyton at the end of each

line; he composed also another form of metre containing

from fifteen to eirrhteen syllables, each line terminating

in a proparoxyton. In this metre it is aifficult to recog-

nise any poetical character whatsoever.

About this date Benedetto "'''archi translated a fourth

Asclepiadean ode from Horace, without, however, adhering

very closely to his Latin mouel.-'-

In 1558 Francesco Patrizio again attempted a new he-

roic metre, 2 and invented a line of thirteen syllables.

Iambic in character, resembling the hendecasyllabic line

with the addition of two syllables at the beginning, or at

the end, of the line, ano accented on the fourth, eir-hth

and twelfth syllables.

About 1580-1590 Leonardo Orlandini first produced an

imitation of the First Archilochian metre, ana of the First

1 Gf. aaspary, Lite raturblatt , 1882, UT., p. 21.
2 Cf. Ibid.
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Pythiambic metre.

About 1585 Trio. Batista ui Gostanzo wrote a Sapphic

ode in rhyme, a form of poetry the invention of which has

been variously ascribed to Angelo di Gostanzo, to Casanova,

and to Graleotto del Garretto. Tn Batista di Gostanzo's

Sapphic ode the rhyme is arranged thus: A A a-B b. The

internal rhyme in tne third line occurs in the fifth sylla-

ble.

In 1604 Bernardino Baldi invented two new metres, the

first, a aistich composed of a line of eighteen syllables,

and another of seven syllables; the second also of eighteen

syllables composed of a shorter part of seven syllables,

and followed by a henUecasyllabic . ^fne.n tne line is ter-

minated by a proparoxyton the number of syllables in the

line increases to nineteen.

1

The following statprnent will indicate the proportion

in which various classical metres were imitated by the

writers included in Carducci's collection of Poesia

Barbara nei Seco_li XV. e XVI.

It will be seen that here, again, the elegiac distich

is by far the most frequently used, two hundred and tv/o

poems out of a total of tvro hundrea and fifty-one being

1 Gf. Graspary, Literaturblatt , 1382, II[., p. 21.
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written in that metre. No addition is made in this col-

lection to tne four instances of hexameters which I have

already noted in the versi, et Regole-"'-

The rare occurrence of the hexameter is rf'markoble

when the frequency of its use in "''latin poetry is remember-

ed. Possibly the hexametrical monostich was consiaered

too monotonous for tne Italian tongue. Next in oraer of

frequency to the elegiac distich is the henoecasyllabic

verse, of which twenty-one instances occur. Of these ex-

amples, ten have a proparoxyton at the end of the line.

The Sapphic ode comes next in order of frequency; of this

there are nine instances, without rhyme in every case.

There are four poems in hexameters, two in the First Archi-

lochian metre, and one poem in each of the following me-

tres: the Alcaic, the fourth Asclepiadean, the Iambic tri-

metre, the Iambic distich composed of a trimetre and a di-

metre, the Anapaestic Iambic, the second Pythiarabic, and

the first Pythiambic.

There are six instances of various other experiments

in metres which have already been mentioned in this summa-

ry .^

1 Gf . p; .17 of this Diss ert.

2 Gf. pp .J>^, 35-, 37 ,^.;. of this Dissert.
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The Seventeenth Century.

In tne seventeenth century no school or academy was

formed (for the purpose of iniita,tlng classical metres in

Italian) similar to the "Accauemia della Huova Poesia," in-

stituted by Claudio Tolomei in tne sixteenth century.

Durins the seventeenth century there were few imitators of

classical metres, and such imitations as wer?^ made seem to

have been sporadic and independent of one another.

On this point the ^7ords of Tommaso Gampanellal bear

some significance. After stating in his preface that he

had imitated the Latin elegiac metre he adds that it was

"cosa insolita in Italia," indicating that he was unac-

quainted v;i th other similar efforts.

Although the imitntion of classical metres in Italian

has continued almost uninterruptealy from the time of Tolo-

mei down to the present day, yet the various attempts do

not constitute one continuous movement, but they are rather

a series of renewed efforts, entirely separate one from the

other. '"'ery often a writer of classical metres was igno-

rant of previous efforts in the same direction.

^

-' Gf. Garducci, P^oesia Barb., p. 401.

2 Cf. Onoli, in Nuova Antol., Seconda Serie, 1881, XXVIII.,
fasc. 15, p. 584.
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_Crabriello ££iiabrera,o_f Savona.

(1552-1537) 1

After Garnpan?^lla, whose elegiac poems T have mention-

ed, ^ and whose life extenaed into tne seventeentn century,

labriello Chiabrera is the first poet who strove to repro-

duce classical metres. Chiabrera was a great admirer of

the varied forms of Oreek poetry, anu v/as unwilling to re-

strict himsf'lf to the limited bounds of Italian poetry.

Tt is reported of this poet that he said, "'^oglio far

come 11 mio cittadino Colombo; o trovar nuovo mondo o af-

2,

fogare,""- Chiabrera felt it necessary to emancipate him-

self from the tyranny of rhyme, and to introduce new metres

into his poems. He v/ished to imitate the flif^hts of Pin-

dar and A.nacreon, ana hence it was that he imitated the

^ For Chiabrera's date cf. Pornaciarl, Dls

.

Sto r
. , p. 159;

also ? torla del la letteratura italiana, ul f>lrolamo
Tlraboschi,' '!i la'n o , 1 822, 15''voTr,"Tn- 8° , pp.974.

Cf. Vol. XV., Tome VIII., Capo III., p. 661, "fTabrlello
Chiabrera nato a Savona 8 giugno, 1552."

2 Cf. p. 46 of this Dissert.

2 Cf. Fornaciari, Pis. Stor. , pp. 159-160.
Cf. also Rorgognonl, ruova Antol. , Seconda Serie, 1877,
'^

, F. 919.
Cf. also Crnoll, ibid . , 1878, 711., p. 695, "E 11 Chia-
brera perpetuo Colombo sempre In cerca d 'Americhe ,rifece
1 •Asclepladea e 1 'Alcalcafondandosl , non gia su pledi
alia latins, ma sul numero d'=lle sillabe e sufrli ac-
cent!. "
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Alcaic ode in Italian. Borgognoni, in thfi year 1877,

first orew the attention of modern scholars to the Ascle-

piadean and Alcaic odes of Chiahrera, saying that the mat-

ter in praise of Urban ''^'ITT.-'- possessed "qualche movenza

msestosamente antica", but made no reference, at that time,

to the fact that this ode marks the introduction of the

imitation of classical poems according to the accentuation

of words.

The poeia in question, imitated from tne Latin Alcaic

ode,'^ begins:

"?cuoto la cetra pregio d'Apolline,"

and is important as marking the first step, in the imitation

of Latin poetry, to the change from the ola method of at-

tributing a certain quantity to every Italian syllable,

to the mode of representing Latin quantity by the accentua-

tion of v/ords. Ouiseppe Chiarini goes so far as to say^

that the method of v/rlting classical odes pursued by Car-

1 Cf. Appendix to this Dissert. , I'^o . XVITI,, p. IBT .

2 Gf. Zambaloi, op. c i

t

. , p. 64, 6 7.

Cf. also Horace, Garm., I., 9.

3 Gf. Nuova Antol. Seconda Serie, 1878, ^nil., pp. 489-
490.
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ducci in his Odl Barbarel r;as indicated to him by Chia-

brfira, and later by Tommaseo,'^ and adds that the Alcaic ode

of Chiabrera and thp hexameters of Tommaseo are written

solely according to the accentuation of v/crds, and by com-

bining into new forms various Italian lines already in use.

Although it is agreed that the Alcaic ode is one of

the most marvellous creations of ancient lyric poetry, yet

scholars are not agreed as to its precise metrical scan-

sion. It lies beyond the province of this dissertation

to discuss the construction of the Latin Alcaic oae, yet

t may state that scholars disagree as to the scansion of

the first two lines, which are Alcaic hendecasyllabics

.

There ar'^ three ways of regarding this line.^ First, it

is scanned by some.

^ J. ^

that is, the Alcaic hendecasyllabic is considered to be

composed of a syllable in anacrusis, a trochaic dipod , a

1 Gf . Le Odi Barbare di Gicsi?^ Caraucci, Bologna, Nicola
Zanichelli, 1877, in-8f^'

,

On this book cf, article by Adolfo Borgognoni in Muova
Anto_l.Seconda Serie, 1877, V., fasc. 8, agosto, pp.917-
928, "Le Odi Barbar e di Triosue ^i'djuc^J^ .

"

2 Cf. p.i:^bof this Dissert.

^ Cf. L e oai Barbare di ff. Carducci e la Tietrica Latina,
studio comparativo del Dott. Ettcre Starnpini, seconda
edizione, Torino, Krnenno Loescher, 1861, in-BO

, pp.
X^/I. ,

- 72; on p. 15.
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1

dactyl, and another catalectlc dlpoci.

The second mode of scansion differs only in the second

part of the line which is considered to consist of two dac-

tyls, thus:
I 2

The third method is the following:

that is, an Iambic hypercatalectic dipod, a dactyl, and a

trochaic catalectic dipod.

The last scansion nenticned is the one accepted by

Stanpini himself. ^ Thus, there are three different scan-

sions of tr:is line. The first anu the second are similar

to each other in the first part of the line, and the first

and third resemble each other with regard to the second

part of the line. '"/hichever way the line be read there is

always a pause after the fifth syllable. If, now the Lat-

in Alcaic hendecasyllabic line be read according to word-

accent, the result, as far as the Italian imitation of the

Istarapini quotes T^uller, Nauck and Pchutz as accepting this
view of the scansion of the Alcaic hendecasyllabic line.

^On comparing this with the scansion of this ode by other
modern writers, I find that Zambaldl and Cavallotti both
adopt this scansion of the Alcaic hendecasyllabic line.

Cf. Zambaloi, oj) . cit . , p. 39.
Cf. Felice Cavallotti, Anticaglie, terzcJ edizione, Rom.a,

Porzani e Comp . , 1879 ,^n-8C' grand e , pp. 316, on p. 278.
^Of. Stampini, Odi Barb, di Garducci, p. 16. Stampini

cites the following modern scholars who hold this opin-
ion: Trezza, Hhrist, Dillenburger , Ritter.
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line is concerned, would bp two "quinari", or lines of five

syllables coupled together, the first one ending in a par-

cxyton and the second in a proparoxyton :

-

'^elox amo«num saepe TiUcretilem,!

which corresponds exactly to the first line of Ghiabrera's

ode to Pope Urban VTTT.:

/ / / ^
Scuoto la cetra, pregio d'Apolline.

The same result is obtained when the second mode of scan-

sion is read according to the arsis of the line. If the

third scansion, however, be adopted and read accoruing to

the arsis, thus:

^^elox amoenum saepe T.ucretilem,

the result, in the Italian reproduction, will be a "quina-

rio piano," accented on the second and the fourth sylla-

bles, joined to a "settenario trcnco", accented on the

first and fourth syllables.

The same result is obtained when the first mode of

scansion is read according to the arsis.

Prom this it will be seen that this Alcaic hendecasyl-

labic line can be reproduced in Italian in tv/o ways v/ithout

at all conflicting with the nature of the line; that is, it

can be imitated by two "quinari", the first one ending in a

Cf. Horace, Carm., T., 17, verse 1
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paroxyton and thr spcond in a proparoxyton, or else by a

"quinnrio" followed by a "settenario tronco."

The sole method adopted hitherto has been th-^^ first

of these,! ana is the one adopted by Chiabrera in his lines-.

Scuoto la cetra, pregio d'Apolline
Ch'alto risuona : vo ' che rimbombino.

The Alcaic being one of the metres in which the word-

accent tallies most often with the metrical accent, or ar-

sis, Chiabrera has been able to preserve its character with

considerable exactness.

Tn imitating the Alcaic ode, the Italian writers had

to compose a metre the first tv/o lines of which must be

hendecasyllabics, the third, a line of nine syllables, and

the fourth, a line of ten syllables.

The two hendecasyllabic lines were reproduced in the

manner which I have just shown. The third line was repro-

duced by an ordinary Italian 'novenario', or line of nine

syllables, and the fourth line by a new line which corres-

ponds to the last ten syllables of the ordinary Italian

hendecasyllabic .2

The most notev/orthy point about Chiabrera 's imitation

of the Alcaic is the fourth line, which he may be said to

1 Cf. Stampinl, Odj. Barb. d_i Carducci, p. 17.

2 Gf. Chiarini, in Nuova Antol . , Seconda Serie, 1878, VTII.
p. 495.
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have invented. This fourth line me.y be called an Italian

decasyllabic accented upon the first, third, seventh and

ninth syllables, ano with a pause after the fourth sylla-

ble; or else it may be regarded as a hendecasyllabic with

the principal accents on the fourth and tenth syllables,

v.'ith secondary accents upon the second anu eirjhth, and de-

prived of the monosyllable forming tne anacrusis, v/hich

nstural^y reduces it to ten syllables.

1

Chiabr-^ra's ode which begins:

"Bull' eta giovane, ch'arida suggere,"2

is an Asclepiadean ode, and aims at reproducing the metre

of the fifth ode, and others, of the first book of the

Carmina of Horace.^

The first two lines in each verse ao not reproduce the

Latin metre; that is to say, the Italian lines, when read

according to their word-accent, do net reproduce the metre

of the Latin lines.

Thus, in order properly to reproduce the long sixth

syllable of the first and second lines of the Latin metre,

the v/ords "tossico" and"grazia", in the second and fifth

1 Chiarini, loc . c 1

t

. , p. 494.
2 Gf. Appendix'to this Dissert. ,No. XIX., p.))3t, .

^ Gf. Horace, Carm. I., 5, 14, 21, 23, etc.
This metre is variously named by different writers. By
ZambalQi and Stampini it is called a third Asclepiadean.

Gf. Zambaldi, op. c i t . , p. 63.
Stampini, Odi Barb, di Carducci, p. 40.
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lines, respectivply, v/ould havp tc be wrongly accented upon

the last syllable; the words "mostravatl " and "agghlaccia-

no", in the sixth ana ninth lines, would have to be accent-

ed upon the first syllable in place of thf^ second, and the

words 'giovane' and 'amano' in the first an6 tenth lines,

respectively, woula have to be wrongly accented upon the

last syllable.

Prom this I conclude either that Ghiabrera failed to

reproduce the somewhat difficult combination of long and

short syllables which occurs in the first half of the first

and second lines of this ode:

j: ^ J. ^ u -^

or, that he did not intend to imitate the line exactly, and

was content merely to approach the Asclepiadean metre, '-

writing:
— — u _ir o u

(cont'd) Stampini, XIX. Lir . di Orazio, p. 55. Stampini
here enumerates this ode as Asclepiadean, No. 5

Schiller, op. cit. , p. 32, calls this metre Asclepiadean
No . 4

.

1 In order to show how well modern writers of classical
odes have overcome this difficulty, I shall quote here

one verse of Felice Cavallotti's "Asclepiadea .
"

Cf. Cavallotti, AntjL_cagIJLe , etc., p. 283, Saggi Hetrici,
IV., "Asclepiadea", verse 1.

"Nave al pelago te fia che riportino
Ancor I'onde? Che fai? Porte co ' I'ancora

Su, t'afferra a la rada .'

Sotto I'Africo celere,"
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Bernardo Flllppino

(wrote in 1659 )

.

The first mention of Bernardo Filippino is found in

Borgognoni's article in the Tluova Antologia for 1877.1

Borgognoni devotes only five lines to Filippino, and does

not appear to have consulted that -.vriter's v^orks. He

merely states that in 1659 a certain Bernardo Filippino

published a volume of potms of which the greater part were

translations in hexameters of rrreek and Latin authors.

In 1878 (Tnoli in his article, "Afecchie Odi Barbare e

traduttori d'Orazio,"^ devotes two pages to a discussion of

this author's poetry. He accuses Filippino of canmitting

many literary crimes^ by publishing a book of nearly one

thousand pages almost entirely full of Italian hexameters,

and of samples of metres. Filippino thought that Italian

possessed distinctions of quantity similar to Latin, yet

he did not wholly follow the rules of Tolomei.

Not content with translating the first book of Homer's

Iliad , and the first book of ''^irgil's Aeneid
,
our poet went

so far as to turn into Italian hexameters the first canto

of Aricsto's Orlando Furioso , ana the first canto of

1 Gf. A. Borgognoni, in ^luova Antol. , l^econda Serie, 1877,

Vol. v., p. 920.
2 Cf. Nuova Antol. , Seconda Serie, 1878, XII., pp. 697-699.
^ Onoli's words are, "assassini letterari."
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Tasso's flerusalemme Lib e rat a .

The two pagps which I have mentioneo, v;ritten by

Dnoli, and the brief mention of Pilippino by Borgognoni,

constitute the entire available source of information with

regard to this much-ma 11 gned poet, exclusive of the poet's

own works. For this reason T shall devote rather more

space in this dissertation to a discussion of this writer's

poems than T have done in the case of other authors, even

though the quality of his classic initatlcns as compared

with the character of the poems of other authors who pre-

ceded him, would scarcely merit this.

Pilippino 's book of poems-'- was published in 1659, a

few years only after the death of Chiabrera, which occurred

in 1637. 'Vith regard to the contents and the form of

Flllpplno's poems it may be well to state that they are

deficient in real poetical feeling, and are more verbose

2
and meaningless than the poems of Marino by whom Pilippino

was probably influenced.-

In our poet's Imitations of classical poems, tne metre

of which he made the most use was the hexameter, (5,730

1 Of. '^ersi, e^ prose di Bernardo Pilippino , e^ d 'altrl , In

Roma, per Angelo Bernab6 dal Verme, 1659, (con llcenza
del Superior!) in-8° , pp. 825.

2
Cf . Stor ia d_ella_ Lettera tura Itali ana, di Francesco ae

Sanctis, terza edizione, 2 vol., Napoli, Antonio Morano,
1879, pp. 459-465. in ^^ol . IT., pp. 217-224.
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lines approximately) as compared with various kinds of

odes (291 lines), which I shall discuss later, while in the

elegiac netre, he wrote only seventy-six lines.

Bernardo Pilippino made translations from Homer,

Virgil, Horace, Ennius, Theocritus, Ovid, Petrarch and

Bargeo, and wrote adaptations from the works of Ariosto,

Tasso, Sannazzaro and Marini.

Pilippino's hexameters, elegiac distichs and the va-

rious imitations of odes are modelled on those of Leon

Battista Alberti, and on the poems of Tolomei and his fol-

lowers; that is, they follov/ed as closely as possible their

Latin model by attributing a quantity to each syllable of

a word

.

Our poet does not attempt to r*=produce any classical

metre, as Ghiabrera does,-^ by taking the accent of words

as the basis of quantity, ana his classical poems bear, to

the poems which preceded them, a marked inferiority, quite

in keeping with the general degeneracy of literature at

this period in Italy. Trood lines among his hexameters are

rare, but occasionally one is found, where, as if by chance,

the accentuation of the words falls in with the arsis of

the Latin metre and renders the line a good imitation of

1 Cf. p. bX of this Dissert.
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the Latin hexameter, as for instance:

Titiro d'un gran faggio a I'ombra lieto riposl.l

Our poet's imitations of the odes of Horace are very

poor, and in many cases it would be difficult to r^^cognise

the metres which the odes are intended to reproduce, were

not the metre mentioned at the head of the poem.

The orthography throughout the book is not only anti-

1 Cf. Filippino, _op. cit . , p. 484, line 1.

The following lines may be mentioned, which might stand
as hexameters written by the modern school on the basis
of word-accent:
P. 45,iinel:

Canta d'Achille, o ^Tusa, il dannosissirao sdegno.

P. 62,linel:
L'ar.ni, et I'nuono lo canto, il qual da sponde ai

Troia.

P. 62, 1. 4:

Per la superna potenza, di Oiunon cruda per Ira.

P. 161, 1. 2:

Libera fece la Tomba, assai co'l senno operando.

P. 484, 1. 5:

Pai, che spessc la selva rlsoni la bella Amarilli.

P. 489, 1. 5:

Una la maare ne fu, non una la speme di torna.

P. 499, 1. 2:

Moglie de I'alto Poeta, et gran figliuolo d 'Apollo.

P. 521, 1. 19:

Spesso il Paare mi disse: A che'l non utile tenti?

P. 815, 1. 11:

Si ''n vnriar s'amplifica I'Kccellente loioma.

P. 816, 1. 11:

Onde ess«*ndo oi qu*^lle assai gradite le norme.
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quated even for the seventeenth century,! being more obso-

lete than that of Tolomei in t n^ sixteenth century, but it

is also careless, many words being spelled in more than one

way.

The following list of some of the poems of Pilippino

will give an idea of the incongruous and inappropriate sub-

jects, as v;ell as the varied sources of inspiration from

which this obsciire poet of the seventeenth centux-y drew:

First book of Homer's Iliad

" " " Virgil's Aeneid

" " " Petrarch's Africa

.

" " " Bargeo's Slriade

" canto of Ariosto 's Orlando Fur l o so

" " " Tasso's frerusalemme Liberate 522

" idyl " Theocritus 143

" eclogue of Virgil 78

" "of Petrarch 116

" "of Sannazzaro 83

" idyl of rtarlno 584

478
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With regard to Pilippino's elegiac lines tne same re-

marks apply as to the hexameters, save that here there is

an additional blemish at the close of tne pentameter.

The last syllable but one, which should be the tnird

syllable of a dactyl, is often with our poet the accented

syllable of an Italian paroxyton wora, anu therefore can

poorly represent a short syllable. This can be seen in

the few lines of the elegiac poem which T reproduce,!

where the words 'sue', 'vale', 'modi', 'stato', 'rato',

'grave', 'trono', 'metri
'

, all of which are accented upon

the first syllable, are intended to have the first syllable

short. Pilippino in thus using these words was acting in

accordance with his theory of attributing quantity to Ital-

ian words with entire disregard to their accent: the same

difficulty as to th^ end of the pentameter line confronts

modern writers of classic poems, owing to the comparatively

small niimber of oxyton words of two syllables in the Italian

language.

Pilippino imitated several of the odes of Horace, and

I shall now take these up in order.

(cont'd) tractoto for trattato
inessorabile " inesorabile
coramuni " comuni
provide " provvido
acentl " accenti

The word "esametro" is sometimes written "essametro" and
sometimes "esametro."

! Gf. Appendix to this Dissert., TTo . XX., p. \90 •
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Our author first undertakes tv/o translations of the

cues of Horace. The first of these-'- is the first ode of

the first book of Horace, written in the First Asclepiaaean

metre.

The translation is not very close, and the ode con-

tains thirty-nine lines in place of thirty-six as in Hor-

ace .

The metre, Judged by the rules of prosody which Fillp-

pino had established for himself, is intended to be a close

imitation of the Latin First Asclepiadean, save tnat the

Italian poet does not divide his poem, as Horace does, into

strophes of four lines each.

The fallacy of Fillppino's prosody when applied to

Italian, and the manner in which he imitates the quantity

of Latin v/ords, is very evident in the case of the word

"presidio".^ This word is given the following quantita-

tive value — o w _ , entirely regardless of its accentu-

ation upon the secono syllable.

Filippino gives two variants of this ode in different

metres. Of these, the first is composed of Italian hende-

1 Cf. Filippino, _op. £it., p. 526, and Appendix to this
Dissert. , No. XXI., p. !c;

.

^ Gf. Filippino, op. cit
, , p. 526, Ode I., 1. 2.
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casyllabic lines ending in a proparoxytcn, and tne second

is styled by him, "traduzione diritmica al mode Toscano."

Between these two versions, which are intended to be dif-

ferent, it would be hard to find any distinction, for

though the words are slightly changed the metre appears to

remain ioentical. This will be evident from the following

lines, taken from the first ana the second of tnese variant

versions, respectively;

Alcun co'l correre co'l c?rro Olimpica
Polve con utile proprio raccolgono,

Certi co'l correre col carro Olimpica
Raccolgon polvpre con suo grand' utile.

Pilippino next takes upl an imitation of Horace's Al-

caic ode beginning:

Vides ut alta stet nive candidum.-^

This is a moderately close translation of the Latin,

and the metre is reproduced with fair success. The ode is

followed by a second translation, wnich Filippino terms

"traduzione al modo Toscano, in versi sciolti." In point

of fact, the two versions differ very slightly as regards

metre, and eith*>r one might stand as the Italian reproduc-

tion of the Alcaic oae. The sole difference, perhaps,

lies in the fact that, in the fourth line of each verse of

1 Cf. App'='ndix to this Dissert . , No. XXI t., p. |9/t .

Of. Horace, Carm., I., 9. T have already shown (cf. pp.31;6i
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thfi imitation of thp Latin Alcaic oae, Filippino is nore

careful to preserve the dactyl at the beginning of thp.

line. The following two lines which are tr.e eighth lines

of tne Tjatin imitation and of its Tuscan adaptation, re-

spectively, will illustrate this point:

Taliarco, diota in uso.

Gosi a cacciare si viene il freddo.

The note-.vorthy point in connection with this ode is

the construction of the third line which was first pointed

out by Ghiarini;^ this writer asserts that from the point

of vi^w of metre he prefers this strophe to that of Ghia-

brera. T'^ilippino, while desirous of following the rules

of T,atin prosody, tried not to oppose or to alter the usual

character of the Italian decasyllabic line. Consequently,

when seeking to reproduce the third line of this ode which

is an Alcaic of nine syllables, ^ and not recognising the

existence in Italian of any regular line of nine syllables,

our author divided the third line into two parts of five

syllables, of which parts the last syllable of the first,

elided with the first syllable of the second part, and by

(cont'd) ) that the Alcaic ode was imitated by Dionigi
Atanagi and by Chiabrera.

1 Gf. Ghiarini in Nuova Antol. , Seconda 8erie, 1878, Vol.

XTI. , pp. 698-9,
^ Gf. Stampini, XIX. , Lir. di Orazio, , p. 72.

Stampini also calls this line an Iambic catalectic pen-

tapod, or an Iambic hypercatalectic dimetre (measured by

dipods . )
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elision the line is reduced to nine syllables.

The following lines will shov/ this;

Le carche selve | et per I'acuto

Co'l Sabin vase, o Taliarco.

Con larghe vasa , alia Sabina

Su'l farsi notte I a lei susurri

U' grato rise,
|

ove hai ricreo;

This featiire is more noticeable in the Italian adapt-

ation that in the Italian imitation of the Latin; that is,

although more of the lines of the latter, v/hich stand in

the third place in the strophe, consist cf more than nine

syllables they ao not always elide in the mioale; namely,

at the fifth syllable.

In paragraph 34 of a treatise entitled "Degli Accenti,

Tractato terzo di Bernardo Filippino,"! occurs a series of

odes in imitation of those of Horace. The subject of

these odes is most prosaic, most of the odes being mono-

logues on accents.

2

1 Gf. Pilippino, op. _ci_t., PP. 809-820.

2 The word 'accenti ' occurs in all the odes, twenty in

number, except in odes 9, 15, 16.
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The following is a table of Fillppino's twenty imita-

tions of odes from Horace.

^

I. Horace, Carm . T., 1. Asclepiaaean Strophe No. I.^

IT. Horace, Spod . , XVII. Iambic trimetre (versus sena-

rius). I have shown that this metre was first used

by Antonio Renieri da Colle.^

III. Horace, Carm. , I., 11. Asclepiadean Strophe No.V.'^

I"'^. Horace, Garri . , IT., 18. Trochaic metre, or Hipponac-

teura.^

V. Horace, Carm . , IV., 7. Archilochian strophe. This

metre I have shOAvn^ was first reproduced by Leonarao

Orlandini.

VI. Horace, Carm . , I., 3. Asclepiadean strophe, TTo.IT.'''

VIT. Horace, Epoo . , 1. Iambic stropne, composed of an

Iambic dim.etre and trimetre. I nave inuicatea^-' that

Antonio Renieri da Colle first imitated this metre.

1 The Roman figures to the left refer to Pilippino's num-
bering. Only those metres which have not before been
imitated are reproduced in the Appendix.

2 Cf. Appendix to this Dissert., No. XXTTI., p. )9t, •

"'Ty references to the metres of Horace are taken in this
and subsequent cases from Schiller's I ^letri Lirici di
Orazio , e^tc

.
, cf. p. of this Dissert .

^ Cf. p. 12) of this Dissert.
^ Cf. Appendix to this Dissert . , Tlo . XXIV.

, p. \cj>i
.

^ Cf. d^, No. XXV., p. i^Cj .

^ Cf . p. 4;i of this Dissert .

'^ Cf. Appendix to this Di ssert ., ^tq
. XX'a . ,

p.jCjy .

^ Cf . p. .16 of this Dissert.
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VTII. Horyce, _Epod . , 14, 15. Pythiarnbic strophe Y.c . I.

A dactylic hexameter and an Iambic dinetre. This

metre was first reproduced by Leonardo Orlanaini.

IX. Horace, Carm. , I., 8. "Tajor Sapphic metre. '^

X. Horace, Carm., I., 7. Alcmanian strophe. "^

XI. Horace, Ca rm . , I., 4. Archilochian strophe No. IV. "^

XII. Horace, Epod
.

, 16. Pythiarnbic Strophe No. 11.^

XIII. Horace, Epod . , 11. Archilochian Strophe !To . III.

6

XI7. Horace, Epod., 13. Archilochian Strophe, IIo . II.'''

XV. Horace, Carm. , III., 12. Minor Ionics, tnree to the

line.

8

XVI. Horace, Carm . , I., 2. Sapphic strophe. I have

shown^ that this metre was reproduced as early as

1471 by Leonardo Dati.

1 Cf. p. 42. of this Dissert .

^ Cf. Appendix to this Dissert. , No. XXVII., p. ZOO

5 Cf. d£.. No. xraii., p. loi.

4 Cf. £0., No. XXIX., p. ZOZ.

- Cf. do., No. X.vy., p. 2,(73.

5 Cf. do., No. X^XI., p. ^o/f.

'' Cf. Appendix to tnis Dissert. , No. XXXTI. p. ZOS'.

^ Cf. do.. No. XXXIII., p. iQo.

^ Cf. p. .' of this Dissert.
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"^'^''TT. Horace, Carn,, T. 5. Asclepiadean strophe, ''To. IV.

This metre was first reproduced by Antonio Renieri

da Go lie.-'-

XVIIT .Horace, Carm . , T., 9. Alcaic strophe. The Alcaic

ode was first imitated by Dionigi Atana^i; later,

Chiabrera again imitated it.

2

XTX. Horace, Carm . , I., 6. Asclepiadean Strophe, No. III.

^

7X. This ode v/as invented by Bernardo Filippino'* and is

made up of various lines. There are six lines to each

verse.

Lines one and three are Phalaecean lines.

— — — UU_0_(_J — U
\->

The second line is a rriyconic.

The fourth line is an Iambic trlmetre.

The fifth line is a Pherecratean.

1 Of. p. l/^ of this Disser t.

2 Cf

.

d_o. , p. 7b , note Z .

^ Cf. Appendix to this p_i_ss_ert., •^o . XXXIV., p. XOy.

4 Cf. Appendix to this Disse rt. . ro.XX-XV., to. 108.
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The sixth and last line which scans like a catalftctic

Iambic trimetre, appears to have been of uncertain charac-

ter even to the author, who says it is variously called an

Arcnilochian line or a line of Hipponacteus

.

The follOTving is a table of the metres contained in

the volume Versi e prose di Bernardo F i lippino.

I.

Hexameters ,

(a) Translations from Latin authors.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

page.
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(b) Adaptaticns from Italian authors.

page. number of lines.

1 141 380

2 161 522

3 176 8

4 176 8

5 494 83

6 499 584

Total number of instances 6

(c) Original poems.

page. number of lines,

5 800

34 15

34 ss. , (16 poems) 181

Total number of instances 18

IT.

Elegiac verses, (translations.)

page. number of lines,

520 22

521 s 50

722 4

Total number of instances, 3.
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III.

Odes Imitated from Horace.

(a) Translations.

page. nimber of lines Ode imitatea.
in poem.

5 26
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pagp

818

819

It

820

ber of
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not mentioned Tiraboschi j-'^ and Crescimbeni^ gives a bare

mention of his name; yet Abriani is a good translator, and

made excellent translations of Lucan's Pharsalia , and of

the odes and the Poeti ca of Horace. Abriani, as a trans-

lator, is faithfiil, literal, poetical anci harmonious in his

verse, often correctly reproducing the spirit of the poems

of Horace.*^

Abriani 's version of the odes of Horace is in the

form of Italian unrhyraed stanzas.

Crnoli reproduces one of these odes,^ which is an As-

clepladean ode, '"^o. TV.^

It will be seen that this translation is a close one.

When considered as a strophe, from the Italian point of

viev/, I agree v/ith Trnoli that Abriani 's ode is excellent,

but when examined from the standpoint of metre it is not so

successful. It appears to me doubtful whether the Italian

poet intended to imitate the Latin metre very closely.

This doubt is upheld by the fact that the third abd fourth

lines are both of seven syllables in the Italian, whereas

1 Tlraboschi, Stori a, etc. For full title see p. 6' of this

Pis sert

.

2 clrescimbeni, L'istoria, etc. Gf. p. 4/ of this Disse rt.
2 Cf. Trnoli, i n NuoVa 'An t o 1

.
, Seconda Serie, 1578, XII.,

p. 700.
^ Cf. Appendix to this Dissert., No. XXXVI., p. '

, .

^ This ode is a translation of Horace, Carm, I., 5.
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the third line of the Latin (a seconci Pherecratean) has

seven syllables, and the last line (a Dlyconic) has eight

syllables

.

Abriani has reproduced the first two lines of this

Ode (Asclepiadeans) by Italian hendecasyllablc lines. This

again will serve to show that Abriani was content to ap-

proach the Latin metre, without necessarily imitating it

very closely.-'-

Abriani tried several ways of reproducing the third

and fourth lines of the Alcaic strophe, which I have al-

ready shown^ was a favorite model for Italian imitators of

classical metres. Sometimes our poet rendered them by

Italian octosyllabic lines, as in the following instance:

"''edi come di neve alta biancheggia
L'erto Soratte, e che la selve stanca
Al gran peso or pi_u non regge
EVL Rio" indura"al' gelo' acuto?^

Again, he places in tne last two lines a line of eight

syllables and one of nine syllables:

Non creder gia ch'abbiano fin le voci
Ch'io, nato in riva all* Aufido sonante,
^on nov''arte e non piu usata ^

Parlo, e da udirsi a suon di lij^a.

1 Cf. Onoli, loc . cit. , p. 700.
2 Gf. p. ;'6 , note ; , of this Dissert.
^ This Alcaic ode is translated from Horace, Gam. , I., 9.

4 This ode is a translation of Horace, Garm. IV., 9.
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Sometimes Abriani reverses the order of the two last

named lines:

Mentre il moto civil sotto Metello
Scrivl, e le cause della guerra e i modi,

Di for tuna i gi och i e d^' grand i

L'amlcrzfe e I'arti fnfiae. i

Lastly, our author writes both these lines with nine

syllables:

Scendi dal ciel Calliope, alta reina,

E con la tibia fa lungo il concento,
con la voce tua d^iyina,

col febeo dolce istramento. 2

Besides imitating the Asclepiadean and the Alcaic

oaes, Abriani attempted all the metres of Horace, making

use, however, as Onoli points out, of already existing

Italian lines, with the sole exception, perhaps, of the

novenario, or line of nine syllables.

It is strange to have to find fault with Abriani on

th^ score of too literal a translation at a period when

broad paraphrases were much in fashion, yet Trnoli declares

that he is at times too literal. -^

fTnoli considers that Abriani 's position among imitat-

ors of classical metres is an important one, inasmuch as he

7;as the first writer to publish a volume of 'Odi Barbare. '

1 This ode is a translation of Horace, Garm. , 11., 1.

2 " II II II II II " 1 1 1 . , 4

.

3 Of. anoli, loc. cit., p. 701.
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Antonio Tfioraani (of Padua)

wrote 1687.

Antonio Priordani was an obscure Paduan, and is not

mentioned by any historian or writpr on literature. He

wrote after Tommaso Carnpanella,! and before Paolo Rolli^ and

Pantoni,^ and serves to close the considerable gap of time

which intervened between the first mentioned and the last

two of these imitators of classical metres.^

The odes of Antonio Oiorciani were published in Padua

by Pietro Maria Prambotto in 1687,5 at the request of the

friends of the poet who was of a retiring disposition, and

sought to avoid publicity.

1

Cf . p. l^^, of this Dissert.

2 n5_id . , p . 97

3 Tbid. , p. [or.

4 The Pfiornale Storico, 1895, Vol. xxv. , p. 176, imder Atti

^ '^^orie della R^ Accademia d_i Padova (X. 4.), gives
a reference to an article (cf. Note 5, below) on Trior-

dani, and it is from this article that I derive my in-
formation.

5 Cf . A_tti e Memorie della R. Accademia di scienze le ttere
ed'~artl ~in Tad'ova .~7 "Ann6"c CXCv ." ,' "1893-9 47 Nuo'va ~S e r i e

,

Vol. XO, Dispensa 4^ , Padova, tip. Giovanni Battista
Randi, 1894, pp. 279-287, Article by Prof. Ouido !!azzo-

ni, "Per la ?toria della strofe saffica in Italia."
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Antonio niordani is not to be confounded with "Sig.

Antonio Oioraani, a doctor of law, the son of Sig. Francesco

Pfioraani, ana who was also a poet. Our author was the son

of Baldisera "riordani a celebrated surgeon. He belonged to

the "Accadernia dej^li' Invigoriti," and celebrated the events

of his time by writing Kor^tian odes, beginning in the year

1663.1

Tfiordani was a clever versifier; he was not lacking

in artistic skill, and had a certain facility of style and

rhyme, but he was not a poet. He wrote altogether seventy-

seven odes; of these, tnirty are Sapphic odes, of which TTaz-

zoni gives a list of tne titles. Tn four of these Sapphic

poems the rhymes are arranged A B A b, and in the remaining

twenty-six, the rhymes are arranged A B B a.^ In the pref-

ace to his poems Oiordani states that he nad not tried to

ke°p any one aefinite model in mind in his imitation of the

Sapphic ode, but had intended to write it in more than one

way. He was careful to maintain the caesura of the three

hendecasyllabic lines after the fifth syllable, thus pre-

paring the ear for the five-syllabled Adonius at the close

of the verse.

1 Cf. 'Tazzoni, op. cit., p. 282.

2 Gf . do. , p. 285.
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'Moreover, our poet very frequently accents the first

syllable of the henaecasyllahic lines, or of the Adonius,

though this is not done frequently enough to becone monot-

onous. Mazzoni reproduces two of the Sapphic odes written

by Antonio friordani. Of these, the rhymes of the first!

are arranged A R A b, and those of the second^ A B B a. In

the first of these odes it will be seen that seventeen out

of thirty-six lines are accented upon the first syllable;

that is, lines 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 12, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23,

25, 29, 31, 33, 36.

In the second ode nineteen lines out of a total of

thirty-six are thus accented; namely, lines 1, 2, 4, 6, 7,

10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 28, 30, 34, 36.

1 Cf. Appendix to this Dissert., "Tq
. XXXVII., p. 211

2 do. , TTo. 77:^v-[ IT. , p.
"

.
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Summary of the Poe'ns

written in initatlon of classical metres
during the Seventeenth Century.

The contributors to tne imitation of classical poetry

during this century were few. Among these contributors ap-

pears for the first timel a poet who figured prominently

in other departments of Italian poetry, and who occupies a

prominf^nt place in the literature of his country; namely,

Oabriello Ohiabrera of Savona (1552-1537). This writer in

his reproduction of the Alcaic ode made an important inno-

vation in the imitation of classical metres; that is, he in-

troauced the method of representing Latin quantity by making

use of the accent of Italian words, in such a way that ac-

cented syllables represent the long syllables of Latin, and

unaccented ones stand, for Latin short syllables.

Chiabrera's ode was the more successful in that the

word-accent in the Alcaic ode coinciaes with the metrical

accent more often than in other metres.

The fourth line of this ode was entirely original with

Chiabrera who reproduces the Latin Alcaic decasyllabic line

•^ This statement is true only if we except Ludovico Ariosto,
who wrote a poem in Italian hendecasyllabics enaing in
a proparoxyton. This metre may have been in imitation
of the Latin Iambic trimetre. Cf. p. : of this Dissert-
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by an Italian hPncJpcasyllabic accented upon the first,

third, seventh and ninth syllables, and shorn of the sylla-

ble in anacrusis, thus reducing the line to tne necessary

ten syllables.

Ghiabrera wrote about the same time as Bernardo Fil-

ippino.l Thi3 obscure poet published at Rome in 1659 a

volume filled chiefly v/ith poems composed in Latin hexame-

ters. This author wrote his poems in the manner of Tolo-

mei2 ana his followers, and appeared to be able to recog-

nise the existence of a definite quantity in the various

syllables of Italian words. He did not in any way advance

the science of the imitation of classical metres. His lan-

guage is stilted and bombastic, while his subjects are

either too trivial or too ambitious, and in either case ill-

chosen. Filippino translated parts of the Aeneid of Vir-

gil, the Iliad of Homer, and wrote out versions in hexame-

ters of Tasso's Prerusalenme Libera ta and Ariosto's Orlando

Furioso, besides composing a score of odes on such an un-

poetical subject as "Accents."

Filippino translated two odes from the first book of

the Carmlna of Horace, and wrote nineteen poems in which he

•' Cf. pp. 6!,o'^ of this Dissert.

2 Gf . p. 55 of this Dissert.
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imitated the metres of Horace. Of these odes those which

Fernardo Pilippino imitated for the first time (as far as I

can Judge from the material which T have been able to con-

trol,)^ were the Asclepiadean metre, numbers I., IT., HI.,

ana v.; the Trochaic metre ; the Major Sappnic; the Alcmanian;

the Archilocaian metre, number.s II., Til., and 17.; the

I^lnor Ionic metre (three f^et constituting a line); and the

Pythiambic metre, number II.

Pilippino should receive credit for an ingenious meth-

od of reproducing the third line, of nine syllables, of the

Alcaic ode. He divided the line into two parts of five

syllables each, and so arranged these parts that by ellaing

together they should constitute a line of nine syllables.

He also invented an entirely new ode in strophes of

six lines, v/hich were imitations of various Latin lines

Joined together to form a new metrical scheme. It can be

stated with assurance that this cumbersome metre founa no

imitators

.

Pilippino 's poems in hexameters vary in length from

four to ei.f:ht hundred lines. Of his fifty-three poems,

twenty-nine are translations, six are adaptations from other

1 For the titles of books of the sixteenth century which I

have consulted cf. this Dissert., pp. ]1 2\ dZ ,

/-''
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Ttalifin poems, and eif^hteen are orif:inal.

Tt v/ill be gathered from this summary that in spite

of the bulk of Filippino's poemo his place among the imitat-

ors of classical poems is but an insignificant one. He

is of interest only as showing the stage which such im.ita-

tlons haci reached during the low ebb to which literature had

sunk in the seventeenth century, and as marking the more or

less uninterrxipted succession of v^riters of classical poetry

in Italy.

Paolo Abriani of whom little is knov/n (and of whom the

only dates which can be determined with certainty are the

years IflSS and 1654) differed from Filippino in that he re-

stricte^j himself more to translating the odes of Horace.

He was a more accurate translator than Filippino, and his

odes are written, not on the basis of quantity, but accora-

ing to the accent of v/ords, and he generally uses lines al-

ready familiar to Italian poetry, with the single exception,

perhaps, of the line of nine syllables. His work is of a

much higher standard than that of Filippino.

His translations of Lucan and Horace are close, liter-

al and harmonious, and often reproduce the spirit and the

vivacity of the originals.

Abriani paid more attention to the translation and to
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the poetical siop of his pofims than to the matter of repro-

ducing carefully th*^ metre of the poems which he was imi-

tating. His odes are written in unrhymed stanzas. It is

probable that he never intended to imitate closely the

metre of the Latin odes, and he often altered the number of

syllables of the Latin lines. He sometimes represented

the last two lines of the Alcaic ode by two octosyllabic

lines, sometimes by an octosyllabic line followed by a line

of nine syllables, or vice versa, and occasionally by two

lines of nine syllables.

Antonio Triordani v/rote tov/ard the end of the seven-

teenth century, between the years 1663 and 1667. Of this

obscure poet very little is known and he is not mentioned

in any work on Italian literature.

Triordani is noteworthy for his frequent use of the

Sapphic metre, no less than thirty odes out of a total of

seventy-seven being Sapphic odes. He was lacking in true

poetic inspiration, v;hlle his imitations of the Latin

metres are also deficient in accuracy. His Sapphic odes

are in rhyme, and his arrangements of the rhyme are two in

number. Priordani was careful as far as possible to pre-

serve the caesura after the fifth syllable in his Sapphic

line, and to maintain, as far as was practicable, an accent
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upon the first syllable of each line. In this, as T shal]

seek to show, he was followed later by other v/riters.

The Eighteenth Century.

Faolo Rolli

(1687 - 1765) ^

Throughout the eighteenth century, and down to the

present time, there has been an almost uninterrupted se-

quence of Imitators of classical poems.

For the first time since the sixteenth century

"schools" of classical poetry were formed. Imitations

were made more and more skilfully, and ancient metres were

adapted as much as possible to Italian versification, until

finally these attempts to introduce a new class of poetry

resulted In Triosue Carducci's Odi Ba rba re , and in the form-

ation of the present school of imitators of classical poe-

try.

The first poet of the eighteenth century is Paolo

Rolli (1687-1765) of Rome. This poet lived almost entire-

^ Cf. Pornaciari, Dis. Stor.
, p. 228.
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ly in London, teaching Italian, and editing th^ works of

Italian classical authors.

He returned to Italy a wealthy man, and settled at

Todi. He owed his popularity to his Ovidian odes, to his

Catullian scherzi, to his poems in the style of ATiacreon,

and to his canzonette of Icve v.'hich at that time were in

the mouths of everyone.

Fornaciari states^ that Ludovico Savioli'^ was influ-

enced by Rolli, and as the former 7/as the founder of the

Horatian school of the eighteenth century Rolli may be said

to have influenced, indirectly, the imitators of classical

metres throughout the eighteenth century.

Of Paolo Rolli 's poems^ the following may be chosen

as genuine imitations of classical metres:

Book. Ode. Page.

II. 7 143 Sapphic ode, unrhymed.
Polle e le mete chi additar presume.

II. 10 147 Alcaic ode, unrhymed.
Scender che giova da gli Avi splendid!.

II. 159 Hendecasyllabic, unrhymed.
"0 non richicdono questi miei scherzi.

II. 177-194 Fourteen poems in hendecasyllabics
Of these, numbers one, eleven and thir-
teen are unrh:,'med, the remainder being
in rhyme.

•' Cf. Fornaciari, Pis Stor. , p. 229.

^ Gf. p.
; 0^ of this Di ssert .

Cf. De' Poetici Componiraenti del Signer Paolo Rolli, di-
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Book. Odp. Pagft.

TIT 326 Sapphic ode, unrhymed.
Qual ne • reconditi piu cupi abissi.

ITI. 328-329 Two poems in hendecasyllabics,
in rhyme.

Of the fourteen poems in hendecasyllabics in Book II.,

mentioned above, the three poems which are not in rhyme end

in a paroxyton word, while in the eleven odes in rhyme two

lines end in a paroxyton word, and every third line in a

proparoxyton. The latter arrangement is found also in the

two hendecasyllabic poems in Book III.

In eight of the eleven odes in rhyme in Book II. the

arrangement of rhymes is - a, b, a, c, d, c, e, f, e, g, h,

g, etc. The remaining three are arranged as follows:

ode 2; a, b, a, c, d, c, e, c, e, f, g, f; ode 4; a, b, a,

b, c, d, e, f, e, g, h, g; ode 14; a, b, a, c, d, c, e, f,

e, g, f, g. The arrangement of rhyme in the two odes of

Book TIT. is similar to that of the eight odes in Book II.

In his Sapphic ode Rolli is not very careful to main-

tain the caesura after the fifth syllable, nor does he al-

ways accpnt the first syllable of his line. Of the forty-

four lines which constitute his Sapphic ode in Book IT.-'-

(cont'd) visi in tre libri con aggiunte, in TTizza , presso
la Societa tipografica, 1782, in-12c

, pp. XXIV. , 431.

1 Cf. Rolli, op. cit., p. 143.
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i

only twPnty-four lines ar<= thus accented. In the Sapphic

ode in Book Til.-'- twenty-five lines only out of thirty-six

are thus accented.

With regard to the caesura,- in the fir,--t instance of

the Sapphic ode (Book II.), the caesura occurs after the

fifth syllable although Rolli is very irregular in this.

In the second instance of the Sapphic (Book III.) the

caesura in the first line occurs after tne sixth syllable,

and in the secono and third line after the fifth syllable.

As for the composition of the lines of the latter ode,

the first is an Italian hendecasyllabic line composed of

two 'quinari', of which the first ends in a proparoxyton

and the second in a paroxyton: the line is accented upon

the first, fourth, seventh and tenth syllables.- The sec-

ond line is made up of the same parts as the first line,

with the order reversed, however, and with accents upon the

first, fourth, sixth and ninth syllables. The third line

is generally of ten syllables, but in verses fiv and six

it has only nine, while in the seventh verse is has eleven

syllables. This line is accented upon the first, fourth,

seventh and ninth syllables.

1 Cf. Rolli, op. cit., p. 326.
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rrnoli quotes two verses of the odel which begins,

2
"Scender che glova dagli avi splendidi,"

and cal]s it an Asclepiadean. "Rol]i, still bolaer,

at times abandoned rhyme altogether, not only in his Gatul-

lian hendecasyllabics, but in the Asclepiadean and in the

Sapphic ode." Thus, for instance:-

"Scender che giova dagli avi splenaioi."

Although Trnoli would seen here to infer that this is

an Asclepiadean (probably Asclepiadeum quartum) for it

could not possibly be mistaken for a Sapphic, I prefer to

believe with Carducci^ thft this ode is intended to repre-

sent the Alcaic metre, and that two Italian lines of seven

syllables, ending in a paroxyton, have been substituted for

the Alcaic line of nine syllables and for the Alcaic deca-

syllabic line. The first and second lines of this ode are

exactly similar in construction to the second line of the

Sapphic mentioned above. I here reproduce two lines to

illustrate this fact;

Alcaic ode,'^ "E al chiuso in arche tant'oro pallido."

Sapphic ode,S "Sepolto in arche di ferro triplice."

1 Cf. Onoli in Nuova Antol . , 1878, XII., p. 705.
2 Cf. Appendix to this Dissert. , No. XXXIX. P 2-17

5 Cf. Carducci, Lirici , etc., Preface, p.CXVI. Caraucci
here quotes the seventh verse of this ode, which, however
differs from the other verses in the third line.
Cf. also Aldini, op. cit . , p. 47, note, where he quotes
the sixth verse oT~"this ode which he calls an Alcaic.

^ Cf. RoJLll, ^.^it. ,p.l47, Ode X., verse 1, line 2.
5 Cf. ibid., p. 526, verse 1, line 2,
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Ludov lcc Savlcll (di 'lociena)

(1729 - 1804. )^

This author who, we have seen, was influenced by

Rolli, was the founder of the Horatian school of poetry in

the eighteenth century. 2 "He wrote lyrical poetry with

great originality and intellectual power, and in his book

Degli Araori, v/ith his canzcnette composed of lines of seven

syllables, alternately paroxyton and proparoxyton, he imi-

tated the elegies of Ovid and of Tibullus, and in his oaes

he deserves to rank next to Parini for conciseness and vig-

or of style." With regard to Savioli's followers, Forna-

ciari says, "the poet of TTodena stands at the head of a

considerable school of imitators who tried to follow in the

footsteps of Horace, and whose poems are not devoid of a

certain poetical force. These followers of Savioli-^ were

Agostino Paradisi di A^gnola (1755-1763), Luigi Cerretti di

'Todena (1738-1828), Francesco Gasscli (1749-1812), aiovanni

Paradisi the son of Agostino Paradisi (1760-1826), ana

1 Gf. Fornaclari, Pis . Stor. , pp. 229-230.

2 Jb_id. , p. 229.

3 Cf . Carducci, Lirici , etc. , Preface, for the dates of

these writers.
A. Paradisi, cf. pp. XVI IT.- XXXTTT.

L. Cerretti, cf. pp, XXXTTT.- LXVTTT.
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Luigi Lamberti ( 1758-1813) .1 The last three were from

Regrio, and the last two v/ere pupils of Cerretti, who oc-

cupied th** chair at 'Tilan vacated by Brera, and fornerly

held by Parinl .

"

Poets of the school of Parma also v/rote poems in me-

tres which resembled classical metres, "but their style is

pompous and magniloquent as compared with the sobriety of

the imitators in the style of Horace. "2 To this school

belong Carlo Castone della Torre di Rezzonico, of Gomo

(1742-1796
)
,2 who introduced too much learning and science

into his lyrical poetry; Prospero 'lanara di Borgonotaro

(1714-1600), known for his sonnet on the tomb of Alessan-

dro, Clemente Bondi of Parma (1742-1821), the translator

of Virgil and Ovid, but who was rather weak as a lyrical

poet, and lastly, Angelo 'lazza, also of Parma (1741-1817) .4

(cont'd)
P. Cassoli, cf. pp. LXVTii.- t.xtX. , cf. also Porna-

ciari. Pis. Stor.
, p. 230.

r-. Paradisi, cf . , pp. LXVin. and LXXICC. - LXXV.

L. Lamberti, cf. p. LXVTIt. and LXX. - LXX[[I. Car-
ducci gives the date of Lamberti 's birth as 1759.

1 On this author, cf. Liiigi Lamberti ( vita , scritti, amici

)

£on lettere e £oesie inedite, di Vittorio Pontana, Reg-
gio' nell ' "Emil ia ,'

't i pT'^egll Artigianelli , 1893.
For a criticism of this book, cf. Prio rn. Stqr . , 1893,
Vol. XXTT,, p. 449,

Cf. also Nuova Antol. , Terza Serie, 1893, Vol. XLVI.,
fasc. 16, is'agosto, p. 773-4.

2 Cf. Pornaciari, Pis . Stor . , p. 230.
3 Cf. Garducci, T^iricJ^, Pref. pp. LXXX. - XOI.
4 Ibid., pp. LXXvffr'- GTV.
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These poets,! however, preferred to write poems which

merely possessed a classical coloring or flavor rather than

closely to imitate classical metres. They aid not intro-

duce any very striking innovations into their reproduc-

tions, and their classical imitations adapt themselves very

much to the laws of Italian versification. For this

reason their poems, although they should not be entirely

overlooked, lie somewhat outside the field covered by the

present dissertation, and therefore I shall reproduce at

most one or two of these poems.

To bear out this statement of the Italian character

of the Sapphic and Alcaic odes of the schools of the

eighteenth century in the north of Italy, I would refer to

Pfnoli, who says2 that whereas Tolomei's school tried to

Latinize Italian metres, later poets sought to render Latin

metres Italian.

Some Latin lines when reaa according to grammatical

accent render a sound which can be reproduced fairly ac-

curately in Italian lines.

1 For the poems of the authors mentioned above I have con-
sulted Carducci's Llrici del Sec qlq XVIII ., and have de-
rived my information regarding these poets and their
works from the excellent preface which precedes the col-
lection.

2 Cf. Nuova Anto l. , Seconda Serie, 1878, Vol. XII., p. 704,
bot tora.
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Italian poetry has already assimilated all such lines,

notably throut^h the influence of Pantoni ana otner poets

of the eighteenth century. They aimed at reproducing an-

cient metres, as acciarately as possible, by making use of

Italian lines alone, and by combining these lines in a way

which conformed to the laws and customs of Italian poetry.

Wherever they met with lines which, when read according to

word-accent, did not correspond to any Italian line, they

proceeded simply to substitute some other Italian line.

This Is evident in the case of the Alcaic ode of (riovanni

Paradisi.l Not recognising in the Latin Alcaic decasyl-

labic line a similarity to any Italian line, tnis poet

divided the line into two separate parts, each of five syl-

lables, or made the second part of six syllables, in which

case by means of a skilfully contrived elision in the mid-

dle, the line continued to have only ten syllables.

rfiovann i Fan toni (di Pivizzano.)

(1755 - 1807)2

The most important imitator of classical metres in the

1 Cf. Appendix to this Dissert. , No. XL., p. 220
2 Cf, Carduccl, Ljrl cl, preface, p.cvi, for Fantoni 's date.

On the same point cf. JTuova Antol . , Terza Serie, 1889,
Vol. XIX., p. 6.

The date given by Fornaciari, Dis. Stor. , p. 231, is
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eighteenth century was Giovanni pantoni.

Pornaciari says of him, "Tuscany possessed a lyrical

poet who attained a certain degree of fame, namely, Crio-

vani Pantoni of Pivizzano, better known und^r the Arcadian

name of Labindo. In spite of the thoughtlessness of

youth he possessed a great love for classical authors, and

especially for Horace, who was always his favorite poet, and

his model. Owing to the fact that he followed the Latin

poet so faithfully both in his ideas and in his fancies,

at times almost translating him literally, and to the fact

also that he imitated those metres of Horace which in some

measure resembled Italian forms of poetry, Pantoni earned

for himself the title of 'the Tuscan Horace.' This appel-

lation must be regarded as referring rather to the external

form of Pantoni's odes than to their sentiments or to

their aesthetic perfection."

Under the somewhat misleading and ambiguous title "Un

rjlacobino in formazione," Triosue Carducci wrote an article

on Giovanni Pantoni in the Nuova Antqlogia.^ This is a

sketch of the life and character of the poet, and contains

(cont'd) 1759-1807. The latest -vork on Pantoni by Solerti
(cf. p. 10*^ of this Dissert. ) gives the dates 1755-

1B07.
Por an account of the life and writings of Pantoni, cf

.

Carducci, Lirici, preface CIV. - CXXXVII.

1 Cf. Nuova Antol. , Terza Serle, 1889, Vol. XIX. , fasc 1,

pp. 5-20.
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abundant quotations from his poems. Pantoni is not even

mentioned in Domenico Trnoli's^ article, "Vecchie Odi Ear-

bare e trauuttori d' Orazio", probably for the reason that

although Pantoni drew largely upon Horace for inspiration

and for the form of his poems, he did not actually trans-

late any of the odes of Horace, nor reproduce his metres

sufficiently closely.

Por Pantoni 's poems T have drawn from the latest edi-

tion, namely, Angelo Solerti's Le Odl^ di Criovanni Pantoni «^

Triovanni Pantoni, known in the world of letters under

the title of "Labindo", was born at Pivizzano on the 27th

of January, 1755.

He studied the humanities under Padre Maestro Pasce,

but it was Padre ^taestro f^rodard who, recognising his talent

for poetry, first enabled him to enjoy the works of Latin

authors, and especially those of Horace. The young poet

ira^iediately conceived a great liking and a deep veneration

for the poems of this Latin author.*^ When Pantoni began

1 Gf. Tluova Antol . . Seconda Serie, 1878, Vol. XII., fasc.

24, pp. 692-707.
^ Gf. Tfiovanni Pa ntoni__( Labindo) Le Odi,^ con prefazione e

no te~d"i 'Angelo 'soleTrt i ,""?orino
,""

"c ."^frl verio , 1867 , in-
8° pp. XGVIIT. -325.

Por a favorable notice of this book, cf. i o rn . Stor.

,

1887, Vol. X., p. 280, and also Huova Antol., Terza
Serie, 1888, Vol. XIIE., fasc. 1, I'genn. , p. 55. Oiosue
Carducci, "A Proposito di una recente edizione delle odi di

Giovanni Pantoni." '

^ Gf. Solerti, op. cit., p. VI.
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to write he adopted the name "Labindo", which he never af-

terwards abandoned.

Our poet had three reasons for adopting this nom de

guerre. First, he feared to face the verdict of the public

under his true name; secondly, he wished to know with cer-

tainty before declaring his identity whether his poems

would be received with favor or otherwise. Thirdly, he

desired to change his name in order that his works should

not be confused with those of a celebrated writer, still

living, who bore the same name as our poet, Priovanni Fan-

toni.l

Under 'Taestro rjodard our poet made a diligent study

of metres, and scon after conceived the idea of writing his

odes. Of these odes the first one to be published was the

Sapphic, beginning, "Gadde Tlinorca. "2

In 1784, our poet published a little volvime, of forty

pages, containing "Odi ed Anacreontiche" , these being the

first samples of his imitatian of Horatian odes.^ The

publication in 1734 of a larger edition containing some new

poems, and dedicated to T.ord TTassau Glavering, Prince of

Cov/per, was the means of obtaining for Fantoni admission in

to the R. Accademia Fiorentina. At this time "Labindo"

benefited much from an intimacy with the Abate vincenzo

1 Cf. Solerti, _op. £it. , p. XIV.
2 Of. _ibid. , Book I., ode 13.
^ Cf. Solerti, op. cit., p. XI[I.
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Corazza,^ thfi author of the "?apphic Hymn to the Sun."

Pantoni prepared himself, for his task of writing

classical poems, by translating and paraphrasing the finest

passages in the -.vorks of the best classical writers, both

of prose and of verse, but especially to the works of Latin

poets.

This was done ostensibly in connection with a course

of lectures delivered at Pisa in 1730 by our poet, but

there is no doubt that he took a keen pleasure in this

preparation for his work of imitating Horatian odes.

Wnen, in 1789, "Labindo" retired to Pivizzano, he de-

voted himself entirely to a study of Latin authors, namely

Gatullus, Virgil, Tibullus, and Juvenal, but particularly

Horace and Ovid.^ He was accustomed to turn entire

thoughts, phrases and figures of speech into Italian lines,

but later he found that there was too much dissimilarity

between the various authors, and feeling himself incapable

of assimilating the thoughts which he had gathered, he re-

stricted himself with regard to his odes to an imitation of

Horace alone.

3

V/ith regard to the question as to '.vhether "Tjabindo"

can be called the Tuscan Horace there are various opinions.

1 Of. p. W- of this Dissert.
2 Cf. Solerti, jop. cit . , p. LXVI
^ Ibid. , p. LX^/II.
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Although it may be urged against Fantoni that he was

not original because he imitatea Horace, it shoula not be

forgotten that Horace himself imitated Tfreek poets.

If our poet cannot be blamed for reproducing tne me-

tres of Horace, fault is to be found with him on the score

that he repeats too constantly not only the v/ords, but the

ideas of Horace, and makes use of Hcratian phrases and

turns of speech when original, modern expressions woula be

far more suitable.

On one respect Fantoni has the advantage of Horace.

The latter although he begins his odes very enthusiastical-

ly and with great spirit, often finishes them lamely and

languidly. "T.-abindo", however, following the custom of

the eighteenth century, almost always closes nis ooes in a

brisk, vigorous manner. 1 Polerti posits the statement

that this feature of Italian poetry was originated, per-

haps, by the taste for those sonnets with an epigrammatic

flavor Y/hich form so large a part of Italian lyrical poe-

try. 2 "Pantoni is also to be blamed for an unevenness of

1 I woulo select the following odes as being those which
end in a spirited manner:
Book I., Odes 8, 10, 14, 19, 20.

Book II., " 11, 12, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 28.

Book TIT., " 1, 5, 12, 15, 21, 23, 25, 26, 28.

Book IV., " 1, 4, 9, m, 12, 16, 19, 20.

2 Cf. Solerti, op. cit., p. IV.
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composition which is not only noticeable between various

odes, but even from verse to verrse of the same oue. Per-

haps the quality of our poet which is most Horatian is his

mode of making historical allusions, and of celebrating

contemporary political events, from the War of Independence

of the United States, to Napoleon and tb^ ^rench Revolu-

tion.

Pantoni borrowed from Horace not only his form and

mode of expression, but also his opinions, and this to such

an extent, that when he is least imitative he appears at

his worst.

One cardinal point of difference between tne tv^ro poets

lies in the fact that whereas the political odes of Horace

are among his poorest productions, some being so lifeless

that their consummate art alone redeems them, those of Fan-

tcni, on the other hand, are among the best of his odes.l

For some time "Labindo", like many of his predecessors

in the art of v/riting classical metres, was of the opinion

1 T have selected the following as being essentially polit-
ical cjps;
Book I., Odes 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 25.

Book TT., " 3, 6, 11, 12, 14, 15, 20.

Book ITT., " 1, 14, 19, 20, 24, 25.

Book IV. , " 7, 14, 19.
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that the long and short syllables of Oreek and Latin woras

coula he introduced into the Italian language, but ne was

compelled to abandon this view, finding his efforts to re-

produce the hexameter and the pentameter unsuccessful.

Soon he completely abandoned the idea of imitating feet and

quantity, and in place of Latin lines he substituted lines

already in use in Italian poetry, ana which, in tneir sound

and measure, approximated most closely to the ancient mod-

els. "Pantoni was of the opinion, and justly so, that the

Italian tongue, accustomed even more than other languages

to a certain delicacy and softness of diction im.parted to

it by the abundance of its vowels, could not be reconciled

to the harsh sound of certain Latin lines. Por this

reason our poet freely imitated from Horace all those me-

tres whose lines have the same measure and the same caesura

as Italian lines.

Some metres he altered somewhat in order to approxi-

mate them to the nature of Italian versification, v/hile

other metres, again, he made up himself, eitner by invert-

ing the order, or by changing the manner of combining the

lines of his model.

Our poet entirely overlooked the hexameter, and repro-

duced it by the Italian hendecasyllahic line which, even

though it may occupy the corresponding place in Italian poetry
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which the hexameter filled in Latin, is far from rendering

the sound or imitating the heroic swing of the Latin line.l

Fantoni seems to have become uiscouraged in his imitation

of the hexameter, and when in his ode "Umanita",2 aedicated

to ''elchiorre Cesarotti, he reproduced the elegiac distich,

the hexameter was rendered simply by a hendecasyllabic line.

The pentameter was an imitation of the Latin, but only

partly so, for the first two feet of our poet's pentameters

are invariably spondees. 3 By adopting this arrangement,

Fantoni 's pentameter resembles an Italian hendecasyllabic

line ending in a proparoxyton, and as such was recognised

by Melcniorre Cesarotti, who wrote a letter to our poet

expressing his views on this subject.'^

Fantoni met with most success in his imitation of the

Sapphic ode.-^-' This metre he changed in various ways as

will presently be shoViTn. He was usually careful to main-

tain the accent upon the first syllable of the line.

1 Of. Polerti, £p. _cit., p. t.vht.
2 Cf. Appendix to this Dissert. , TTo. XLT., ^p.Z'ZZ-
3 Cf . Book TTI. , Ode 27.
4 Cf. Solerti, op. c_ijt., pp. LTX.- LXT.
- The following are Fantoni 's Sapphic odes:

Book T., Odes 1, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 13, 22, 23, 24, 25,

Book TT., " 2, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 17, 20, 21, 22,
23, 26, 27, 28, 29.

Book TIT., " 2, G, 7, 8, 11, 16, 18, 20.
Book TV., " 5, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 20.
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Solertl states^ that cur poet invariably accented the first

syllable of the Adonius, but it appears to me that Fantoni

was far from consistent in doing so.

2

"Tiabindo" v/as careful to observe the caesura at the

close of the fifth syllable, but paid less attention to the

accentuation of the second hemestich of the line, prefer-

ring to change the accent in order to avoid monotony. Our

poet preferred to v^rite his odes in rhyme, although P.olli,

Paradisi and Corazza before him had in many poems dispensed

with it.

On account of the introduction of rnyme into his odes

Pantoni was compelled to alter his distichs into tetras-

tichs." Pantoni 's stock of rhymes is particularly rich

in proparoxyton v/ords^, and he gained the praise of the

1 Of. Solerti, op. ^ij.. , p. LXII.
2 I find that the Adonius is not acc^^nted in the following

lines:
5k. Ode. '^erse. Bk. Ode. Verse. Pk. Ooe ''^erse.Bk. Ode. Verse

IT. 13 1,5. TIT. 2 2 IV. 5 2,4,8
14 2 6 1,4 10 1,2,7
15 1 8 2 12 9,10
20 8 11 2,9

13 2,7,8,14 22 3 16 2

25 4,7 26 2 18 8

27 3 20 1,11,13,
14,20,21

28 2,4
29 2,5,8

2 Of. Solerti, o£. _cU. , p. LVm.
^ T find that in the following odes all the words at the

end of the line are proparoxyton words:

Book I., Odes 2, 7, 9, 10, 14, 17, 20.

Book IT. ,
" 1, 4, 30

1
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poet r?azza who was himself an adept at rhyming proparoxytcn

words.

^

There are many words, however, whicn our poet uses

indiscriminately both as paroxyton and proparoxyton.2

(cont 'd

)

Book ITT. , Odes 4, 15, 17.

Book TV. " 17, 18.

Of these, Book I., Ode 20, has two proparoxyton words

in each of the first three lines.

1 Gf. Carducci, Iiiricl , preface, pp. C. and C7V.

2 T wouIq quote the follov/ing list of words, final in their

line, which Pantoni uses either as proparoxyton or par-

oxyton.
These v/ords are used once in each case: treccia, sabbia,
impacclo, rischio, fischic, tugurio, prcpizio, inerzia,

greggia.
The following appear twice in each caser somiglio,
scempio; and these are used twice as proparoxytons and

once as paroxytons: vittoria, consiglio, foglia, empio,

doglia

.

Besides those mentioned T would add the following:
Propar. Parox. Propar. Parox

orgoglio
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Pantoni often has false rhymes, ^ or forms a rhyme by

using the same v^ord with a varied prefix.

^

1 T cite the following as the most striking instances of

this fault:
Page. Book. Ode. Verse.
135 I. 26 4 labbro - cina'bro

168 TT. 14 2 accolta - ascolta
2'79 T'''. 5 11 compagne - piange
Besides these there are many cases (47) in which a

close vowel is made to rhyme v/ith an open vowel in a

penult.

2 T have foi-tnd the following instances of this manner of

forming a rhyme:
Page. Book. Ode. verse.
124 I, 18 6 \

treccia - intreccia
240 TIT. 20 13

217
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In his lines, adjectives are abundant, ^ too frequent

in fact, sometimes as many as four being founa in one line.

This fault, however, is common to most writers of classical

poems and is found even in Carducci, although Horace, the

model for these writers of classical odes, was himself

sparing in his use of adjectives.

with regard to the poetical character of Fantoni's

odes it cannot be said that it is always sustained, and his

poems often approach nearly to the level of prose. More-

over his four books of odes, taken as a v/hole, bear a stamp

1 On this point cf. the following instances:
Book. Ode. Verse.

Eight adjectives in one verse
of four lines, lY. 19 2

seven " " " "

ti II

Six

II.
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of unifornity, and the poens often resemble one another

in their content, or by the repetition of the same thought jl-

Fantonl's four books contain one hundred and five

odes, and these are written in the following twenty-eight

metres:^

1. Iambic Trinetre imitated from Horace, Ep. XTV.

2. Alcaic hendecasyllabics " " Hor. Garm. , I., 9.

3. Minor Asclepiadean " " Hor. Garm . , I., 1.

4. !.!inor Sapphic " " Hor. Garm., I., 3.

(cont'd)
There are twenty-two cases in which five adjectives are
found in four lines, and innumerable cases in which four
adjectives occur in the space of four lines. In Book
T[., Ode 1, out of fifty lines only eighteen do not
contain an adjective. There are several cases in which
three adjectives occur together. In Book TI[., Ode 17,
lines 1, 2, 3, out of twelve words, four are adjectives.
Tn Book IV., Ode 18, out of forty-five lines, fifteen
contain two adjectives each, and one line has three ad-
jectives.

1 As an instance of th'= repetition of the same thought I

would refer to

Book IV., ode, 21, verse '^
, p. 313, as compared with

Book I'''., ode 21, verse 27, p. 317; and to

Book IV., ode 19, verse 9, p. 310, cor.rpareu witn
Book IV., Ode 14, verse 14, p. 302.

2 Cf. Solerti, op. cit., pp. LXXVI[,- XGvi.
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5. New Minor Sapphic (original)l

6. !Unor Sapphic with a proparoxyton at
the end of tne line (original)

7. I'Tinor Sapphic with a 'settenario' at
the close in place of an
Adonius (original)

8. Iambic metre I. Hor. Ep. , 1.

9. Iambic metre I[. with the oraer of

lines reversed, Prom the rrreek.

10. Iambic catalectlc I. (original)

11. Iambic catalectlc IT. (original)

12, Iambic catalectic lit. (original)

IS.Hipponacteus Hor, Gar_m, , II., 13

14.Hipponacteus, with inverted order of lines. (original)

15,Pythiambic I. Hor,, Ep.XIV.

16 .Pythiambic II. Hor., Ep. , XVI.

17.Pytnipnbic It., with inverteo oraer of lines (original)

18. Alcaic Hor, ^r:n, , I. 9.

19, Asclepiadean I, Hor., Carm, , I. 3.

20,Asclepiadean It, " " I. 6.

21. Asclepiadean Iir, " " I, 5.

22, New Asclepiadean I[r. (original)

23.Alcmanian Hor. Carm, , I, 7.

24.Archilochian It. Hor,, Ep. XIII.

'- The metres of Fantoni which are original will be discussed
separately.
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25. Olyconic Catullus, 61.

26. Threfi Iambic trimetres (catalectic)
and one Tanbic dinetre. (original)

27. An Tanbic triinetre (catalectic) and
two Tanbic dimetres variously
arranged in every t\7o verses (original)

28. A Phalaecean line, a "'inor Asclepiadean,
another Phalaecean line, and
an Adonius ending in a pro-
paroxyton (original)

The odes of Pantoni are distributed in the following

manner among the metres just named:

Metre I. Book TV. , 18.

Metre IT. Book TI r. , 17.

Metre ir[. Book I., 17, !(., 1.

Metre IV. Book I., 1,11,13,15,22,23,24,25.1

" " Book It., 6,7,8,14,15,17,20,21,22,23,26,
27,28.2

" " Book It!., 2,7,8,11,18,20.3

" " Book IV., 5,9,12,15,20.4

1 Of these odes in numbers 11, 22, 23, 25, the rhymes are

arranged a, b, a, b; ana in numbers 1, 13, 15, 24, the

rhymes run a, b, b, a.

2 Of these odes, numbers 5, 8, 15, 26, rhyme a, b, a, b:

numbers 14, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, rhyme a, b, b,

a, and number 7 rhymes a, b, c, b.

S Of these odes, nu'nbers 2, 7, 8, 11, rhyme a, b, a, b; num-

ber 20 rhymes a, b, b, a; and number 18 rhymes a, b, c,

b.

4 Of these odes four rhyme a, b, a, b, namely odes 5, 9, 15,

20; and ode 12 rhymes a, b, c, b.
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'!etre v. Book I., 8, 19; IT., 2,13,29; TTT., 6,15;
VT., 10,16.1

'fetre vt. Book T . , 9.2

'!etre VIC. Book TT., 24.

Metre VTfl. Book I. , 14.

?!etre IX. Book I., 2,10,18. IV., 15,17.

Metre X. Book TI r. , 25.

Metre XI. Book T'^ , 4.

Iletre XI[. Book IC, 5; II t ., 1,3, 15, 21,28; iv..8,ll,
14.

"[etre XIII. Book IT., 18; iv. , 2,6.

Metre XIV. Book I., 5,16; II., 9,12,19; III., 5.

Metre XV. Book I. , 6,12.

TTetre XVI. Book I CI., 10,14,19,27; iv.,19.

'!etre XVI [ . Book I., 26; III . ,9,22,26 ; IV., 3.

Metre XVEIT. Book 1 1., 3, 25; 1 1 1., 25; IV., 7.

Metre XIX. Book If., 4,30.

Metre XX. Bock I., 7,20; in., 15.

Metre XXI. Book I., 5; 11., 16.

'letre XXI T. Book I [. , 10.

Metre XXIEI. Book III., 24.

Metre XXIV. Book I., 4,21; II. 11.

1 Of these odes numbers I., 8,9; IT. 13; Itl.6,16; I"MO,lo,
rhyme a, b, a, b, and numbers IT. 2, and II. 29, rhyme
a, b , b , a

.

2 In Metres vi. pnu VIC. the rhymes are arranged a, b, a, b,
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'Tetre XX^^ Book IV,, 21.

"Tetre XXVT. Book I''. , 1.

Metre XX^Tt. Book III., 4.

Metre XXV[[r. Book Tit., 12 (stanzas 4 and 9),1

Thus it will be seen that of Fantoni's twenty-eight

metres, nine are imitations fron the Odes of Horace, five

fron the Epodon of Horace, one from Catullus, one from the

Oreek, anu twelve are invented by our poet.

Of these original metres, number five, the Mew Llinor

Sapphic, differs only from the preceaing metre in having a

proparoxyton in the middle of ei^ch line; metre six has a

proparoxyton word at the end of eacn line, and metre seven

differs from tne above in that it has a 'settenario' as a

fourth line in place of the regular Adonius.2

1 In this connection I may state tnat I observed tne follow-
ing typographical errors in Solerti's book in the as-
signment of metres to the various odes.
^_ok. Ode.

T. 18 is marked metre 17., but should be metre IX.

T. 21 " " " X'^I " " " " XX I''^.

I [ . 1 " " " XXI [ . " " " "III.
I [ . 2 " " " I^'^. " " " " V.

IT. 9 " " " XIX. " " " " XIV.
II 30 " " " XXVT. " " " " XIX.

II [. 15 " " " X'''. " " " " V.

Tit. 26 " " " XVI. " " " " X^/II.
jT. 4 " " II XXI. " " " " XT.

2 For an instance of these three metres cf. Appendix to this
Dissert., No. XLIT., p. li?
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''letre t^n lanbic, catalpctlc T., r-^senbles metre

ei^ht, Tanhic T,, sav^ thf't in thft former the dimetre is

catalectic and is reproduced by an Italian line of seven

syllables. 'Tetre eleven, Iambic catalectic 11., resembles

metre nine, but differs in its dimetre which is catalectic.

Metre twelve, Iambic catalectic I[[., resembles metre nine,

save that in the former the Iambic trimetre is catalectic,

and is reproduced by an Italian henuecasyllabic. !!etres

fourteen and seventeen have been explained as a simple in-

version of order of the lines in metres thirteen and six-

teen, respectively. ^letre twenty-two, a New Asclepiaaean,

resembles the preceaing metre save that in the fourth line

instead of a wlyconic a Pherecratean line similar to the

third has been substituted, and the Italian reproduces the

latter by two 'settenari.*

In metre twenty-six, which has been already described,

the order of the lines is two trimetres, a dimetre, and a

trimetre.

In metre twenty-s»ven, which has already been explain-

ed, the trimetre stands as th° first line, and then as the

second line, in alternate verses. ;!etre twenty-eight has

been already analysed, ana shown to be composed of various

lines combined together.
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Vincenzo Corazza (ui Bologna)

Contf-mporary with Pantoni.

(1755-1807)

Vincenzo Corazza of Bologna was a personal friend of

Triovanni Pantoni, 1 and is known as the author of the Sap-

phic "Inno al Sole", 2 \7hich b*»glnr. thus:

Febo Che i crini, ed i suaati fianchi
Lavi nel mar dei corsier celesti
Quando dal carro rutilante sciogli

Eto e Pird'o.

Tu su le cirie d'Elicona, e spesso
Trodi fra 1' ombre del vocale Pindo
Trar dalle fila dell' aurata lira

Voci del canto.

This Sapphic ode maintains very accurately the caesuras

of its Latin mouel, ana is without rhyme.

Triovanni Pantoni once addressed a Sapphic oae4 to Vin-

cenzo Corazza, and in reply to this Corazza dedicated an

ode, also a Sapphic, to the poet of Pivizzano. This

1 Gf. Carducci, Lirici, preface, p. CXXXI,
Cf. also p. lOB of this Dissert.

2 Cf. A. Borgognoni in TTuova Antol. , Seconda Serie, 1877,
Vol. v., p. 920.

3 Cf. Carducci, Lirici , preface, p. CXTV. for first verse,
and Poesie di Oiovanni Pantoni, etc., Vol. I. p. 266,
where the second verse is quoted as well as the first.

4 Cf. Solerti, _op. cit.
, p. 182, Book I[., ode 23.
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Sapphic ode,l likP thp "Tnno al Solft," is unrhympd, and

pr'^sf'rves scrupulously the capsura after thP fifth syllable

of every line. Tn every case the Adonius is accented upon

the first syllable, ana every line is thus accented except

two .
2

Pfirolarno del Buono (di Bologna)

Wrote before 1735.3

Tfirolamo del Buono was an abbot, and wrote various

imitations of Horatian odes. He was a citizen of Bologna,

and a professor of belles-lettres at the R. University of

Turin. -Onoli compares him,'l as a poet, to Abriani,^ and

considers del Buono inferior to Abriani. "He is often

more exact than Abriani in reproducing the metre of the

Latin original, but it can easily be seen that the transla-

tion does not at all correspond to the excellence of the

metre. This v/ill appear from del Buono 's translation of

the fifth ode of the first book of Horace's odes.

6

1 Cf. Appendix to this _Dissert. , No. XLITT., p. l^o .

^ Cf. verse 4, line 3, and verse 6, line 2.

2 Cf. TTuova Antol . , Seconda Serie, 1878, Vol. XTT., p. 702.
^ Cf. Ibid

. , pp. 702-3. This is the only mention of this
author v/hich I have been able to discover.

5 For a discussion of Abriani 's poems cf. pp.B5-SS of this

Dissert .

6 Cf. Appendix to this Dissert., No. XLIV. p. ZZ^.
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Del Buono is unablft to reproouce all metres equolly

v/ell, because he not only fails to make use of new forms of

verse-making, but aoes not adept even the ' novenarlo
'

, nor

any new and unusual combinations of \vell-kncv;n lines.

Thus, he does not even attempt to reproduce accurately tne

Alcaic, which is rendered either by four Italian hendeca-

syllabic lines or by Sapphic verses," as in the following

case; -1

Vedi il Soratte come bianco restisi
Per I'alta neve, nb le selve possano
Affaticate sostener piu il peso,
E duri i fiumi sien d'acuto gelo?

Del Buono v/as lacking in poetic feeling, and in this

respect his poems fall short of the stanaard of tne poems

of Abriani v/ho v/rcte in the seventeenth century.

There are five more authors of classical poems who

lived during the eighteenth century, concerning whom in-

formation is very scanty, but who shoula not be omitted on

that account from this list of imitators of classical poe-

try. Of Luigi Subleyras, a Roman^ (1743-1614), I have

only been able to obtain the following information.

3

He was born in Rome in 1743. His father died while

1 This is a translation of the ninth ode in the first book
of the Ca rmina of Horace.

2 Cf. miP^a Antol. , Seconda Serie, 1878, Vol. XII'., p. 704.
^ Cf. DizTonario" Biograf ico Universale, Vol. v. p. 212.
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he v/os still young, ana his mother, a well-known painter of

niniaturfis, attended to his education. Subleyras made

such rapid progress in his studies that he attracted gener-

al attention. After studying philosophy ana mathematics,

he turned his attention to poetry, v/hich had always been

his favorite occupation. ''^ile still a young man his

verses obtained for him admission to several aistinguished

Acaoemies, such as that of Arcadia, of the Aborigeni, of

the Infecondi, and of the Rinnovati.

Of the first of these he was made sub-custodian, and

of the second he -a^s the "censor. " In 1772 he was elected

secretary to "lonsignor Angelo Maria Durini, Pope's Nuncio

in Poland, and during the course of a visit to Vienna our

poet made the acquaintance of Metastasio, v/ho presented him

to !!aria Theresa.

Rubleyras returned to Italy in 1773, and died in the

year 1814. Many of his poens have been translated into

foreign tongues.

Besides his translation of the works of Catullus and

the poems inserted by him in the collections of the various

academies of which he was a member, many poems v<'ere pub-

lished in '''enice, in Milan, in Warsaw, in Dresden, anu in

St. Petersburg.
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CTravlna is knovm to havp written a Sapphic ode. He

wrote a short tine before Gorazza,! and influenced even

Fantoni, who declared in a letter that it was through the

example of Prravlna that he abandoned the imitation of latin

feet, and of long and short syllables, and made an accented

syllable of Italian correspond to a long syllable of Latin,

and an unaccented one to a Latin short syllable. 2 To his

Sapphic ode Trravina added the increased difficulty of an

internal rhyme, making the end of each line rhyme with the

fifth syllable of the follcv.^ing line. This, however, does

not add materially to the beauty of the stanza; thus,

Quandc avrai ben compreso il nostro stato,

Allor beato goderai tua vita;

Sciolta e spedita volera tua mente
Oltra ogni gente.

Oolei Che eterna tela tesse, e volge
Tutto rivolge 1' universe, e ruota,
i'!a pura immota, e stabile ha sua sede

Tutto a lei cede.

3

1 Cf. Carducci, Lirici, preface, p. GXTV.

2 Of. Solerti, ov- SJ-^-y P- '''•"fT.

On the saiae point "cf. Poesie di Tfiovanni Fantoni ,''ol. I.

p. 262.

3 Ibid., p. 266.
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The Following hexameters are found in a work written

by the abbot Triuseppe Rota of Bergamo, and are of impor-

tance as afforuing tne first instance of tiie imitation of

the hexameter by menns of v/orci -accent . It will be seen

that in every case the syllable on which the stress falls

represents a long syllable of tne Latin metre, thus:

L'angelo possente quivi regge in vasta caverna

Co' furibondi noti le inperversanti procelle

E schiavi gli arrosta nel chiostro e di vincoli carca

Quando, spiegar tutta se potesse I'intima forza,

Tosto si vedrebbon spiantar coi raonti le selve

E strascinarne seco svelto aai cardini il monao.

Pietro Geroni and Oius'^ppe Astori wrote poems in ele-

giac distichs in what they term the "nuovo sistema. " Rota

himself reproduces some of these lines. I find the poems

of these authors in the Rime One s t e of '!azzoleni.2

Tt will be seen that these poems3 do not differ es-

sentially from the imitations made by Triuseppe Rota.

1 Cf. lTuova_ Antol . , Seconda Serie, 1877, '.''ol. V., p. 920.

2 Gf, Rime Ones te dej_ !igliori Poeti, ai "lazzoleni,
" Bassano, 1821, in- pp.

S Cf. Appendix to this Diss ert. , Nos. XLV. , XLVI . p.p. ?2'5-r-:
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Summary of the Poems
written in imitation of classical metres

during the Eighteenth Century.

Ther° ar" three notable features connected '.vith the

imitation cf classical poems during the eignteenth century.

First, 'schools' of poetry \vere formed during this century,

similar to th^ school of Tolomei in the fifteenth century.

Secondly, the false method of trying to attribute quantity

to the syllable of Italian words disappeared, ana v;ord-

accent took its place; that is to say, the accented sylla-

ble of an Italian word represents a long syllable in Latin,

and an unstressed syllable may stand for a long or a short

Latin syllable as tne case may be. The thira ana chief

point, perhaps, is that metres were no longer imitated so

closely as formerly, but were rather "adapted" to the Ital-

ian tongue. That is to say, such lines as did net tally

with lines already familiar in Italian poetry, were either

entirely omitted, or arbitrarily replaced by other better

known lines. Thus the Italian hendecasyllabic was sub-

stituted for the hexameter,! the last two lines of the Al-

caic were altered, 2 and th« Adonius of the Sapphic ode was

1 Cf . p. Wl of this Dissert.

2 Cf. pp.87j8b ^nd p. ff .\ metre xvirc, of this Dissert.
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written Indiscriminately with fivp or seven syllables.!

Pablo Rolli (1687-1765) influenced Luaovico Savioli,

and as the latter was the head of a large school of follow-

ers, Rolli may be said to have influencea all tne writers

of the eighteenth century. Rolli 's classical poems con-

sist of two unrhymed Sapphic odes, one unrhymed Alcaic ode,

and seventeen hf^ndecasyllabic poems, of which thirteen are

in rhyme, and four are unrhymed. The combination of

rhymes in these thirteen hendecasyllabic poems is somewhat

peculiar and complicated; in most of them the arrangement

of rhyme is: a, b, a, c, d, c, e, f, e, g, h, g. In his

Sapphic ode Rolli is not careful to keep the accent upon

the first syllable of the line, nor to maintain the caesura

after the fifth syllable.

Rolli tried also another mode of reproaucing the Sap-

phic by combining two Italian hendecasyllabic lines, a line

of ten syllables, and an Adonius accented upon the first

syllable in every case except two.

Ludovico Savioli of "lodena (1729-1B04) was the head

of a school of poets who wrote some poems v/hich, even

though not positively imitations of Latin metres, had

nevertheless a certain coloring of classicism.

1 Gf. Ibid . , p. //9 metre
'''





Savioli himsPlf imitated the elegies of Ovid and Ti-

bullus. The following were the imitators of Savioli :-

Agostino Paradisi, Luigi Oerretti, Francesco Gassoli,

Giovanni Paradisi and Luigi Lambert i. Although the poems

of these writers bore the appearance of classical metres,

they were composed entirely of lines already familiar to

Italian versification.

Giovanni Pantoni (1755-1B07) whose nora de guerre was

"Labindo" is by far the most important contributor to the

classical poetry of this century. His first Horatian odes

were published in 1784. Pantoni studied very earnestly

the works of Greek and Latin writers, both of prose ana of

verse, but paid especial attention to the Odes of Horace

which he resolved to imitate. Our poet has been blamed

for too close anu servile an imitation of the Latin poet.

As opposed to Horace, Pantoni closes his odes briskly and

vigorously, but his composition shows unevenness not only

from ode to ode, but often from verse to verse.

Pantoni constantly makes allusions to contemporary

political events, anu unlike Horace he is at his best in

his political oaes. Our poet failed, however, in trying

to reproduce the gay, thoughtless, epicurean character of

some of the odes of Horace. Pantoni abandoned the at-

tempt to imitate th*^ Latin hexameter and pentameter, and
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other linps which diffpred materially from the existing

forms of Italian poetry. Thus for the hexameter is sub-

stituted the Italian hendecasyllabic. Our poet was most

successful in his Sapphic ode, being usually careful to ac-

cent tne first syllable of his line, and to keep the caesu-

ra constantly after the fifth syllable. In his poems

Fantoni makes use of rhyme, and the latter is very rich in

proparoxyton words. The poet's chief defects in the mat-

ter of rhyme are that he occasionally has false rhymes, and

not infrequently his rhymes are weak; that is, tney consist

of words v;hicn only differ by the aadition of a prefix.

Two more faults of this poet are his excessive use of au-

jectives, as many as seven and eight of these occurring in

a stanza of four lines, and secondly, he is apt to repeat

tne same thought in words almost identically the same.

In nis odes Fantoni used twenty-eight metres. Of

these, fotirteen are imitations from Horace, one from Catul-

lus, one from the Oreek, and the remaining tv/elve are

original. The latter differ from the rest only by some

slight modification (such as the inversion of the oruer of

the lines) or are composed by grouping together various

lines in new combinations.

^''incenzo Corazza was a friend of Fantoni, and is known
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as thf author of sone Sapphic oci«=s, one of thPse being ad-

drRSBP.d to Fantoiii, and another being the "Tnno Saffico

al Sole. '•

rrirclamo del Buonc of Bologna (wrote about 1735) made

iraitfitions from Horace which are more accurate in repro-

ducing the metre than the exact sense of the original.

This poet placed a limitation on himself by not using any

Italian lire except those v/hich were alrpady familiar to

him, and thus did not make use of the Italian "novenario"

,

or line of nine syllables,

Luigi Subleyras was a Roman v/ho made a translation of

the works of Catullus. fTravina, who wrote before Corazza,

had some influence on Fantoni, who declared that it was

Oravina 's example which had induced him to reproduce clas-

sical poems in Italian by taking word-stress as the basis

on which to imitate Latin quantity. frravina, like aiovan

Batista di Costanzo in the sixteenth century,^- increased

the difficulty of the Sapphic ode by adding an internal

rhyme, and making the fifth syllable of each line rhyme

with the end of the preceding line. Pietro Geroni ana

Ofiuseppe Astorl v.-rote poems in elegiac distichs ana (Gius-

eppe Rota produced the first genuine instance of an Italian

hexameter in which word-stress is intended to take the

1 Cf. p. of this Dissert., and Appendix Fo . XVI., p.
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place of Latin quantity.

It is not my pui-pose in this Dissertation to pursue

the subject of tne imitation of classical metres in Italian

poetry throughout the nineteenth century to the present

day. Ther-^ has appeared during the past twenty years so

large a number of such imitators,^ with Oiosue Caroucci at

their head, that it wouIq be difficult to treat the move-

ment from a historical point of view.

Besides this, the modern movement of imitating classi-

cal poems is of such large proportions as to Justify a new

and separate treatment.

There are, however, one or tv/c authors, and notably

TTiccolo Tomnaseo, who should not be omitted from, this Dis-

sertation, because they constitute the connecting link be-

tween the writers of the last century and the modern school

of Oiosue Cardncci.

1 T have added in the Appendix to this _Dissert., No. L.

p. X'\' , a list, with references, of authors who, auring
the past twenty years, have imitated classical metres in

Italian poetry.
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TTlccolo Tommaseo

.

1802-1874.1

Niccolo Tommaseo was born in 1802. As a writer of

clasKicol netres he ic best kncv/n for his poem in hexame-

ters entitled, "'"'olutta e Rimorso," or "Klena."2 These

lines are the only instance of hexametei's in the \vcrks of

this poet. Like Chiatrera, Tominaseo takes word-accent as

the basis for reproducing the quantity of the Latin line,

and in this attempt he is eminently successful.

There are one or tv/o points to be noted in regard to

these hexameters. Tommaseo is not always careful to make

the first syllable long, end therefore he often has a syl-

lable in anacrusis, at the beginning of the line, contrary

to the scansion of the Latin hexameter.

In tvfc instances this author omits the dactyl in the

fifth foot, and writes a sponaaic hexameter, a line which

is very rare in Latin poetry, thus:

Per te tormenti sostengono, svergognata.

Corre, e' I'urail volgo s'arrestano contemplsndo.3

Besides the poem "Volutta e Rimoso," Tommaseo wrote

1 Cf. Fornaciari, Pis . Stor. , p. 341.
2 Cf. Appendix to this _Disser_t., !To . XLVII., p.

'

3 Cf. Poesie di Miccolo Tommaseo, Pirenze, Successori le

'Tonn i er ,~1 872~ln"-8c ,"~pir. 542 , on p. 337, lines 4 and
40.
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also thirteen Sapphic odes, the first lines of v/nich are

given below. Of these oder., six have the regular number

of syllables in th*^ Adonins and seven have a line of seven

syllables in place of th^ Adonius.

Sapphic odes with regular Adonius.l

Part. Page.

T. 62 Se, per vedere al suo figliuol rifatte

II. 71 Che fa se e legge ai nati d'Eva, un pane

III. 207 In povera capanna amico scende.

TIT. 281 Da qual parte di ciel, donna, contempli

IV. 394 Sacra la terra che produce il pane

y. 496 Quanto tratto di ciel, quanto, o diletta.

Sapphic odes v/ith Adonius of s_even syllables.^

Part. Page.

I. 53 Non io le merabra de'caduti in guerra

I. 55 Ccrae dall' onde il nuotator travolto

I. 57 Sola eri allor che all' atterrita Chiogfria

II. 116 Tlisura e t'^stimon de' miei pensieri.

III. 282 Questo ciel, che ti splenae aperto e lieto.

III. 289 Tfli occhi tu svolgi consolati e mesti.

V. 488 L'arnpio sereno ove I'ardenti piiime.

1 In these odes the rhyne is arranged a, b, a, b, except in

the case of the oae in Pt. III., p. 261, whicn is ar-
ranged a, b, c, b.

2 In these odes the rhymes r\in a, b, a, b, except in tne

ode in Pt. II., p. 116, which is arranged a, a, b, b.
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Arrigo Bolto, v/ho was a nusical composer and somewrxat

of a poet, has left us some instances of the imitation of

classical metres, in the fourth act of his opera '!ef

i

sto-

fele ,l first published in 1868. ^ This act which forms the

second part of the opera is entitled "La ^Totte del .Sabba

Classico," and it was in oroer to maintain its classical

cnaracter, as Boito says \n a note,*- that he reproduced the

Latin hexameter,'^ and the Asclepiadean line. Tn explana-

tion of his attempt to im.itate the hexameter, Boito here

remarks that the reproduction of classical metres had been

tried in Prance as early as the sixteenth century, but with

little success, and he mentions the distich of Jcdelle,

v.'ritten in 1553, in praise of Olivier de Magny:^

Pholibus, /Jmour, CMprls veut sauverj nourrir et orner

Ton vf^rsjet ton chef, d' ombre, de flarnme de/fleurs. ^

^ Cf. 'fef istofele , opera di Arrigo Boito, fT. Ricordi,
editori stanpatori, Milano, 1675, in-8°, pp. 44.

2 Cf. Gavallotti, Anticaglie, p. 89.
3 Cf. Boito, oip. cit ! , p. 43.
4 Cf. Appendix to this Dissert. ,

Nq . XI.'^niT., p. l^Z

.

^ Cf, Chiarini, Nuova Antcl .
,~ Peconda Serie, 1878, "'^ol

.

VI TT., p. 477.
On these tvjo lines cf. also Die Me t rlschen Verse Jean
Antoine de Ba'if's , von Heinrich Nagel, Leipzig, Oswala
'Tutze, 1878, in-80, pp. 60, on p. 3.

6 Chiarini, loc . cit . , 'ms a different reading for the pen-
tameter; "Ton vers, coeur et chef, d 'ombre de flarrime de
fleurs." Boito in citing this aistich has ma^'ked the
quantity in both lines inaccurately. Apparently he
does not recognise a pentameter in the second line.
Boito scans these l_ines in the following manner: , _

Phebus^l Amour J Ciprisj veut sa'iiver
)
nolirrir et orner

Ton vers! et ton ' ch"ef d' ombre de flamme de I fleurs.
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Bolto argues from this distich that the French lan-

guage does not lend itself to the reproduction of classical

metres, but he maintains that the Italian tongue is well

adapted to reproduce the hexameter. In Boito's hexameters

we s°p a curious retrogression to the method of the six-

teenth century of attributing a definite quantity to Ital-

ian syllables. These hexameters resemble those of Tolo-

mei and his school. Some of his lines run smoothly, but

often the true accent of a word must be displaced in order

to produce the quantity which the v/ord is m.eant to repre-

sent .

I would cite the following lines in proof of thls:-'-

Piu cieca la tenebra . Di cozzantisi scudi
Di carri stroscianti di catapulte sonanti
L'etere ^ scossaJ Si muta il suol in volutabro.^
Di sangue. I ^'Umi terribili ruggono I'ire.
vagolar le pareti al lume torvo de' roghi.

With Boito, I take it, these imitations of classical

metres were a playful experiment rather than a serious at-

tempt to reproduce classical metres, and his imitation of

the A.sclepladean line is even poorer than that of the hex-

1 Cf. Appendix to this Disse rt. , ^^o . XLVIIT., p. 23!), lines

2 Cavallotti, Antica^lie, p. 89, cites this line in speak-
ing of the poor quality of these hexameters.
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ametpr. Boito scans this line thus:

Cir con fusa di sol, il magico volto,

and says that the line is composed of two spondefs nr.d tv/o

coriambic feet. Although the first half of the line cor-

r«^sponds to the signs of quantity placed over the sylla-

bles, it will be seen at once that the second half does not

so correspond, and that the v/ord rnagico woulo have to be

pronounceo nagico.

This example is meant to reproduce the line of Horace:

Eheu, quantus equis
||

quantus adest viris,^

which has been imitated much more successfully by Felice

Cavallotti who, however, omitted the arsis upon the final

syllable .3

Rv^n if Boito's lines are not remarkable for metrical

accuracy, they are interesting as shov/ing that classical

metres had spread so far as to be introducea into the

libretti of operas.

1 Cf. Boito, op. cit. , pp. 34 and 44.

Cf. also Appendix to this Dissert. , TTo . XLIX. , p.
'

^ Cf. Horace, ^rm. , I., 15, line 9.

3 Cf. Cavallotti, Anticaglie, p. 283.
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Heneral Summary
of the Oifferent methods adopted in the Imitaticn

of classical metres in Italian.

Since the year 1441, when a Latin elegiac distich was

first reproduced in Italian, the imitation of classical me-

tres has passed through various phases, ana nas been at-

tempted in several ways. In the first instances imitaticn

WPS carried too far, and Alberti and Leonardo Dati attempt-

ed to apply to Italian the same rules of quantity as those

that held good in Latin.

T^Taturally they met with failure, for a system which

made the second syllable of ^e^nsa long because it stood be-

fore the word degno, and because the d of o^egno together

v/ith the ^ of P_'yi_sat (the Latin background of Pj^nsa ) con-

stituted the syllable long by position, was an anomaly, and

was not in keeping with the laws of Italian phonetics.

The y/riters even v^ent so far as to transfer into Italian

the laws of quantity which applied to Latin cases, writing

la 21?_^» '^'^^ dwells rosa, oro but d'orq.

In the sixteenth century Tolomei ana his followers in

the adaptation of Latin metres altered this system, and al-

though they still wrote their imitations according to quan-

tity, this time it was the quantity of Italian woras which

they used. In other v/ords, their poems were written on
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the same principles of versification that were in force in

Latin prosody, and their mistake lay in imagining that tne

quantity of Italian words is as well defined as that of

Latin words. In the method pursued by Tolomei and his

school, the difficulties presented are twofold, for not

only is the Italian language not quantitative in the sense

in v/hich the Greek and Latin tongues are considered to be,

but we are also ignorant, in part, of the laws of pronun-

ciation, and the manner of conveying th*» sense of quantity

in these ancient tongues.

1

The guiding principle, I have said, of Tolomei 's sys-

tem was the long or short nature of syllables, and on this

principle he formed new laws for Italian prosody in his

"Regolette della 'Uiova Poesia."2 Thus his rules posit

that under certain conditions the vowels e_, _o, must of

necessity be short, ana in other cases must be long, where-

as a, _i, Uy can be at will either short or long, ana that

unaccented final syllables are usually short. Against

such rules of prosody the large number of syllables of

doubtful quantity in Italian militates severely; moreover,

such rules are fundamentally wrong because while they pay

1 Gf. Borgognonl, Nuova Antol. , Seconda Serie, 1H77, Vol.

v., p. 925.

2 Cf. p. ' of this Dissert.
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much attention to quantity, a characteristic which had al-

most disappeared from tne linguistic feeling of Italian,

they entirely overlook the question of word-accent, which

is very inportant, and v/hich constitutes the natural met-

rical element of Italian versification. 1 Moreover, while

Tolomei and his school adopted Latin quantity, they failed

to adopt at the same time another very important part of

Latin versification which forms the meti'ical element of

nreek and Latin poetry, namely, arsis and thesis.

2

A possible explanation for tne considerable success

met with by the classical poems of Tolomei was that in

spite of their Latin character they still retained certain

features in common with Italian poetry. Possibly many

readers of the Sapphic ode recognised in its lines the

familiar Italian blank verse, and in the Adonius at the

end, an ordinary "quinario", and so aid not feel that this

"new poetry" was so foreign to them after all. One of the

chief reasons, however, for the failure of tnis new mode of

versification was that none of these writers possessed real

poetical genius. This will account for the lack of suc-

cess of Tolomei and Bernardo Pilippino, when compared with

the success of poets such as ^rabriello Ghiabrera and Car-

1 Of. Gasini, Forme 'let., p. 91.
2 Of. Ghiarini,::u"o"va"Antol. ,3econda Serie, l878,Vol . VI I I.p . 476
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There are three metioQs of r'^producing classical me-

tres in modern poetry. 1 The first method (which T have

Just mentioned) is to apply to Italian the quantitative

character of i^reek and Latin prosody, a character which de-

pends in great part on the partial independence of word-

accentuation from th^ length or shortness of a syllable.

If this kind of imitation were adapted to Italian, it would

undoubtedly be th*^ best, but it failed, as T have shown,

ov/ing to the incompatibility between the laws of prosody

laid down by Tolomei and the phonetic laws which govern

the pronunciation and the tonic accent of Italian words.

This method of imitation endured for about a hunared years,

2

and was adopted in the sixteenth century by Tolomei and his

school, by Pracastoro, by Alamanni, Groto, Orlandini, Ber-

nardo Pilippino and others.

The second method of imitation is to fonn lines simi-

lar to Latin metres, not by taking long and short syllables

as a point of departure, but by following the arsis and

thesis of the Latin lines, and to make accented syllables

of Italian '.vords correspond to the arses ana unaccented

syllables to the theses of Latin metres.

3

1 Cf. Palconi, Due Saggi Oritici_, pp. 3-4.
2 Chiabrera's notable attempt to imitate a classical metre

according to Italian word-stress, is an exception to

this statement.
^ Cf. Palconi, op. cit., p. 4.
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This method was followed by th^ English^- and by the

TferrnanSj^ in their initations of classical metres, and it

lends to tne verse in a certain measure the character of a

quantitative metre, at least in so far as regards the ais-

tribution of tine beats. The occurrence, at intervals, of

accented and unaccented syllables unaoubtedly renaers an

approximate idea of the sounds which dactyls, trochees,

iambics and anapaests must have had in the ears of the

Greeks and Romans.

i Cf. Chiarini, TTuova Antol. , Seconda Serie, 1878, Vol.
VTTT., pp. 482-485. The following English authors have
made imitRtions of classical poems:- Abraham Fleming,
(1575), Richard Stanihurst (1583), Sir Philip Sidney,
William ^^ebbe, Longfellow, Lord Lytton, Charles Kings-
ley, Arthur Clough, Alfred Tennyson, Thomas J. Arnold,
Swinburne, Dr. Y^ewell, Robinson Ellis, G. 3. Gayley and
?. U. Newman.

1 Cf. Chiarini, loc . cit. , pp. 486-488. The following
Qerman authors have reproduced classical poems:- Cresner,

frottschied, Kleist, Schiller, froethe, August von Platen,
Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock, Holaerlin and Robert Ham-
erling.
For an instance of the German reproduction of classical
poems, cf. Bibliothek der Deutschen TTational Literatur
des X^/III. und XT X. Jahs. Oden von Friedrlch'ftottlieb
Klopstock, herausgegeben von Heinrich Diintzen, Leipzig,
1681

,

"171-30
, pp. 176, on p. 4, Ode 2, "^Vingolf," (Al-

caic) ^^ie Gna im Flxige, jugendlich ungestum
Und stolz, als reichten mir aus Tduna's Gold
Die Gbtter, sing' ich meine Preunde
Peirend in kiihneren Baroenlieue, etc.

This ode contains fifteen verses.
Of. also on p. 21, Ode 3, "Giseke." (First Archilochian,

)

Geh! Ich reisse mich los, obgleich die mannliche
Tugend

"icht die Thrane verbeut.'

Geh.' Ich v/eine nicht, Preund.' Ich musste mein Leben
durchweinen.
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The third methodl is to reproduce the sounds of Latin

lines, not according to the metrical laws of arsis and

thesis, nor yet according to quantitative laws, but solely

by making us^ of gra'nmatical accent, that is, thp ordinary

accent of words. 2 This method was pursued by Chiabrera^

in a notable instance of an Alcaic ooie, and was the mode

followeu in tne nineteenth century by Tormnaseo,^ anu later

by Garducci in tne Qdi Barbare .

This method, v/hile more adapted to the Italian lan-

guage, was further removed from its Latin model, for it

paia no attention to quantity and to tne laws of Latin

prosody. Thus it will be seen that while Tolomei ana his

followers mutilated Italian in trying to be faithful to

Latin, Chiabrera and Tommaseo were untrue to their Latin

models, while seeking to be consistent with the laws of

their own language.-'

Even scholars who have written poems appear to recog-

nise a certain connection between word-stress and metrical

(cont'd) Feint' ich dir, (Tiseke, nach.'

D^n so werden sie alle dahingehn, Jeder der andern
Traurend verlassen und fliehn.

1 Gf. Palconi, _op. cit . , p. 4.

2 On this subject cf. Gavallotti, Anticaglie, p. 82.
3 Cf pp. (^l-i.'i of this Di^ssert.
4 Gf. pp.l^t-lli'l of this Diss'eft.
5 On this question cf. Gavallotti, Anticaglie, p. 223.
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accent. On this question Gniarini argues! that the fact

that, in Latin much nore than in Oreek poetry, the metrical

accent coincides so frequently with word accent, and toward

the end of the line does so coincide almost constantly,

cannot be regarded as a mere chance.

rrramraatical accent seems to have had an important

influence upon early Latin poetry, and without the over-

wh*^lming influence of rTreek models Latin poetry might have

inclined to accent rather than to poetry.

Quantity, as a basis of Italian verse, might give to

poetry a richer and more perfect quality, as far as the

musical side of language is concerned, but since this quan-

tity would conflict with word-stress, which cannot be al-

tered in Italian, a quantitative basis for poetry is incom-

patible with tnp language. Even auring the miaule ages

the verses of classical authors were read accoruing to

word-stress and not according to quantity. This is shown

by Chiarini^ by the circumstance that poets of tne miadle

ages preserved in great measure the sane metrical types as

the classics, wholly neglecting quantity, and paying at-

tention only to the nu.mber of syllables and to gra;nmatical

accent. The explanation of this fact is that word-accent

1 Cf. "Tuova Antol. , Seconda Serie, 1878, ^'"ol. 'atl., p. 467.

^ Chiarini, !'''uova Antol., loc. cit., p. 472.
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plays th« part in Italian which metrical accent played in

Latin poetry, ana in Italian the unaccented syllables are

considered common. Chiarini, however, would restrict this

statement somewhat, and declares that certain differences

in the quantity of some Italian worus must be apparent to

all, and he quotes two lines from Dante in illustration of

this fact:

"Questo passammo come terra dura
Ahi dura terra, pe rche non t'apristl?"

where he holds that the _u of dura in the second line is

longer than the u of dura in the first line.

When Latin verses are read by Italians according to

the grammatical accent of the -.vords, the lines often pro-

duce the effect of Italian lines of another kind, ano very

often of two Italian lines coupled together. Thus, in the

Alcaic hendecasyllabic line, Italians recognise tv/o five-

syllabled lines, the latter of the two ending in a propar-

oxyton. Similarly the Alcaic line of nine syllables repre

sents the Italian "ncvenario. " The same applies to other

metres, such as the ''inor Sapphic, which corresponds almost

always to an Italian hendecasyllabic line accented upon the

fourth syllable, and with a caesura after the fifth. The

hexameter often conveys the sound of a "settenario ", or a

"senario", or a "quinario", coupled with a "novenario", an
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"ottonario" or v,'ith a "decasillabo .
" The same applies to

the Asclepiadean metre and to the henaecasyllabic line.l

Thus, many Latin lines are already existent in Italian

prosody, either identically similar to their classical pro-

totypes, or approximately so. For instance, tne Taubic

trimetre is an Italian henaecasyllabic ending in a pro-

paroxyton, and the Iambic trinetre (catalectic) resembles

the ordinary henaecasyllabic line. Some dimetres are pure

Italian lines of six or of seven syllables, while the Ionic

dimetre, a minori, is the counterpart of the Italian octo-

syllabic line accented upon the third, the sixth and the

ninth syllables. 2 in substituting such lines for the

Latin verses, attention must be paid to preserving a great-

er regularity of accent than is ordinarily found in Italian,

in order to preserve the metrical accent of the Latin

lines

.

Modern imitators have been original in their imitation

of classical poetry only in so far that they reproduced by

means of novel combinations of lines, already common in

Italian, the sounds which they obtained by reading Latin

lines according to word-accent.

Of the modern writers, Carducci has been the most for-

tunate in his imitation of the Latin hexameter, because he

i Cf. Chiarini, ITuova Antol. , 1 o_c . cit. , p. 489.
2 Cf. Solerti, TTanuale, pV 21

.
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combined the grarmnatical accent of Italian verse v/ith the

metrical accent of the Latin line. Some of Garducci's

hexameters, indeed, correspond exactly to the arses of the

Latin heroic.l T have shown, 2 in connection with the hex-

ameter, that Pantonl entirely omitted this fonii of metre

from his imitations and substituted for it the Italian

hendecasyllahic line. The pentameter may be imitated in

Italian in the sane manner on the basis of arses, although

it is more difficiilt to reproduce than the hexameter, is

more monotonous, and differs more from Italian metres than

the hexameter.

3

A good reason for the little success of the pentameter

in Italian, and one which I have already given, '^ is the

scarcity in Italian of strongly accented monosyllables and

of words of more than one syllable accented upon the oxyton.

The Sapphic ode was more successful y imitated in

Italian, and Pantoni was especially fortunate in his repro-

duction of this metre. His success was oue principally

to his care in placing an accent upon the first syllable

of the line, ano in keeping a caesura after the fifth syl-

lable.

1 Of. Chiarini, TTuova Antol. , loc . cit. , p. 492.
2 Cf

.

p. 113 of this Dissert .

3 Of. TTuova Antol . , Seconda Serie, 1878, "''ol . '^''TII., p. 493.

Gf. alsoT.77r.Tbid., 1877, Vol. 7., p. 927.
'^ Gf. p. 55' of this Dissert.
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Santini makes a careful stuuyl of the Sapphic ode in

his article, '"reodcro Mommsen e I'ocie soffica in Italia, "2

end shov/s the various ways in which the line may be accent-

ed.

Lastly, in discussing the resemblance between Latin

and Italian versification, the Alcaic ode should not be

overlookea. This ode was moi*e easily imitated in Italian

than other metres because in it the word-stress agrees more

frequently with the metr'ical accent, and in this way

Chiabrera and Carducci were able to preserve with consid-

erable faithfulness a Latin character in their Alcaic odes.

•^ 2f. !:uova Antol., STconda P.erie, 1880, Vol. XX., pp.
640-649.

2 Of. Intrcd. to this Dissert., p. 'J'.
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Succinct Statement
of the successive atte.Tipts

from the Fifteenth to the Nineteenth Century,
to imitate classical metres

in Italian poetry.

From the present monograph it vfill be evident that the

imitation of classical metres has not formed one continu-

ous, uninterriipted sequence from its commencement in 1441

tc the present day. Although at the prese.nt time classi-

cal poetry may be said to have taken a firm ho]d upon the

Italij^n language, and to fonn a part, even if only a small

one, of the poetry of the nineteenth century in Italy,

there have been periods, subsequent to the first imitation

of the hexameter in 1441 by Alberti, when such imitations

were totally unknown and forgotten. More than once a

start was made anew by v/riters who thought that they were

the first to reproduce classical metr-es.

It is quite in keeping with the versatile nature of

Alberti 's genii^s, that he should have been the first, so

far as is known, to imitste Latin metres in Italian. The

credit of the innovation lies, in part also, v/ith Leonardo

Dati, who reproduced the Sapphic ode at the same time as

Alberti wrote his hexameters.
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If we excppt the efforts of Lucicvico Aricsto and Ber-

nardo TassG, who sought to introduce changes into Italian

versification, without, however, closely imitating classi-

cal metres, no further imitations were attempted for nearly

one hundred years, when Claudio Tolomei founded the "Accad-

emia della Nuova Poesia." To this school belonged some

thirty poets, and the repi'oduction of ancient metres came

once more into vogue, and spread throughout Italy, as is

proved by quoting the names of Girolamo Pracastoro (1485-

1553), of Padua, Luigi Oroto (1541-1565), of Adria, Leonar-

do Orlandini (1552-1618), and Lodovico Paterno (1560-1570),

both Sicilians, and lastly, Oiovan Batista di Gostanzo

(v,'rcte about 1585), of Naples. The imitation of classical

metres was continued throughout the sixteenth century,

gradiially falling into disuse again towards the end of the

century

.

During the seventeenth century the imitation of clas-

sical metres gave a faint trace of its existence in a nev/

form, in the verses of Trabriello Chiabrera of Savona (1552-

1637), and Tommaso Gampanella (1560-1639), the former of

whom wrote an Alcaic ode adopting word-accent as the method

by which to reproduce Latin quantity. Chiabrera was fol-

lowed some ten or twenty years later by Paolo Abriani of
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Viconza, (flourished obcut 1538-1654), v/ho v/rote several

odes, using in iiis reproduction lines already known In

Italian versification. In 1659, soon after Abrianl, Ber-

nardo Filippino published in Rome a volume of imitations

of classical metres. These poems are all written in the

old method of imitating classical metres, and take no ac-

count of the innovations of Ghlabrera.

About this time writers of classical metres in Italian

succeed each other at short intervals of time, but, strange-

ly enough, each appears to ignore the efforts of preceding

poets to make such imitations.

After the publication of Pillppino's book of poems in

1659, however, there is a slight pause in the reproduction

of ancient metres until Antonio Gioraani (who had begun to

write odes in 1663) published at Padua, in 1687, some odes,

most of them in the Sapphic metre. At tnis point again

there is a considerable break in the continuiti' of the se-

ries of classical imitations, ana the next author is Paolo

Rolll, (1667-1765) who published, about the years 1730-1740,

a book of poems containing Sapphic and Alcaic odes. Rolli

was followed by rrirolamo del Buono, v;ho wrote some poems in

1735 in imitation of Horace. A change now takes place in

the method of imitation. The poets of the school of Lodo-
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vico Savicll of 'lodena (1729-1804), about six in number,

and the v/riteT-s of the school of Parma, incluuing some four

poets, wrote odes which are iialf Italian and half Latin in

form, that is, while they ar^. based upon Latin metres, they

are made up almost wholly of Italian lines. The chief ex-

ponent of this method is Pricvanni Pantoni (1755-1807) who

v/rote four books of odes. Thus, during the eighteenth

century, there is an unbroken siiccessicn of writers of

classical poems.

Rolli, rrirolamo del Buono and Trravina are fcllov/ed by

Savioli, and by the authors of the schools of Parma ana of

^lodena. These were succeeded by Ceroni, Astori and

Criuseppe Rota, who preceded Pantoni, and Corazf.a, the con-

temporary of Pantoni.

Many of these authors lived into the nineteenth cen-

tury,! so it may be said that there was little or no break

between the poems of these authors and the classical imi-

tations of Niccolb Tommaseo. (1802-1874.)

Before the latter's death, Arrigo Boito had already

published, in 1868, his hexameters in the opera, Mef isto-

fele . In 1836 was born Triosue Carducci, who, together with

1 Savioli died in 1804; Pantoni died in 1807; Cassoli died
in 1812; Lamberti, in 1813; Mazza, in 1817; a. Paradisi,
in 1826.
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Onoli, Arturo Oraf, Cruido Ilazzoni, Domenico (Tnoli, rjabriele

D'Annunzio, Trius^ppe Chiarini, Tfiuseppe Praccaroli and

others, represents the modern school of imitation, so that

since the date of Rolli the imitation of classical metres

has continued practically without a break till tne present

day.
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List of ImitstcrG cf Clasjiical Pcerns

treated in this Dissertation,
with the ir dates .

XV^h Century .

Leon Battlsta Alberti 1404-1472

Leonardo Dati died 1472

Ludovico Ariosto 1474-1533

Bernardo Tasso 1493-156 9

X'/lXlQ- Century.

Claudio Tolomei 1492-1554

Antonio Renieri da Colle wrote before 1539

Pavolo Oualtiero Aretino " " "

ffiovanni Zuccarelli da Canapina " " "

Priulic vieri Senese » n n

Alessandro Cittolini da Serravalle " " "

Bartolorneo Paganucci " " "

Prabriello Zerbo « » «

Oiovan Battista Alarnanni " " "

S. Don Diego Sansoval di Gastro " " "

Ascanio Bertini " " "

Adriano Viventio " " "





Xvi^h Gent. (cont. )

T.ionardo Colombini

Christofano Rornei

Ottavlo Brigidi

Carlo de' T/Tarchesi

Alessandro Bovio

Mario Zephiro

Padre Pallavicino

Tommaso Spica Romano

Hannibal Caro

Bernardino Boccarlno d 'Arezzo

Triphone Bentio d'Ascisi

Pavolo del Rosso Fiorentino

Dionigi Atanagi da Gagli

Scipione Orsino

Trifon nabriele

TfirolarriO Fracas tore

Apollonio Pilareto

(licvanni Valerio

Pabio Benvoglienti

Luigi Alarnannl

Benedetto Varchi

Angelo di Gostanzo

wrote before 1539

1507-

wrote before

n n

n fi

n II

1566

1539

wrote
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XVI^^' Cent. (cont. )

Francesco Patrizic

Luigi Pfroto (cieco d 'Adria . )

Leonardo Orlandini dal areco

Lodovico Patemo

Bernardino Baldi

Tommaso Campanella

Antonio Lala ta

nicvan Batista dl Gostanzo

Traleotto del Carretto

1529-1597

1541-1585

1552-1618

flourished (1560-1570)

1553-1617

1560-1639

wrote before 1565

wrote about 1585

died 1527 or 1531

XVTI^^' Century.

^rabriellc Chiabrera

Bernardo Pilippino

Paolo Abriani

Antonio Giordani

1552-1637

published 1659

flourished (1538-1654)

flourished (1663-1687)

X^nilth Century.

Paolo Rolli

Ludovico Savioli

Agostino Paradisi

Luio;i Corretti

1687-1765

1729-1804

1736-1783

1738-1828





XVIII^h Gent. (cont.

)
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Angelo :!azza

Carlo Gastone Rezzonico

Francesco Cassoli

Oiovanni Panto ni

Luii^i Lamberti

rricvanni Paradisi

1741-1817

1742-1796

1749-1812

1755-1807

1759-1813

1750-1826

Vincenzo Corazza

Pietro Geroni

Tfiuseppe Astori

Oluseppe Rota

Luigi Subleyras

Abate Prirolamo Del Buono

Trravina

Contemporary with Fantoni

wrote before Fantoni

1743-1314

wrote before 1735

flourished 1740-1770

Xixth Century,

lliccolo Tonimaseo

Arrigo Boito

1802-1874

wrote 186 8
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Appendix No. L.l

List of authors who have made imitations
of Classical Metres

during the past tv,renty years.

TTuova Antologia.

1878, VI r., p. 216, ss.

Domenico ^noli, Odes on Vittorio Emanuele.

1878, IX., p. 163.
Ouerrieri fTonzaga, Translations from Horace.

1878, X., p. 391.
Puccianti, Odes from Horace.

1879, XT^., fasc. 6, (15 marzo ) p. 368.

Domenico Trnoli, "Tl primo capello bianco."

1879, X^nr., fasc. 17 (1 sett.) p. 174.

ffiuseppe Chiarini, "Lachrymae . " (odes)

1879, XVITT., fasc. 20, (15 ottob.) p. 769

'larco Antonio Ganinl, "Odi Saffiche" (two.)

1880, XIX., fasc. 2, (15 genn.) p. 390.

Oabriele D'Annunzio, "Primo vere .

"

1883, XLII., fasc. 23 (1 die.) p. 617.

aiovanni Pederzoni, "Odi convivial!."

1884, XLItr., fasc. 3, (1 febbr.) p. 575.

Qiuseppe Manni D.S.P., "Rime."

1886, I[., fasc. 7 (1 aprile) p. 581.

Marco Lessona, "Poesie."

1886, 71., fasc. 24 (16 dicembre) p. 789

Antonio Gipollini, "rrli Idilli dl Teocrito Siracusano .

"

1 Gf. p. !"^ note ) of this Dissert.
2 The following references are~all from the Nuova Antologia





1887, Vlt., fasc. 4 (16 fpbhr.) p. 761.

Nestore Primavera, "Primo libro delle Odi di Orazio."

1887, VITT., fasc. 5, (1 marzo )

.

Oiuseppe Fraccaroli, "Odi."

1889, XX., fasc. 4 (16 narzo) p. 381.

Antonio Cipolllni, "Rapsodia italica."

1890, XX^^ , fasc. 4, (16 febbr.) p. 821.

L. Virbio, "Ermanno e Dorotea di Y. fToethe, versione
metrics. "

1890, XX^riTt., fasc. 13, (1 lugllo)
aabriele D'Annunzio, "Elegie Umane .

"

1890, XXIX., fasc. 17, (1 sett.) p. 134.

Pruido Mazzoni, "Dal Priuli al Lemano .
"

1890, XXIX., fasc. 20, (16 ottob.) p. 739.

Truido Tfazzoni, "Per la Cavalleria Rusticana."
A Pietro TTascagni.

1891, XXXV., fasc. 20, (16 ottob.) p. 76 9.

fr. Rugusa-'foleti, "Intermezzo barbaro .
"

1891, XXXVl., fasc, 21 (1 nov.) p. 164.

Durio Emer, "Poesie."

1892, XLIT., fasc. 24, (16 dicerabre) p. 740.

Domenico Onoli, "Versi."

1893, XLIV., fasc. 7, (15 aprile ) p. 748.

Trabriele D'Annunzio, "Odi Navali."

1893, XLV., fasc. 12, (15 giugno ) p. 733.

Tr. Ricci Signorini, "Elegie di Romagna."

1894, Liri., fasc. 17, (1 sett.) p. 132.

Angelina De Leva, "Mercedes."

1894, LIIT., fasc. 17, (1 sett.) p. 163.

Oaetano Panbianco, "Alcune elegie di Albio Tibullo vol-

tate in distici italiani."

1896, LXI., fasc. 3, (1 febbr.) p. 683.

Luigi Pirandello, "Elegie Renane."
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Blbl iography

.

Aldini, Aloerto, la Li rlca nel Chiabrera, Livorno, 1887.

Atanagi , Dionigi, De le Rime ctl dlv ersl noblli poetl tos-
cani, Venezia, 156 5.

Carducci, niosue, T,a Poesia Barbara ne i secoll XVO e X^7I0

,

Eo'logna,' 1881.''

Carducci, fTiosue, Le Odi_Barbarej_ Bologna, 1877.

Carducci, Triosu^, Lirici del secolo XVIII., Pirenze, 1871.

Casini, Tommaso, Le Forme Me triche italiane , Firenze ,1390.

Cavallotti, FelicP, Anti caglie , Roma, 1879.

Chiabrera, Qabriello, Rime di ^abriello Chiabrera,
TTilano, 1807'."

Grescimbeni, Mario, L'istoria del la yoigar Poesia,
Venezia, 1731. ~

"
"

Falconi, "^uigi. Due Saggi Cri tici , etc., Torino -Roma, 1885,

Filippino, Bernardo, versi , e prose di Bernardo F ilippinq,
e d'altri, Roma, 1659.

Pornaciari, Raffaello, Disegno storico della letteratura
ital iana dall' ori^ine _fi^no _ai

nostri te'm'pi. Pirenze, 1894.

Praccaroli, Giuseppe, D'una teoria razionale di Me trica
TtaTla na,'^Torino, 18'87!

aas pa ry , Ad o 1 f o , Storia della L e 1 1 e ra tura Italiana,_

Torino, 1891.'

Criornale Storico.

T.iteraturblatt fur r}ermanische_und Rqf?ia_nische_Philol_ogie_,

Hg il'bro'nn ,'T8'82'
.'

rTazzoleni, Rime Oneste de' Migliori PoeU, Bassano, 1821.

Nuova Antologia di Scienze, Isttere ed artl . Roma.





Rolli, Paolo, Del Pofitlcl Cofapqniinenti 6p1 S igner _Pao_lo

Rolll, Nizza, "l782.~

Romania.

Schiller, E. T me tri Lirici di_qrazjL_o, etc., trad, di
E." Mart l.nT," 'Torino, 1896.

Solerti, Angelo, Manuale di Metrlca Clas slca Itallana nel
acc ento riJtmic_o. Torino, 1886.

Starnpini, Ettore, Cornmento metri co a XTX. Liriche dl Oraz io,
etc. Torino, 1890.

Starnpini, Ettore, Le Odl Barbare di 0. Carducci e la
Metrlca Latina. Torino, 1861.

Tiraboschi, rrirolamo, Stor ia della let tera tura itallana.
Hllano, 1822. "

Tommaseo, Nlcolo, Poesie dl Nl ccol o Toramaseo , Plrenze,1872

vers l , et Regole de la Huova Poesla Toscana, Roma, 1539.

Zarabaldi, P., Element! di Prosodla e di Metrlca Lat ina,

Torino,' 1896."
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LlfH .

I was born in Florence, Italy, December 12th, 1B71.

Prom 1681 to 1887 I stuaieti at Malvern College, Worcester-

shire, England, returning twice yearly to Italy. For

three years I held a scholarship of^80 for proficiency in

French. With a view to entering the Army, T stuaied dur-

ing 1S88-1389 in Tubingen, wiirtt, Prerraany, unoer Prof.

J. a. G. Schuler, of Tubingen University.

During 1890-1B91 I attended the 'toaching" establish-

ment of C. '^ Coates, Esq. !I.A. (Cam.), in London, and in

December 1891, passed on the list of candidates successful

for Infantry cadetships at the R. Mil. Coll., Sandhurst.

Failing to pass the physical examination, I returned to

Italy. In October 1892, I entered the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, and was graduated with the degree of A.B. in June,

1894. In October 1894, I entered the Department of Ro-

mance languages, taking Italian as my principal subject.

I attended the lectures of Prof. A. Marshall Elliott,

Dr. J. E. Matzke and Dr. L. E. Menger.

To the latter T wish to express my gratituae for tne

interest \vhich he has shown in my work, ana for the benefit

which I have derived from his courses. As a minor subject





I took a course uncier Prof. H, B. Adams, v/ith great pi^ofit

and pleasure to myself, and was examined on the "Renais-

sance in Italy" and on the "History of the Oermanic Races."

Returning to Europe during the summers of 1895-6-7,

I spent much of this time in Florence, Italy, in the prepa-

ration of my thesis. Sincf^ October, 1397, T have had the

privilege of conducting an undergraduate course in Italian.

T take this opportunity of expressing to Prof.

Elliott my ueep appreciation of the benefit which I have re-

ceived under his broadening tuition, ana my gratitude for

his consiaeration and patience, ana nis unvarying kindness

both in the class-room and outside the University.

Arthur H. Baxter.
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